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The NOAA Corps, formerly called the ESSA Corps, is a
descendent of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey
which was formed by Act of Congress in 191?. For many years,
the major activities of the Coast and Geodetic Survey were
hydrographic and geodetic surveying for which engineers
qualified for marine command were required. Since that time,
the NOAA Corps mission has expanded to encompass earth, at-
mospheric, ocean, and biological sciences. In the August 1,
1971, NOAA Corvs Bulletin , the following NOAA Corps mission
statemeni; '/ra.s published:
"The mission of the NOAA Corps is to provide officers
technically competent to assume positions of leader-
ship in the projects and programs of NOAA. Members
of a Uniformed Service, they serve as officers of
the Departmen* of Commerce or as military officers,
if transferred to the Armed Services during times
of emergency. Discipline and flexibility are in-
herent in the Corps personnel system. NOAA officers
are trained for positions of leadership and command
in the operation of ships and aircraft; in the con-
duct of field projects on land, at and under the sea,
and in the air; in the management of NOAA observa-
tional and support facilities; as members or leaders
of research efforts; and in the management of various
organizational elements throughout NOAA."
An intrinsic part of assuring that capable men are ful-
filling that mission is the NOAA Corps Fitness Report System.
The heart of this system is NOAA Form 56-6, Fitness Report
for Commissioned Officers. To quote from the instructions
for preparing Form 56-6 :

"This report is used with previous fitness reports
for the purposes of assignment-making, career devel-
opment and promotion."
The objectives of this thesis are the determination of
whether or not the NOAA Corps Fitness Report System is in
fact fulfilling the above functions and, if not doing so,
the formulation of methods to improve the System to better
meet NOAA Corps personnel needs. To accomplish these ob-
jectives, research has been directed into the following
areas
:
1) A study of current literature to determine new de-
velopments in and "state of the art" of performance
appraisal.
2) A study of pertinent NOAA Corps regulations and
official published material regarding the NOAA
Corps Fitness Report System.
3) A study of the appraisal systems of the six larger
uniformed services of the United States.
^) A siiudy of industrial appraisal systems with partic-
ular emphasis on firms having occupational similari-
ties to NOAA Corps assignments.
5) An attitude and informational questionnaire designed
to determine NOAA Corps officers' perceptions and
observations of the NOAA Corps fitness report system.
In conclusion, this thesis will make specific recom-
mendations concerning the NOAA Corps officer appraisal
system. These recommendations will be based on the results
of the above studies and the questionnaire results.
10

II. PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL - STATE OF THE ART
A . BACKGROUND
The origins of performance appraisal are lost in an-
tiquity. It is probable that the beginnings of performance
appraisal coincide with the beginnings of the world's old-
est profession. Within the military realm, examples of in-
formal military appraisal are found in the Bible, Caesar's
account of the Gallic Wars, Napoleon's campaigns, and in the
majority of written histories down through the ages. The
reports of Brigadier General Lewis Cass in I8I3 are the
oldest written fitness reports in United States Department
of Defense files. Since that time, all uniformed services
and the majority of governmental agencies and industrial
concerns have adopted some form of a personnel evaluation
system. For the majority of organizations with a personnel
evaluation system, the present format of the appraisal
system has teen arrived at by an iterative process as
management theories have come and gone and as further in-
sigh^' into the workings of human behavior have been gained.
The majority of performance appraisal systems in use
today have stated or implied objectives of justifying wage
and salary actions, setting goals, determining training needs,
providing a historical background to aid in the justification
of personnel actions, providing either positive or negative




Performance appraisal systems can be categorized in
many ways. For purposes of this thesis, this writer cat-
egorized appraisal systems by design of system, evaluator -
evaluatee relationship, and developmental versus evaluative
systems.
B. PROBLEMS WITH APPRAISAL
Before proceeding with a description of the above sys-
tems it is noted that all systems have one or more of the
following common appraisal problems as compiled by the writer
(1) Subjectivity fatten, 1960/ - No matter the system
or the rater (s)
,
personal bias will creep into rat-
ings. Personal values and bias have in more than one
organization replaced organizational standards.
(2) Halo effect /S^wart, Seashore and Tiffin, 19^1/ - This
error occurs when the rater lets one characteristic
influence the overall assessment of the person being
rated. From the standpoint of the organization, this
can be particularly harmful if politically skilled
sycophants score high on items such as human relations
and are then scored equally high on items such as pro-
ductivity when in reality their productivity may be
quite low.
(3) Leniency /Taylor and Hastman, 195§7 " These errors
are manifested by grade inflation. The converse of
this error is the tendency to rate people lower than
12

their true worth, although this is much less common.
(4) Central tendency error Patterson, 19527 " This occurs
when a rater tends to rate everyone average and in
fact fails to differentiate between subordinates.
(5) Establishment of Reliability /Taylor and Hastman,
195^7 " The reliability of a performance appraisal
system is the consistency with which a subordinate
is rated in successive ratings, assuming no change in
the subordinate's performance nor in ~he appraisal
form. Reliability is also measured by the consis-
tency with which two or more supervisors rate per-
formance when they have comparable information
concerning a subordinate's performance.
(6) Establishment of Relevance /Haynes , 1978/ - Are the
traits being reported on truly relevant to the organ-
ization and the job of the rated individual?
(7) Establishment of Validity ^ayroff , Kaggerty, and
Rundquist, 1954/ - The validity of a performance
evaluation system is indicated by the extent to which
ratings reflect real differences in the degree to
which the ratees are contributing to the overall
goals of the organization.
(8)\ Managerial Resistance - This problem first suggested
by Douglas McGregor /Ref . 20/, is generated by the
supervisor's innate resistance to "playing God." To
quote McGregor "The respect we hold for the inherent
13

value of the individual leaves us distressed when we
must take responsibility for judging the personal
worth of a fellow man. Yet the conventional ap-
proach to performance appraisal forces us not only
to make such judgments and to see them acted upon
but also to communicate them to those we have judged.
Small wonder we resist!"
(9) Managerial Time Constraints ^hisler and Harper, 1964/
For managers having to appraise large number of sub-
ordinates, the time required to both observe and then
complete the paperwork involved with the appraisal
process may be prohibitive.
(10) Error of recency - According to Ford and Jennings
/^ef . ll/, the tendency to evaluate an employee on
what he has done recently as opposed to his consistent
performance throughout the rating period.
The above list is not meant to be a comprehensive listing
of all problems associated with performance appraisal.
Numerous other problems, such as intra-personal conflict be-
tween rater and ratee , timeliness of appraisal information,
and even intentional corruption of the system by morally




C. DESIGN OF APPRAISAL SYSTEMS
According to Oberg /Ref
. 22/, there are nine system de-
signs in general use today. These ares
1. Essay appraisal
2. Graphic scale rating
3. Field review
4-. Forced-choice rating
5« Critical incident appraisal
6. Management- by-objectives approach
7. Work- standards approach
3. Ranking methods including alternation and paired
comparison
9. Assessment centers
An addiT;ional system coming into fairly widespread use is
the behaviorally anchored rating scale. The general charac-
teristics of these systems follow;
(1) The essay appraisal /Richardson, 19527 essentially
requires the rater to write a paragraph or more
describing the ratee's strengths, weaknesses, accom-
plishments, estimated potential, etc. The biggest
problems with essay ratings are the variability of
length and content and the general difficulty associ-
ated with comparing one man's ratings with another.
(2) The graphic rating scale /Paterson 1922-1923, Ryan,
19^^ does not allow an in-depth study of a man's
performance characteristics, but it is considered
one of the more reliable and consistent appraisal
methods. According to Oberg, "For many purposes
there is no need to use anything more complicated





(3) The field review method ^adsworth, 1948/ is utilized
when it is suspected that there may be rater bias,
widespread errors of leniency causing system inflation,
or when comparability of ratings is essential. Essen-
tially, this method involves a member of the central
administrative staff meeting with small groups of
raters and discussing the ratings of their individual
employees with them. The objectives of this meeting
are to (a) identify areas of inter-rater disagreement,
(b) help the group arrive at a consensus concerning
the ratings of their employees, and (c) assure that
each rater is perceiving the organizatiorfs standards
similarly. The major problem with this system is
that the process is quite time consuming.
{^') Forced-choice rating /Sisson, 19^8/ ^^^ many varia-
tions, but the most common asks the appraiser to choose
from among tetrads of statements those which least
fit him. Each statement has a weight or score at-
tached to it as established by the designer of the
form and the highest scoring ratees are considered the
best performers. In theory this system looks great
as it is assumed that both the rater and ratee have
sub-moronic intelligence and are being "tricked" into
giving a "true" evaluation. In practice, a sophis-
ticated rater can easily give any employee as high or
low of rating as he desires. Another problem is
16

that forced choice ratings are relatively useless in
performance appraisal reviews.
(5) Critical incident appraisal /Flanagan and Burns, 19527
involves the supervisor keeping a record of a sub-
ordinate's performance throughout a rating period.
Both good and bad performance is recorded and then
related to the subordinate during an appraisal inter-
view. The primary advantage of this system is that
a man's performance and not his personality is what
is being evaluated. Problems with this system are
that the supervisor sets the standards and then makes
the subjective judgment of what is a "critical
incident" /Scott, 197^7-
(6) Management-by-objectives (MBO) ^atton I960, The
Conference Board, 196_87 involves employees helping
to determine their own future performance goals and
then being rated on how well they attain these goals.
Two major problems have evolved from this. It has
become apparent that many employees want nothing to
do with setting their own goals ("If I wanted to be
a manager, I would have become a manager") and in
many instances lauded examples of participatory man-
agement have drifted into a system whereby management
attempts to give an impression of participatory goal
setting but, in fact, ends up setting its own goals
17

and objectives. In addition, some practitioners claim
that paperwork, excessive time to implement, and in-
ability to compare one individual with another are
major difficulties of an MBO system.
(7) The Work Standards approach /Oberg, 1972/ is essen-
tially MBO with one major philosophic difference. The
company sets the objectives and then evaluates em-
ployees on how well they attain these company set
goals. However, setting goals for the employees
should make the evaluation procedure less threatening
as the employee knows the exact basis for his evalu-
ation. The most serious problem with the Work Standards
approach appears to be an inability to compare individ-
uals, as employees in different portions of an organ-
ization are rated on a different basis. Also in many
jobs there is difficulty in setting accurate and fair
standards
.
(8) Ranking methods essentially list employees in the
supervisor's perceived order of worth to the organization,
Alternation ranking /Lopez, I9687, forced distribution
/Tiffin, 195l7' a-^^ paired-comparison /Lawshe, Kephart,
and McCormick, 19^^ ranking are the most widespread
ranking systems. This system is widely used in
choosing individuals for promotion to top management
as candidates for such positions usually have equally
glowing appraisal reports. The major drawbacks of
18

this system are its almost completely subjective
nature and the fact that it is not "relative." All
those ranked may be very poor. Ultimately the individ-
ual or group making such rankings must rely on 'gut
feeling' to establish a ranking order.
(9) Assessment centers /kllen, 197^. as pioneered by
Dr. Douglas Bray of AT and T, are groups of specially-
trained managers from various departments in an or-
ganization brought together to pool judgment for
ranking a group of subordinates by order-of-merit
.
These subordinates pass through a series of manage-
ment games, leaderless discussion groups, etc., and
are evaluated on their performance by the assessment
center. This system is a sophisticated ranking method
that makes it possible for worthy individuals in low
status departments or low profile jobs to attain visi-
bility in the competitive situation of an assessment
cen-er. There is little that can be said against such
a method as it has the effect of equalizing oppor-
tunity, improving morale, and enlarging the pool of
possible promotion candidates. However, it can be
very expensive and ultimately relies on the collective
subjective judgment of the individuals making up the
assessment center.
(10) 3ehaviorally anchored rating-scales, lauded by Millard,
Luthans, and Otteman ^ef . 21/ as "A New Breakthrough
19

for Performance Appraisal" are in fact a glorified
version of the graphic rating scale. For example, as
opposed to headings such as outstanding . . . through
unsatisfactory on a performance trait such as grace-
fulness, the rater could be expected to choose from a
list of statements such as
- a) Has the moves of a prima ballerina
- b) Can pirouette with the best of them
- c) Can jog reasonably well
- d) Trips often
- e) Misses the ground when intentionally throwing
self at same
The authors claim this system will be a breakthrough
for "more reliable, effective and valid performance
appraisals." Because of the increased specificity
of zhe rating scale, it is possible that this system
will function better than the traditional graphic
rating scale. However, a problem exists in identi-
fying universally applicable behavioral descriptors
in an organization with diversified missions.
The majority of appraisal forms in use today incorporate
elements from one or more of the above appraisal designs.
The over-riding philosophy in this hybrid approach is that
two or more appraisal systems used together will complement





Within the context of the above appraisal designs, the
following evaluator-evaluatee relationships can exist:
1. Superior-subordinate appraisal system - This is the
classical evaluation system in which the superior
passes judgment on the past performance of a subor-
dinate. This system is also amenable to a group of
superiors combining their views to pass judgment on a
subordinate.
2. Participatory approach - This system is essentially
the management-by-objectives approach in which a sub-
ordinate and superior jointly establish a set of ob-
jectives for the subordinate to accomplish, and then,
ai; the end of a rating period, participate in evalu-
ating how well the subordinate met his objectives and
agree on a new set of objectives for the coming rating
period.
3. Self-appraisal - Self-appraisal, as described by
Teel ^ef . 32/, is a method whereby the subordinate
rates himself and then compares his results with his
supervisor's rating of him. Ground rules are laid out
ahead of time for negotiating differences between the
subordinate's view of himself and the superior's view
of the subordinate. Teel reports that in his experience
this method enhanced the communication between superior
21

and subordinate during the appraisal interview.
Tenneco Oil of the firms canvassed in Chapter 3 prac-
tices this form of self-appraisal. A variation of
self-appraisal, whereby the subordinate provides his/
her superior with a listing of his objectives, duties,
and accomplishments during the appraisal period, is
practiced by two firms canvassed by the writer and is
under consideration for use by the United States Army.
^. Peer ratings Hollander, 195i±7 - Ratings by those of
equal rank or position in a hierarchical social system
are termed peer ratings. The over-riding consideration
of peer evaluation is "that the individual working
closest to txhe person being judged would have the best
information on performance" /Whisler and Harper, 196^.
A major problem in peer rating is that the criteria for
evaluation may be useful to the rater but not necessarily
to the organization /French, 19737.
5. Subordinate-superior ratings /Maloney and Kinrichs,
195^ - This method entails a subordinate rating a
superior. This is most effective when the superior is
rated on such items as training subordinates, providing
performance feedback, and providing a supportive atmos-
phere for subordinates to function within. These systems
accept the fact that a subordinate does not have a suf-
ficiently wide view of the "big picture" to evaluate
a superior on all facets of his performance. The
22

objective in such a system is to provide a superior
with feedback relating to his handling of subordinates.
It is hoped that this will improve the superior's
effectiveness as a leader and manager. As with peer
group evaluation, the rater's performance appraisal
may be based on criteria useful to the rater but not
necessarily to the enterprise.
E. EVALUATIVE ^/ERSUS DEVELOPMENTAL APPROACH
Cummings and Schwab ^ef . 3/ differentiate performance
appraisal philosophies on the basis of whether the use of
the appraisal is to evaluate past actions or develop future
performance. Evaluative use of performance appraisal focuses
on past actions which could affect administrative decisions
such as promotions, demotions, transfers, and terminations.
On the other hand, developmental appraisal focuses on im-
proving performance and the potential for performance by
identifying areas for growth and personal development. The
following table /Cummings and Schwab, 1978/ outlines the
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Within the context of the above figure, it is becoming in-
creasingly apparent that depending on the individual being
rated, either the developmental or evaluative appraisal mode
may be of greatest benefit to both the organization and the
individual being rated. For instance, a hard-charging self-
star"cer in a job with growth opportunities may be best ap-
praised in the developmental mode. Individuals in jobs with
little growth opportunity and little desire to learn more
may be best appraised in the evaluative mode. By the same
token, poor or marginal performers must be appraised in the




It has "become common practice in many companies to combine
the evaluative and developmental aspects of performance ap-
praisal into one all encompassing system. Some authors
/Cummings and Schwab, 1978. Beer and Ruh, 1976/ have sug-
gested that the techniques for performance evaluation are
completely different from and may be inconsistent with the
techniques for development of performance .
Cummings and Schwab /Ref . 3/ address this by suggesting
a three pronged appraisal program, encompassing a develop-
mental action program (DAP) , a maintenance action program
(MAP) , and a remedial action program (RAP) . DAP focuses on
the proven high performer with upward potential, MAP on the
acceptable performer with limited upward potential, and RAP
on the substandard performer who requires close observation
or who should be prepared for termination. The advantage
to implementing a DAP, MAP, and RAP program lies in the
system's recognition that differing individual's with dif-
fering personalities and worth to the organization may best
be appraised in different ways. The program's major weakness
lies in identifying DAP, MAP, and RAP candidates. It would
appear that the pigeonholing of subordinates into a DAP, MAP
or RAP mode would involve the same subjective judgments that
are involved in all other appraisal systems. As such the
writer suggests the use of a dual appraisal system, which
recognizes the differing nature of the evaluative and develop-
mental aspects of performance appraisal.
25

F. DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE OF AN APPRAISAL PROGRAM
In developing an appraisal program, many decisions have
to "be made. Among these are:
1) What are the program objectives?
2) Is the program direction evaluative, developmental,
or a combination of the two?
3) What are the behavioral dimensions to be appraised?
h) Who will be the appraisers and how often will
appraisals be conducted?
5) What will be the design of the appraisal form?
After determining answers to one through four of the above,
the design of appraisal forms can begin. Haynes ^efs . 13
and 1^ suggests keeping the following thoughts in mind
while designing appraisal forms:
1. Express only one idea with each factor to be ap-
praised. If two thoughts are expressed, such as
punctuality and attendance, a person who is rated
high on one and low on the other is difficult to
appraise
.
2. Use words the appraiser will understand.
3. Have appraisers evaluate what they observe, not
what is inferred.
4. Avoid double negatives. Make positive, declarative
statements
.
5. Express thought clearly and simply. Qualifying
clauses, ponderous words, and complex expressions
serve only to confuse the appraiser.
26

6. Keep statements internally consistent.
7. Avoid universal statements. Words such as "all,"
"always," and "never" lead to ambiguity.
3. Concentrate on the present. Any attempt to go into
the past for a rating will lead to distortion^
Dramatic events in the past stand out in an appraiser's
memory, while good daily work tends to be expected
and therefore overlooked. (This appears to contra-
dict the concept of the "error of recency" /Ford
and Jennings, 19727 as reported in Section B of
this chapter.
)
9. Avoid vague concepts. This is particularly ap-
parent in attempts to appraise personality factors.
Heisler /Ref . 1^, in a study of viewpoints of one
hundred chief executive officers of Fortune 500 compa:nies
versus the viewpoint of 200 MBA candidates at Wake Forest
University, found the following ranking of traits for deter-
mining promo tability. The MBA candidates' rankings are in
parentheses
.
Comes up with new ways to handle problems.
Is cooperative, has the spirit of teamwork.
Has a good record of accomplishments.
Is able to operate with a minimum of direction.
Is able to argue logically.
Is able to meet deadlines.
Is able to communicate clearly and effectively.
Is tactful in making suggestions to superiors.
Is able to take suggestions from subordinates.













The MBA candidates rated 2 and 4 respectively
- 2. Is able to sell ideas.
- ^. Has a pleasant personality.
The corresponding Chief Executive Officer (CEO) values are
12 and 18. It is noted that the above rankings reflect the
CEO's view of present corporate policy. As a cross reference,
Heisler also asked for CEO's and MBA candidates to rank
traits as they should be considered in an ideal setting.
The major casualties in this cross-referencing are
3. (5) Is tactful in making suggestions to superiors
- 18. {k) Has a pleasant personality
which drop to 21 (17) and 20 (18) respectively.
It is the writer's belief that any designer of an appraisal
form which incorporates a graphic rating scale into its format
should seriously consider utilizing at least the top ten
traits or some form of them as reported by Heisler for CEO's.
Cook /Ref. ^, in an attitude survey of managers, found
that the usefulness, and thus the value, of performance ap-
praisals can be improved if they
1. Are provided as frequently as costs and other cir-
cumstances permit.
2. Are provided as soon after the end of a reporting
period as possible.
3. Give appropriate credit for favorable performance.




5. Provide as much detailed information as specifically
needed by each recipient.
6. Include only controllable items.
7. Are accurate.
8. Compare actual results with an accurate, fair, and
appropriate basis of measurement (where possible
the quality of the job should also be measured)
.
9. Emphasize zhe exceptional items (good and bad) which
require the attention of the manager.
10. Avoid using performance reports as a pressure device
to prod the managers continually to increase output
or decrease cost.
Ford and Jennings /Ref . 11/ make the case that the prime
method of increasing the effectiveness of performance apprai-
sals is to reduce the time interval between appraisals.
"Available research evidence, though limited, indicates that
increasing appraisal frequency can be an effective way of
overcoming reluctance to administer appraisals , increasing
the accuracy of the performance rating, enhancing employee
satisfaction and acceptance of the appraisal, and mitigating
judicial charges of discrimination." As opposed to flooding
headquarters with bi-monthly or quarterly reports. Ford and
Jennings suggest that the supervisor maintain an appraisal
file for his subordinates and compile a year end composite
report for inclusion in headquarters personnel files. It is
29

felt that such a system could help eliminate such factors
as the recency error, halo effect, and unpleasant surprises
such as the subordinate discovering that he has been doing
something wrong all year and finding out about it only dur-
ing his yearly appraisal.
G. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY AND THE PERFORMANCE
APPRAISAL
Increasingly, the courts are looking at an organization's
performance appraisal system in situations involving alleged
discrimination because of sexual, racial, or religious
bias. According to Schneier /Ref . 28/, the courts have
found appraisal systems to be discriminatory when:
- They were based on subjective and ill-defined criteria.
- They may have been affected by sexual and/or racial bias.
- They were not collected and scored under standardized
conditions, thus affecting their reliability and validity.
- The content of the rating instrument was not based on a
careful job analysis.
- They were not shown to be job related through proper
validation studies.
French /Ref. 12/ feels that " job-relatedness , detailed
instructions for raters, familiarity with the employees' day-
to-day performance, and standardized methods of administration"






Performance appraisal has the attribute of either becom-
ing a major problem to an organization or a tool with which
to improve both employee morale and productivity. Although
some systems claim to be able to reduce subjectivity in rat-
ings, it is doubtful that any system dealing with human
beings can (or even should) be made completely free of
subjectivity. In view of recent court decisions, it is a
necessity for all organizations to inspect their appraisal
system for potentially discriminatory elements and redesign
their system as required. It must be remembered that any
appraisal system is only as good as the people administering
it. In addition, it must be recognized that the performance
appraisal is only one facet, albeit very important facet, of
an effective personnel administration system. The perform-
ance appraisal is not and cannot be a panacea for poor re-
cruiting practices, poor job placement, and inadequate
training programs. Poor performance, where it exists, is
not the fault of an appraisal system. The converse is not




III. INDUSTRIAL PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL
A. CANVASSING OF INDUSTRIAL CONCERNS
Noting that there are numerous similarities "between the
performance of employees of specific types of industrial
concerns and the officers of the NOAA Corps, fifty-nine
industrial concerns were contacted by the writer for infor-
mation concerning their performance appraisal systems and
career development programs.
Prior to contacting these firms, the writer categorized




3. Environmental data collection (ocean, earth, at-
mosphere, biosphere)
^. Research and development
5. Technical operational
6. Technical staff and management
7. Administrative staff and management
Coupled with these potential assignment areas are the possi-
bilities of prolonged duty in remote areas and a highly
mobile life style. These considerations led to canvassing
of firms in the following areas:
1. Naxural Resources (mineral and forest development)
2. Worldwide Construction










Beckman Instrmoment s , Inc.
The Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Company
The Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Company (marine operations)
Digital Equipment Corporation
Fluor Corporation











Ocean Data Systems, Inc.
Oceaneering International, Inc.
Prudential Lines, Inc.
Santa ?e International Corporation
Standard Oil Company (Indiana)







^^ United States Lines, Inc.
Weyerhauser Company
The appraisal and development forms and accompanying
(if received) regulations and official guidance for comple-
tion of these forms and methods of appraisal were analyzed by
the '/writer. In the case of a company having multiple appraisal
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forms, the form most applicable to the NOAA Corps mission
was utilized for analysis. However, in the case of the
Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co., because of the wide divergence in
form design between supervisory personnel and marine trans-
port deck officers, both forms were utilized in the analysis
of appraisal systems. Conversely, responses were received
from Gulf Oil Exploration and Production Company and from
Gulf Research and Development Company, both divisions of
Gulf Oil. As both divisions utilized the same forms. Gulf
Oil was only counted once in the analysis. The response
from Sun Harbor Industries, a subsidiary of Westgate-Cali-
fornia, a fishing company, was a management appraisal form
as opposed to a fisheries captain or deck officer appraisal
form. Responses from Asarco , Inc. (natural resources) and
American President Lines (maritime transport) indicating no
formal appraisal system were received via telephone conver-
sation. A telephone response from Ashland Exploration (nat-
ural resource) indicated a recent change in appraisal design
to a system encompassing a greater degree of self-assessment.
As no follow-up form 'n3.s received by the writer, Ashland
was not included in the analysis. See Figure 2 for a com-
pilation of characteristics found on industrial performance
appraisals, and an indication of the relative frequency with
which various characteristics are utilized. Figure 2
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appraisal characteristics run down the left margin. Charac-
teristics are ordered by decreasing frequency of use.
B. APPRAISAL SYSTEM DESIGN PARAMETERS
As can be seen from Fig^ore 2, twenty-seven of the re-
sponding entities have some measure of formal appraisal
of employees, while only five responses indicated no formal
appraisal system. Prior to discussing the twenty-seven re-
sponses, two firms, Georgia-Pacific and Kennecott Explora-
tion, Inc., Ocean Mining Laboratory, gave good reasons for
not maintaining formal appraisal systems. In the case of
Kennecott Ocean Mining Laboratory, IVIr. John T. Fuller, Man-
ager of Administration, wrote, "Since this is a small organ-
ization with few transfers of personnel between ourselves and
other Kennecott offices, the need for a formal evaluation
system with historical depth is minimal. . . Since there are
no "promotion boards" at a geographically remote area, there
is little need for extensive documentation on job performance."
Georgia-Pacific Corporation returned an answer which could
be partially applicable to the NOAA Corps (however, the
writer is not suggesting that the NOAA Corps dispense with
its Fitness Report System) . In explaining why Georgia-
Pacific had no formal evaluation system, S.G.F. DeChant,
Personnel Director, wrote, "We are too highly decentralized
and diversified to make such a program economically feasible."
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Of the twenty-seven companies reporting formal appraisal
systems, all require nar^rative comments and all evaluate
past behavior. Overall ratings, a description of job accom-
plishments and job duties, and a requirement for a reviewing
supervisor to inspect the completed appraisal and comment
as necessary are found in nineteen of the twenty-seven
appraisal systems received.
Eighteen of the twenty-seven appraisal and/or development
systems received have mention of career development incor-
porated into their system. Of these, fourteen have some
measure of career development included on the appraisal
form while four responding companies, in apprarent adherence
to the belief that evaluation and career development are
philosophically divergent, maintain separate forms for both
career development and evaluation.
Seventeen responding companies use some form of rating
scale to evaluate employee performance. Of these, seven use
graphic scales with general headings similar to the NOAA Corps
form; four use graphic scales with specific headings (one
thought expressed per rating item; such as, "Is respected by
superiors" vice all encompassing "Human Relations"), and six
use a "Behaviorally Anchored Rating Scale" (BARS). As a
BARS is a relatively new concept, it is possible that a





Sixteen of the responding companies require a specific
statement of an employee's strong points while only fourteen
companies require a statement of weak points;. The difference
here is possibly explainable by a feeling on the part of some
personnel departments that mention of weak points is dys-
functional from both the organization's standpoint and the
rai:ed individual's standpoint. It is felt that concentrating
on overcoming weak points merely wastes time and energy
while concentrating on strong points can strengthen both the
individual and the organization.
Management-by-objectives (MBO) logged sixteen responses.
All companies in the "Research and Engineering Development"
category utilize MBO. As MBO, of all evaluative and develop-
mental systems, most encourages intra-organizational communi-
cation, it is easy to see why companies working within rapidly
changing environments would utilize this system. However,
none of the responding maritime or air transportation firms
utilize MBO. Within these industries, the work of deck of-
ficers and flight personnel is quite structured and standard-
ized as the primary job objective is to get a moving vehicle
from point A to point B in one piece. In addition, it is
required that officers in the maritime and air transport
industries pass stringent licensing examinations and possess
the requisite skills necessary to function in their occupa-
tions prior to employment. As such, there is little point in
an MBO or career development program in these industries.
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A statement as to the rater's view of the present pro-
motability of the rated individual was found in fifteen of
the appraisal systems studied by the writer.
Of those appraisal system traits that are found in less
than half the formal systems studied by the writer, eight
firms provide space for the subordinate to comment upon
his evaluation, while seven systems require or recommend
that the supervisor summarize the results of the appraisal
discussion and the subordinate's reaction to his/her
evaluation.
Six firms require comment concerning an employee's long-
term career potential. The writer disagrees with this aspect
of appraisal systems on two counts:
1) unrealistic hopes followed by disillusionment could
be fostered by such a system;
2) early pigeon-holing of an employee into a low long-
term potential category could result in lack of
motivation to both improve self and increase value to
the organization.
Four firms provide space for written comments within the
graphic scale and require that all marks be justified. Al-
though tedious, this helps to increase both the validity
of ratings and the validity of personnel actions based upon
the graphic scale ratings. Weyerhauser Company adheres to
this system with the objective of making each appraisal
" accurate ," " precise , " and " legally defensible in case of
challenge." In an era of raised social consciousness, with
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accompanying discrimination suits, reverse discrimination
suits, SEO and Affirmative Action, it is mandatory that em-
ployee appraisals be legally defensible. It is probable that
in the near future many other organizations utilizing grading
scales will adopt a policy requiring full justification of
both all highly complimentary marks and all adverse marks.
Self-assessment is found within three appraisal systems.
In all of these systems an evaluation by the supervisor also
occurs. The evaluation by the supervisor is tempered, al-
though not controlled, by the subordinate self-assessment.
The intent is not to "let the tail wag the dog," instead it
is to allow responsible employees the opportunity to present
their accomplishments to upper management and to stimulate
increased communication between subordinate and supervisor.
As regards self-assessment, Tenneco Oil adheres to the belief
that, "If an atmosphere of trust has been developed between
you (supervisor and subordinate), it may be surprising to
find how accurately many employees will evaluate themselves."
(Section 6.^4- of MANAGING FOR PERFORMANCE A Supervisor' s
Guide for Imiplementing the Tenneco Oil Company's Performance
Planning and Evaluation System , February 7» 1978)' As the
levels of both employee education and overall job expecta-
tions increase, it is probable that self-assessment will come into
widespread use as an input to the total appraisal process.
In industrial circles, the use of forced distributions
appears to be waning in popularity. Only two responding
1^0

firms require that an employee be placed into a hypothetical
distribution of peers. It is probable that both MBO and
the move to appraise personnel on the basis of job performance,
as opposed to in comparison with peers, are the primary causes
of the seeming demise of the forced distribution.
The weighting of performance factors in relation to
their importance to a given job is logically appealing, but
is only practiced by one responding firm. The writer con-
jectures that problems of administration and the confusion
resulting from such a weighting system are the causes for
such a policy's relative lack of use.
Peer rating is found in only one appraisal system. Peer
rating is employed by Digital Equipment Corporation for
the evaluation of "many of our technical and scientific
people" (personal communication from Robert R. Clark, Manager,
Employee and Management Development, 10/24/78). Desirability
is considered by only one maritime transportation company.
C. INDUSTRIAL APPRAISAL SYSTEM TYPE AS RELATED TO NOAA CORPS
NEEDS
On the whole, industry is concerned wi-th opening channels
of communication between subordinate and supervisor. This
dialogue is not directed at " touch-feely, " "I'm OK, You're
OK" pablum, but at a relatively hardnosed look at what the
subordinate can do to improve himself/herself professionally
and, by so doing, improve the overall capabilities of the
organization.

The exceptions to the industrial trend (as observed
by the writer) are the marine and air transportation in-
dustries. The licensed officers that operate ships and air-
craft are evaluated primarily on their physical ability to
operate a specific type of craft and the depth of profes-
sional knowledge which they have acquired concerning the
operation, design, and maintenance of that craft. Although
new aircraft and new types of ships are periodically intro-
duced, the basic mission of officers employed in the trans-
portation industry remains unchanged: the safe passage of
passengers and cargo.
Looking at the differences between the appraisal systems
of the transportation industry and the remainder of industri-
al types canvassed, the question arises: "What industrial
type organization does the NOAA Corps most closely resemble?"
Obviously NCAA officers command and man ships and aircraft
and are responsible for the safe passage of these vessels.
However, NCAA ships and aircraft have highly diverse primary
missions ranging from tidal studies, environmental baseline
studies, photogrammetrie missions, and hurricane "hunting"
thru hydrographic surveys, geophysical surveys, global at-
mospheric studies, etc., ad infinitum. Consider the diverse
ship and aircraft missions of the NOAA Fleet, and the fact
that the average NOAA Corps officer rotates between sea/
flight duty and shore duty (which can range from independent
laboratory research through engineering program manager) , and
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the truly complex nature of both the NOAA Corps mission as
a whole and the mission of the individual officer emerges.
It appears that the NOAA Corps is most like the resource
companies, construction firms, and research and engineering
development entities in appraisal needs. The NOAA Corps
needs both a strong evaluation system and a strong develop-
mental system. This will be addressed further in Chapter 7.
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IV. UNITED STATES UNIFORMED SERVICES
OFFICER APPRAISAL
A. BACKGROUND
As the NOAA Corps is one of the seven uniformed services
of the United States, for comparison purposes it is necessary
to study the officer fitness report systems of the six
larger services. The fact that there is probably no agreed-
upon foolproof method of evaluating an individual officer
within a given service is reflected by the dynamic nature
of the majority of service fitness report systems. Major
changes have been instituted by the Air Force, Coast Guard,
Navy, and Public Health Service within the last year. The
Army is in the midst of a major change in its fitness report
system, while the Marine Corps had the latest change to its
system in 1977- The changes and proposed changes to the
various systems have involved regulations, forms, and in
some cases, an outright change in the philosophy of officer
appraisal.
The following discussion of the various service appraisal
systems in use today is meant to point out the differences
between the various service systems as well as point out




B. THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE OFFICER EFFECTIVENESS REPORT
The Air Force Officer Effectiveness Report, AF Form 707,
is explained in Air Force Regulation 36-IO, (AF 36-IO) and
Air Force Pamphlet 36-26.
The Air Force system has recently been affected by prob-
lems which were generated by attempting to reduce grade in-
flation. The heart of the Air Force system, for the four
years prior to October 1^, 1978, was based on categorizing
an individual as a number, 1 thru 6, (see AFP 36-26, page
6- for definitions) which correlates with the six blocks
under Section V, Evaluation of Potential, of AF Form 707.
A cap was placed on the number of I's that a rating officer
could dole out for a given rated officer population. As the
I'o indicated highest potential, morale was hurt on two
fronts. According to Air Force sources, officers working
remote from a rating officer were less apt to be rated a 1
than an equally (or perhaps even less) capable officer work-
ing in close proximity to a rating officer (out of sight, out
of mind); and, officers working within elite, handpicked
research or task force groups were demoralized as within a
given group only 22 percent of ratees could be designated
#l's. An additional problem was that the majority of #1 '
s
occurred in rated officers due for promotion by reason of
longevity (by probable design on the part of rating officers)
The required forced distribution of #l's did not work as
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A3-2 AFR 36-10 Atuchment 3 1 January 1978
AF Form 707, Officer Effectiweneii Report (SAMPLE)
WAT6E lOtNTlflCATlON OATA If^nd AfR 36- 10 Cliilyjlly tulort l,(lma in mv intn)
NAM! (L^t. Ftrit, WlJOJ^ Intn^lt
Huff, Xenc 3 , Jr
I. **n ilnciudt nttflx)
231-34-5432FR
I PIKIOO OC XCPOUT
t OaaAMIXATIOM. COMMAMO. UOCATIOM, 'A* COOS
345 Tac Fcr Wg (TAG)
Mt Home AFB, ID
MTOTDKLS
4. rAFtC •. OAPIC
14 55 Ul3 21X
-jr«o«. 13 Jul 7 5
I
^"""' 31 Oct 76
• . ACTIVI DUTY OUAOC • . OAVt or tUPSRVItlOX
Capt 376
I Lt Annual
V' «T°ol.^.^irV?«i' ANoV«Iii^«V•njWiftf command level and duty title as they show in
the computer as of the closeout date of the
report.
Item 2: Describe the type and level of responsibility, the impact, the
number of people supervised, the dollar value of projects managed, and
any orh-^r "'^.-"^:^, wni'-:n .:«>;(- r ; n e the ^Qb of this particular ratee.
III. fERfOBMAHCE f ACTORS xOT o«t«BV«o rAM lOB KCL.OMf ~ AtfOVC
iSpeeipc €xampit of p^rformanct nquifta notacucvamt stanoaao iTahoawo tTANOARO tTANOAflO tr a no a wo
• SLOW t AIOVC I
"^
I JO* HMOWktOCS iDtfUt. c^rrtmey. irttauti
What has the ratee done to actually demonstrate depth, currency or
breadth of ]ob i^nowledge? Consider both quality and quantity of wori<.
accw^u. ffftcti*€t ^
How does tne ratee think clearly and develop correct and logical
concljsions? How does the ratee grasp, analyze, and present workable
solutions 10 croole"'3? l^i. PUAM ANO OA6AMIZI WOMK / Tlmtty. j^«av«/
Does the ratee look beyond immediate job requirements? . How has the
ratee anticioated critical events?
T4. MAMACCUCNT OF •CftOUHCIt (VoApOW*'
4fuS mMtentif l^
How does the ratee get maximum return for personnel, material and energy
expended? Consider the balance between minimizing cost and mission
.accgr.?l:5r..'Tigr.L.
-^.
, , , , ,
.
, p-
How has the ratee demonstrated initiative, acceptance of responsibil ity
,
and abilitv to direct and motivate group effort towards a goal?
^^
«. AOArTAIlUlTV TO tTRttt tSl»bU. fltXIbll
How has the ratee handled pressure? Does quality of work drop off?
Improve?
"[^ uu' o«Ai. cOMwuMiCATiOH fCl^^r. eoft<ts«.
COnflJtml)
How has the ratee demonstrated the ability to present ideas orally?
$. WMtTTCM COMMUMIC ATtOM iCltOf. COACIM. 1^
How has the ratee demonstrated the ability to present ideas in writing?
t. »<*orff«0iOM AL. auAkiTitt (AtnfUtM. «/pvm, 1^
How well does the officer meet and enforce Air Force standards of
bearing, dress, grooming and courtesy? Is the image projected by the












How rij:; tn.- ratee demonstrated support for the^Ar Lqual Opportunity
Pr gram, and j.-ns 1 1 1 v i ty for the human needs of others? Evaluation ot




AFR 36-10 Attachment 3 1 January 1978 A3-3
RECCNWMENOEO ASSIGNMENT INFORMATION
tTnO*«aCST QUACI^IC ATION
•uCaCftTtO jO* ASfti&>«M«WT tl»ilud€ AFSC}
OnCANlZATlON LEVEL-
TIMING.
V EVALUATION OF fOTENTlAL
TOP BLOCK CONTROLLED
Etaiiiait lift raiee i cifijlxluv 'tlame lo thai ofolflcen in tht tame padi m the group bemg
ctluaitti. /o/ ripanJrJ. more Jittnr rtsponntvliry Indicait your rannf by placmi «i X"




iF ncFOMT it AsftitcviArco
X • A»»«0»"IATt ILOCK
„ WCf^^T CLOiet OUTStOE CYCLE
.^ RATEC SELECTED rom ^wol««OTION
O MATES l*£TII«ES/9CPAP» ATEB WITHIN 4 MONTHI
C LATE TO REVIEWER Q QT Htn I R3tfr rxpiain I
VI. RATER COMMENTS
Drganize cne comments within the standards of good writing. Do not use
headings; underline, indent, or captialize merely to add emphasis. In-
_lude those comments required by paragraph 5-7f. Add any other comments
not covered elsewhere and not excluded by paragraph 4-9 which will
increase the value and meaning of the report. Amplify those positive
aspects of the ratee's performance deserving special note.
•AMI. SHADE EUAMCW 0» »WC. OUCH. LOCATION OOTT TITLE
FREDERICK FINCH, Lt Col, USAF Sq Operations Officej
380 Cmbt Spt Gp (SAC)
Plattsburah AF3 NY
1 Nov 7 6
iSM ilneluat suffix I
012-34-5678FR
VII. ADDITIONAL RATER COMMENTS G CONCun Qnonconcun
Review the ratings and comments of the rater for completeness and impar-
tiality. If the additional rater does not concur with any rating in
section III or V, check the nonconcur block. To reflect disagreement,
initial appropriate bloc.t<s (section III) and mark additional rater block
(section V). Significant disagreement (para 2-13) requires justification
name, skaoe. •<« ahcm or ive. o«cn. location
FELIX CARIELLO, Col, USAF





2 Nov 7 6
tIN flnclutU juf/ixt
987-65-4321FR
VII. REVIEWER COMMENTS G CONCOK
•^'J^.Cfvn?aMir
Review'ThV ratings and comments of the rater and additional rater for
completeness and impartiality. If the reviewer does not concur with the
additional rater, check the nonconcur block. To reflect disagreement,
initial aoprooriats blocks (section III) and mark reviewer block (section
V) Significant disagreement (para 2-13) requires ]ust if icatior.
(Review group size will not be entered on reports for medical service
officers (AFSC 9XXX) or for any abbreviated reports.)
T 30. NO or I iiti•CVICW &aOur «IZK
N A Mc7~G MAO I •MAWCM O' «wC. OWCH. UOCATIOM j OUTT TlTL«
16 I i"i I lEEl 1
JAMES M. ROBINSON, Col, 'JSAF
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originally intended to aid in the identification of the high
performer. However, grade inflation was reduced. Because
of the dysfunctional side effects mentioned above, the Air
Force rescinded the requirement for a forced distribution of
#l's on October Ik, 1978.
In spite of the problems encountered in combating grade
inflation, the Air Force system had, and continues to have,
many positive factors working in its favor. Although not
apparent from the form itself, the performance factors of
Section III are in fact a sophisticated behaviorally anchored
rating scale (See Appendix A) . Other strong points of the
Air Force system are: 1) the requirement that any rating in
"Performance Factors" other than "Meets Standard" requires
written justification; 2) a section for recommended assign-
ment information; and 3) Air Force Pamphlet 36-26, Officer
Personnel Hvaluator's Handbook. The Evaluator's Handbook is
a particularly useful tool insomuch as it provides complete
definitions cf all parts of AF Form 707. comments on admin-
istrative details, provides completed examples of effectively
written comments, contains philosophical "Do's" and "Don* ts"
as regards the appraisal process, and explains the functions
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C. THE UNITED STATES ARMY OFFICER EFFICIENCY REPORT
The form presently in use by the Army is Form DA (^1-^
,
1 January 1973- The pertinent Army regulation governing use
of this form is AR 623-IO5. The present form and system,
according to the New York Times, 1/3/73. was purportedly de-
signed to "measure the man" better and encourage "the yes
man less."
To accomplish this, Form DA ^1-1 includes a graphic rat-
ing scale of professional attributes, a section on demonstrated
performance of present duty, a section on recommendations con-
cerning promotion, and the ubiquitous narrative comment
section.
Significantly, no point score is attached to the graphic
scale. However, any answer other than "yes" to the questions
on the graphic scale requires written explanation.
In spite of the fact that the Army chose not to give a
point total to results of the graphic scale, DA 67-7 is de-
signed to obtain a point total from the section on demon-
strated performance of duty (70 possible) and the section on
promotability (30 possible) . Both the rater and indorser
grade a rated officer on these items giving a rated officer
a possible point total of 200 for a given report.
This grading system has been beset by gross inflation
as raters feel obligated to take care of "their own." In
addition, the Army has become cognizant of a lack of com-
munication between juniors and seniors. To overcome these
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problems, the Army is instituting a new system that will in-
corporate the tenets of MBO , including a measure of self-
evaluation (See Fig. 5), by year-end 1979- However, the Army
is caught in a Catch-22 situations MBO, by its very nature,
is not designed to differentiate highly between even small
numbers of individuals. The vast numbers of Army officers
considered in an Army Promotion Board preclude use of pure
MBO or self-evaluation as a differentiating mode of appraisal.
As such, the Army, as matters presently stand, will require
a reporting senior to place the rated officer numerically
within a hypothetical population of one hundred Army officers.
This number, from one to one hundred, will probably tend to
be the deciding factor in promotion boards. It is doubtful
that such a system will do much to improve the inflationary
trend of today's system. However, from an organizational
standpoint, overall officer effectiveness within the Army
can only be enhanced by increasing communication between
junior and senior officers.
D. THE UNITED STATES COAST GUARD REPORT ON THE FITNESS
OF OFFICERS
Instructions for the Coast Guard Officer Fitness Reports,
Forms OQ ^323A, ^1-328 A-1, ^-3283 , ^328 B-1, and 4328 C (Rev.
10-78) are found in Chapter 10 of the Personnel Manual, CG-207
and Commandant Instruction 1611.7. 13 September, 1978. The
Coast Guard is unique among the services in having five
separate fitness reports for the different grades and combin-
ation of grades between 0-1 and 0-6. Warrant officers are
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OFFICER EVALUATION REPORT SUPPORT FORM
^or wM of ^It tatm mm At\ 633 I 06 proooA«nt •v«'^cv ia US Army UlUCM-v r«raonn«< C«MtM.
/J<od j'ufructiO'Vi on Kti.<ru ixfjrt Com;-.V.'my (rtu r\>rm
PART 1
NAME CF NATCO O^FlClH .'l^ul. Alivtrfiii
Mitchell. Frank S.
«ATkO O^f ICtM IOtNTI»;iCAT10N
SoTvnYcr"Ta«AO£
I LT
6i Tf"H 1 N'(5r? A L
C iDlvlsloion Chief
6ndANi2ATI(bN Supply i itvlcesj
Dtvlsion. PC. Williams. H«b<
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COFS. Ft. Williams. Neb.
RATED Of »lCER-» S'ECl AtTI ES/WOS 97 /93 OOTV SSI/MOS 9l\
PART III - RATHO OFFICER (ComgUlt >. b iwid c Mlov /"or mU xaftnf (xnoii;
«. STATE VOUH SIGNIFICANT OUTlES AND «£5rONSiaiLlTie«
Provides staff advice and supervision of all maccer* concerning Class I sxibsiscence
supply to include the retail Coramissary; operates the Laundry and Dry Cleaning Plane;
disposes of surplus and excess property; supervises Property Control which includes
responsibility for receipt storage and issue of ail classes of supply; operates the
Self Service Supply Center and Clothing Sales Store; provides staff advice on c*™etery
matters and is responsible for administration of the Post Cemetery; provides technical
advice and assistance on food service nutters.
b. INDICATE YOun MAJOR FEnFOAMANCE OBJECTIVES
(1) Increase and :.mprove utilization of warehousing space. (2) Reduce operating
losses at the Laundry and Dry Cleaning Plant and increase customer satisfaction.
(3) Improve traffic flow and appearance of the Coramissary entrance. (4) Realign
Supply functions ir.d procedures to increase customer satisfaction and conform to
existing regulations. (5) Relocate t.he Self Service Center and improve operations,
(6) Establish a system for proper contract monitoring. (7) Effectively execute
supply filsclpllne, property accountability, and Inventory accuracy of all government
equipment and property throughout Che installation. (8) Establish a comprehensive
audit trail systen to identify and manage cost-factor elements.
:. LIST YOUB Significant COn trisuTiONS
(1) Completed warehousing program result
space. Initiated action co escaolish a c
installation of new laundry equipment to
line requisitioning and Imorovcd stockage
ultimately result in a 207. reduction in t
638 lines in che Self Service Supply Cent
sensitive items. (5) Established a new
improve 10 verification and reduce conges
resulting in proper contract performance
invencery and accou-^'.-d Cjr al'. projicrty,
discipline prtgrar'^ th-o'jv.ho',-. the Instal
my stare •rr' '.
Ing in a 20X reduction In required storage
onsolldated warehouse. (2) Continued
improve productivity. (3) Initiated single
policies in the supply operation which should
ha coiC of non-star]c1ard items. (A) Reduced
er and instituted controls to better nanag-
traffic flow at the Commissary entrance to
tion. (6) Decentraliied contract mor.ltoring
ovaluuclon. (7) Conducted a complete
followed by Introduction of new supply







included within this system. In this respect, the Coast
Guard is the only service to recognize within the context of
its Fitness Report System the varying nature of one's duties
as an officer progresses through the various grades.
Scoring of a Coast Guard Fitness Report is similar on
all forms. Equal weight is given to Section 14 - Performance
of Duties, Section 15 - Attitude, Section l6 - Comparison,
and Section 17 - Personal Qualities on all forms. The point
total is 36 A look at the desired distribution of grades
as indicated on Form CG-4328 (Rev. IO-78) indicates that
anything less than a 28 is cause for concern.
As mentioned previously, the Coast Guard has revised its
forms and regulations governing the disposition of Fitness
Reports within the past year. The reason for this, as re-
ported in Commandant Instruction I6II.7 (See Appendix A),
was a trend toward inflated marks which had recently accel-
erated at an alarming rate. The reasons for this trend, as
given in CCMDT IxNST I6II.7. are as pertinent to the NCAA Corps
as they are to the Coast Guard. The following reasons for
mark inflation are enumerated:
a) "Limited grc-rth in the size of the officer corps,
and very little voluntary attrition have combined
to make our promotion process increasingly competitive."
b) "Evaluation systems tied to promotion and pay tend to
create pressure on the evaluator to inflate subor-
dinates' marks."
c) "A lack of information has contributed to suspicion
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d) "The overall competence and performance level of
officers in general may "be at a higher level than
in the past."
To help reverse the inflationary trend, the Coast Guard es-
tablished new desired distributions for "Performance of
Duties" and "Personal Qualities" for each individual form.
To enforce these changes, a statement of compliance with the
desired distribution is required of the reporting officer.
As an added check, the reviewing officer inspects all fitness
reports coming from a specific reporting officer to insure
compliance with the desired distribution. The Coast Guard
has skewed its desired distribution highly to the left as
a reflection of statement (d) above. As such, it would ap-
pear to endorse a policy of little differentiation between
a general population of high performers. However, the new
desired distribution would appear to make it more palatable
to a rating officer to mark a marginal subordinate in the
low range of the distribution. On all Coast Guard forms, an
officer can be in the lowest 15 percent of officers for his
length of service and grade and still be "Very Good."
E. THE UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS FITNESS REPORT
Instructions for the completion of Form NAVUdC IO835 (6-7I),
are included in United States Marine Corps Order I6IO.7B
(MCO 1610. 7B). The Marine Corps form is designed for use




The Marine Corps fitness report system is designed to
evaluate both non-commissioned and commissioned officers.
Objectives of this system according to MCO I610.7B, section
1001-2 are:
a) Improvement of performance which is achieved by
"coupling the fitness report (i.e., a report of past
performance) with counseling and coaching to deter-
mine where, and how, performance should be improved
(i.e., a plan for future performance)."
b) Promotion of worthy Marines
c) Separation of the least competent
d) Assignment
As an example of the depth to which a machine readable
form can reach, the evaluative portion of the Marine Corps
Fitness Report contains a graphic rating scale broken into
a performance section and a personal qualities section, an
"...Estimate of This Marine's General Value to the Service,"
the distribution of the rater's marks for all Marines of
the ratee's grade, a statement of desirability during war-
time, a narrative section which includes a requirement to
reference all commendatory or adverse reports received on
the rated officer, and a statement as to whether the rated
officer is qualified for promotion.
In addition Block 13, Report Based On, gives an idea of
the quality of information contained in the report, and
Block 20 gives a coded Recommendation for "Next Duty."
Block 15a, General Value to the Service, and Block 15b,
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
1. This form is designed for use Mith optical charactir recognition lOCR) equipment. Qo not (old or inutilate. Section A must
bi pieoareu by tvpawnter ui.ng a USASI Typa-A standard cnaractar set far OC fl. Typing rnutt be double scaceJ, in cnrrecl
ali^nmtnt anO m capital letters. When an OCR typawritar is not available, use tfie alternate section A above. Section B must be
completed m black mk or black lelt pen. Each completed block must be filled with an "X" ttiat touches eacfi corner of the block. No
mark IS to appear Outside the boundaries of the block.
I
I. Abbreviations shown m marking boxes stand for the following:
n^NOT OBSERVED (Insufficient opportunitv to evaluate.)
,UNlUf<SATISFACTORY (Unacceptable oerformance.)
I'aAjBELOW AVERAGE (Below the generally accepted standard.) ' '
j, {AVJAVERAGE (Qualified to the generally accepted standard.)
I 'aa]A80VE AVERAGE (Highly qualified.)
~ ;exjEJ<CELL£NT (Qualified to degree seldom achieved by others of grade.)
!0?"!OUTSTANDING (Ona of the clearly superior individuals of his grade known to the reporting senior.)
v^
civilian attire.)
b. Definitions of qualities listed m item M: - . .-.; >, '. < -. '.'-':
ENDURANCE (Physical and mental ability for carrying on under fatiguing conditions.)
PERSONAL APPEARANCE (The trail of habitually appearing neat, smart and well-groomed in uniform or
MILITARY PRESENCE (The quality of maintaining appropriate dignity and soldierly bearing.)
ATTENTION TO DUTY (Industry; :h» trait of working thoroughly and conscientiously.)
COOPERATION (The 'acuity of working m harmony with others, military and civilian.)
INI I lATI VE (The trait jf tdking necessary or appropriate action on own responsibility.)
JUOGMTNT 'The ability to ihin» -.learly and arnva at logical conclusions.)
PRESENCE OP Mir;0 The ability to think and act promptly and etfectivuly in an unexpected eniergeiicv
FORCE 'The fitulty ul carrying out with ens-jy and resolution that winch is believed to be reascnabie. ri'j
LEAOE RSHIP (The (.apacily to Jirect, control and influence others and uill maintain hign motjle.)
LOYALTY 'The quality of rendering faithful and willing service and unswerving allegiance under any and a
PERSONAL RELATIONS (Faculty (or establishing and maintaining cordial relations with mill dry and ciui
ECONHM i l(\| MANAGEMENT (Effective utlli^atlon of men, money and materials.)
GrIO'.VTH POTENTIAL iThe cjsacity for professional development.)
2 Subpl..---.""."y piijcs may je attacned as necessary to provide additional information in.tludin.j amplificafon nf ;:;kiii C
".I'h .1^... •:... :^iiiUe Hi* a»mi anil .de.ililication number of the Marine reported on, the period anj occasion af -^i u'^c i
' :.• asm .11 •: ! ' '.- .irtt.on tiemij apitii.fiod, and the signature of the repurnng senior. All such pd,je» mii^t he af.:v.i -J I-
y








Distribution of Marks for all Marines of this Grade, appear
to be the "guts" of the Marine Corps system for promotion,
retention, and assignment to critical positions. According
to MCO 1610. 7B, Section 3004, paragraph 6a,
"Item 15 is not a summary or average of marks in items
13 and 14. It is the reporting senior's estimate of
how the Marine compares with all other Marines of the
same grade known by the reporting senior, taking into"
consideration all important factors such as performance,
versatility, potential, and preference for having the
Marine as a member of tlie command."
Paragraph 6a(2) defines the requirements for Block 15b.
Block 15b establishes the distribution of
"all other Marines of the same grade under the reporting
senior's supervision at the time of the report, as if
all had been included in the reporting occasion. /In-
clusion of all other Marines of the same grade in/this
distribution is mandatory whether or not reports are
actually submitted on all others at this time. This
distribution serves to advise members of selection and
assignment boards/processes of the relative standing
of a Marine within a population of the same grade and
should provide the discrimination necessary to identify
xruly outstanding Marines as well as those needing im-
provement. Since this mark is of vital importance to
each Marine's career, reporting seniors must exercise
utmost care and attention, ensuring that the members
distributed in items 15b and 15c realistically reflect
actual spread of performance, avoiding an artificial
cluster or false distribution."
In essence, Blocks 15a and 15b are the bottom line of
the Marine Corps Fitness Report. As regards Block 15b, there
is no requirement for a forced distribution in MCO I6IO.7B.
Within the Marine Corps system, MCO I6IO.7B Section 3OO6
,
COUNSELING, could be pertinent to the NOAA Corps as well as




a) "Reviewing the Marine's Performance"
b) "Evaluation of the Marine's Performance"
c) "Establishment of a Target"
d) "Establishment of a Coaching Plan"
The counseling approach suggested by the Marine Corps is a
good example of a Management-by-objectives (MBO) approach as
utilized in a service environment. (See Appendix A for a
copy of MCO 1610. 7B, Section 3OO6).
?. THE UNITED STATES NAVY REPORT ON THE FITNESS OF OFFICERS
Regulations governing the completion of Report on the
Fitness of Officers (NAVPERS I6II/I Rev. 'S-lD are found in
SUPERS INSTRUCTION 1611.12E. Like the Marine Corps Fitness
Repor*, the Navy form is designed to be processed by optical
character reading (OCR) equipment. When first confronting
the Navy form, it appears to be more cluttered and compli-
cated than the Marine Corps form. However, with study, the
nuances of the Navy form and system can be readily clarified.
The Navy system is primarily designed to select officers
for promotion and aid in assignment. To accomplish this a
rating officer first completes a worksheet (Form NAVPERS I6II/IW)
which serves as a guide for the completion of Report on the
Fitness of Officers. After finishing the worksheet (to be
discussed in detail further on in the text) , an officer is
graded on Specific Aspects of Performance, Warfare Specialty
Skills, and subspecialty performance. These grades, combined
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and in some cases justified by the required narrative comments,
are the basis for the Evaluation, which is under Mission Con-
tribution. Formerly r it vra.s mandatory that an officer placed
in the highest range of Evaluation be recommended for early
promotion; but, this requirement was terminated effective
1 May 1979.
The Summary, under Mission Contribution, is the distri-
bution of overall evaluation marks given other officers of
the same promotionally competitive category as the rated
officer at that date by the reporting senior. This method
is analogous to the Marine Corps system and is used to as-
sist report users in making comparisons among reports sub-
mitted by different reporting seniors. There is no required
distribution in the Summary. To further differentiate be-
tween highly competent officers of the same competitive
category recommended for early promotion by a rating senior,
the rating officer must rank these officers numerically from
one to X (where X is total number recommended for early
promotion)
.
At once a strength and weakness of the Navy system is
the worksheet, NAYPERS I6II/IW (Rev. 11-78). A rating officer
is required to fill out a worksheet on all rated officers
under his jurisdiction. These worksheets are used to pro-
vide guidance in the completion of Report on the Fitness of
Officers and to define the measures under "Specific Aspects
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42. SIGNATURE OF OFFICER EVALUATED lAW SUPERS iNST i81 M2SERIES1. I
ACKNOWLEDGE ^HAT ! HAVE SEEN THIS REPORT HAVE 3EEN APPRISED OF MY PER-
FORMANCE AND RIGHT TO MAKE A STATEMENT
33. GATE - .RWAPOEO
35. SIGNATURE OF REPORTING SENIOR
36- ::»»£ convwAPOEO
37 SIGNATURE OF REGULAR REPORTING SENIOR ON CONCURRENT AND CONCURRENT; SPECIAL REPORT
NAWERS l»^^n (REV. 3-7T1 S/N l]T0«-LF41S-11Da
ft U. S. •OVBRNMBNT PItlNTIMC omc« ; lt»7 — 14P-«I»/0I1
REPORTING SENIOR' S COPY
TEAR ALONG PgRFORATED LINE WHEN COMPL
•Comments are requireO Enter comments n Section 38 on RECORD. OFFICER and REPORTING SENIOR'S copies.
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worksheet defines the alphanumeric scale to be used in grading
the various performance aspects and personality traits.
This scale ranges from A to I with A being the highest
rating.
The appraisal worksheet, which is to be used in discussion
with the rated officer, forces the rating officer to take an
indepth look at all aspects of an officer's performance that
the Na^/y considers pertinent. In addition, the rating of-
ficer maintains a file of appraisal worksheets that he has
filled out on all rated officers in his command. The main-
tenance of this file by a rating officer during his tenure
in a commajid assures consistency from one report to another
on a given rated officer. If discrepancies in reported
appraisal of a subordinate occur from one rating period to
the next, they must be fully explained in the narrative com-
ments of both the worksheet and the Report on the Fitness of
Officers. Under no circumstance is the worksheet file to be
made available to a rating officer's relief.
In principle, the use of the appraisal worksheet is great.
In practice, a rating officer has approximately one hundred
decisions per rated officer that must be made on each work-
sheet as well as write narrative comments concerning each
rated officer. It is difficult to believe that even the
most dedicated officer would be able to endure filling out
such a form for even a small number of subordinates. It
appears that time constraints would be prohibitive for more
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# iMvuL«tSSuaurto<*tAT£:) in ffcAWMtNO
a NC:tf>0»H>:»^Si(iv€LT rOCKAMCiMjORCUMATAMCES.
H t^r£CT'vtl.>r ACrolEVfcS GOALS.
<«urE *uO COMMAMUfeAS :OMMANOim6 J^^ICERS AMD OffiCERS-
.«»Cr«Af>OE 'm£ collUM'MO .^N^iUiAAFiOM •*• AOOlTlON TO THC
AftOve WtLL a£ MAO£ A& A^MO^AIAIE
• jivCuOPSuNir GOAkSCOM&iSTSMir «irM rnC O&iECTlvESOf
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MO AMU (iMtLY'• V.IVI S t't MViftAi i.^
I*t MriJHMANt t Ar'I'NAt^AL
1 i«M.«JL>i(Huc ;;. imj AMY I t'
» t^^UflL U4^UO i MVli'Vtt Af^it , Aaiitl li(.L't|IUI«» I t.
MNi^'Ovt 4^MJC»•t( "Vi >.r«Ut><Mtu- <NL>fcALII>H«
AIIM >MljrV.I-.>Ai tMriUTtt^ ANt^ Ml I M t M*>1 UTti
i^HUANI/AliuN^ AttcMt An-iK-AtlLt
U t*IMjH« uOuU ^1 iLx Al toN or tMfLuttk., I i
.
Kltt I r >Mc. fHt SL^I t^ruMI aMu »*t HfuHHAMCt ^HUM
>*n.Mt A&IAM. ''•lOUuC I I W 1 1 T
MtUtfe »UN «.wMMA*«UtH» ^OMMAMOifvO ilfl-iCtHk AMU
Of t-tCtNb IN k.r«AHijC tnk FUwLOOVttovj CuM:iiU«haI lUMb
iM AUi»l<OM lU Int AMJVt MILL Hfc MAUt AS ATfflUfHLA f £
f1 «Ni*MUrcb A sFtHir u»- 'tAAiMKOHH AMOMO ALt
"•trtaoMM* L
I •*NU«<Ot:iLAMM*AMu«>».taNCfeWHlLt UlSH AYtNG A
MOHk.MC K^NU<MitO%jCOf ALkPUNClKJMAL AllfcASAMO
ASUUM<U ••€ MkOMMCL «
J UiSTAlMk ntCfl U0HAL£ NMItr AO_OM^lSniNC MiaSiUft.
£OtHP«€NT AND MATERIAL MAMACEMCNT ^
A >S ^AMIL.MH wi In bUUiI'MtNr CA^Atflci f IfcS.
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than a cursory attempt to adequately rate a large number of
subordinates by use of NAVPERS I6II/IW.
A laudable philosophy in the Navy system is the attempt
to separate performance objectively from personality. As
regards "Personal Traits" on the Report on the Fitness of
Officers, Section 5-13 of BUPERSINST 1611.12E states
specificallys
" 5-lS Sections 67, 63, 69. 70 > 71 and 72 . Although these
sections of the evaluation system contribute to a degree
to the overall evaluation (section 51) > "the evaluation
of personal traits is primarily subjective in nature.
Therefore, marks assigned are envisioned as primarily
"detailing" tools, and have been separated from the ob-
jective and overall evaluation sections of the report
form.
"
Two aspects of BUPERSINST 1611.12E are readily appli-
cable to the NOAA Corps. Sections 5-9 and 6-2b could readily
serve as a model for appraisal of NCAA Corps officers on EEC
performance. Likewise, Section ^-lln, which is concerned
with physical fitness and prescribed weight standards as
they relate to facets of leadership, is as pertinent to the
NCAA Corps officer as to the Naval Officer (see Appendix A).
As a final note, the Navy ascribes to the concept of
"management-by-objectives" although this is not apparent
on the Navy forms. Section ^-lld of BUPERSINST l6ll.l2E
states -chat "...reporting seniors should seek to establish
with each stnd every subordinate mutually understood, finite
objectives for which the subordinate will be held accountable.
Subsequent fitness reports should then contain comment upon
the degree of attainment of each objective."
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G. UNITED STATES PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE COMMISSIONED
OFFICER'S EFFICIENCY AND PROGRESS REPORT
The United States Public Health Service Commissioned
Officers' Efficiency and Progress Report, Form PHS-838
(Rev. 6-73) as quoted on the form is used "in documenting
an officer's assignments, duties, and proficiencies, which
in turn enables the officer and the Service to know the
officer's strengths and weaknesses, to evaluate and improve
his/her performance, and to identify the steps necessary to
further his/her professional growth and career development.
Evaluations obtained from this form may be employed in various
personnel actions such as promotions and assignments."
Instructions for PHS-838 are found on the form itself,
in Manual Circular-Commissioned Corps Personnel PHS No. 279
dated 9/1/73, and in Personnel INSTRUCTION 1 of Subchapter
CC 25.1 of the HEW Personnel Manual.
The evaluation of an officer by Form PHS-838 is accom-
plished by use of a forced-choice rating scale (Section II)
a behaviorally anchored rating scale (Section III) , seven
directed questions requiring specific narrative comment or
description, and a comparison of the rated officer with of-
ficers of the same grade doing similar work (Section V)
.
By use of both a forced-choice scale and a behaviorally
anchored rating scale, the Public Health Service has insti-
tuted a curious mixture of the old and the new. Gozan
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valid than graphic rating scales as long ago as 1955-
Cozan /Ref ' 6/ goes on to quote N.R.F. Maier, author of
Psychology in Industry as saying that the forced-choice
method is difficult to implement because it entails
j
- Trained technicians to develop the performance scale.
- A different collection of tetrads for each job or
occupational group.
- A fair agreement on the criteria of success and failure.
- Willingness on the part of supervisors to rate their
employees when they cannot even tell whether they are
giving one person a more favorable rating than another.
Another major problem with forced-choice tetrads is the in-
ability to conduct meaningful discussions between the rater
and rated officer. In apparent contradiction to the spirit
of Form PHS 838 as regards enabling "the officer and the
Service to know the officer's strengths and weaknesses, to
evaluate and improve his/her performance, and to identify
the steps necessary to further his/her professional growth
and career development," is the specific statement in the
rated officer's signature block, "(Do not try to discuss
Section II) .
"
On the other hand the behaviorally anchored rating scale
forces open discussion as do the specific questions of
Section IV. The format of the questions in Section IV is
notable for its clarity. The overall effectiveness rating
in Section V is also quite clear. Although an officer is
being compared to others of the same grade who are doing
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V. THE NOAA CORPS FITNESS REPORT SYSTEM
A . BACKGROUND
NOAA Form 5o-6, Fitness Report for Commissioned Officers,
is the primary means of appraising officers within the NOAA
Corps. Instructions for the use of this form are found in
NOAA Directives Manual, Chapter S^ ^ Section C6 , (NDM 56-O6)
(See Appendix D) dated 1-1^-72, on a tear sheet entitled
INSTRUCTIONS (see Appendix D) attached to Form S(^-G , and
in "blocks 7, 8, 9. 10, and 11 of Form '^o-(:>. The present form
has been in existence (with some minor modifications to the
format and instructions having occurred) since Dec. 1, I967.
Information concerning an individual officer's fitness is
also gleaned through correspondence from superiors or outside
so^urces concerning performance, through NOAA Form 56-25,
Service Report, (See Figure 12), and on some occasions via
personal communication.
The majority of officer fitness reports within NOAA fol-
low the same general path. This path has the following
milestones. Milestone 1: observation and evaluation of a
subordinate officer by the rating officer. Milestone 2:
writing of the fitness report by the rating officer. Mile-
stone 3* a- conference with the rated officer at which the
subordinate is shown his fitness report and discusses the
fitness report with the rating officer. Milestone 4'. the
subordinate signs the fitness report (a signature does not
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X LAiT NAME All C<p.> - FIRST NAME MIDDLE INITIAL ; 4. GRADE 5. REPORT BASED ON:
OAILT CONTACT
1 1 FREQUENT OBSERVATION
1" 1 INFREQUeNT OBSERVATION
1 1
REPORTS ANO RECORDS ONLY
«. ORCAMIZATION AND LOCATION
7. DUTIES OF RATED OFFICER (Inclua* naiar collmiMrmI du(l«« «nd nxmabtt ol aontttm in duty. In<<(c»(» It tubstmntlml ttmm mm* m trmlnmg.;
8. GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
CWhmrt possible, evo/t/o^« fhm officer m comparison '^th other NOA A officers of similar grade and length of service. '
Factors co be coosidered la evaiuaciag cue officer b«iag
Area
raced









Job Abiliry Rapiditv wun -wnicti Koowleage :j acquired, new c^ncepcs are
(See Item M) grasped laa sroad asst^ament areas ±tc comprehended.
Job Quaiicy and quaotirv or oucput. The etticiency and re^ourcetul-
Accompl i ftiimonf ness wich vnich ^oals are Accomplished. Uctlizacion ot person-
(See Item ID lel, uooeT ind mareriais.
Laadoriiiip Abilicy lo organize, obcaic '.he cooperacion ot octaers, and ;o
direct their ettorts effectively. Ability to inspire confidence
in superiors and subordinates.
Judqamant .\bilitT to deTelop correct and logical conclusions. Ability to
act raciooaUy and with dispatch wicnin limits of authority assigneti
Inittoiiv* ViUlogQess co seek out and accept responsibilities or other
growth opportunities. Ability to introduce and develop worth-
while '.deas.
Re^iobilify Depeodabiiitv and thorougnness exhibited in completing a .ob
and meeting responsibilities.
Huoran Ability and willingness to worit m harmony with superiors,
R*4otisns contemporaries, and the general public.
Layalry Faithfulness and allegiance to super-risors, subordinates, the
5er»iee and the nation.
Solf- '.oility to communicate in a clear, con-








OffievT Military carriage, correctness of uniform, smartness of appear-
Boorinq ance, physical fitness, service aptitude.
FOR OFFICE
USE ONLY '
' mdicofe /our offi'uoe roworcs hovinq fhis officer under your commond for eoeh of the followinf} types of
9. 0«sirab>liry
ossiqntnents. .
TYPE OF 1 PARTICULARLY | aoEfCP 1 PLEASED SATISFIED

















Furn.sh decied comments on any special skills aad/or chaf.cterist.es wiich you consider are excep-
i.oo»ily strong or weak points oi this officer. Eiamples would be skills or characteristics relating to personal behavior,
shipb«odIiag and seamanship, inter-governmeiw relarioos, cost consciousness, physical endurance and emotional stability.
1 1. OENgRAL COMMENTS - ^i.e youi general opinion or this oif.cer. lociude any inlormation which may be of value in making
assignments, special awards, and promotion. Make an explicit statement on this otficer's EEO performance. NOTE: Ifjutstaoaing • .s jiven for either 'JOB ABILITY" or 'JOB ACCOMPLISHME.NT", under Item 8, explain why the officer
aeserres iDis raiini. Also, explain all "poor" \adTerse) ratings.
Officer shipboarti craioing vorkbook "• complete. Officer (is, is aoc) a qualifieti OOO Underway.
I (consider, do not consider) this officer's progress satisfactory, and recommend (retention in, separation from)
the NOAA Corp«.
12. A COPY HAS BEEN FORWARDED THROUGH CHANNELS. cz CJ
13. TREND OF PERFORMANCE; ri RST "EPORT IMPROVING CONSISTENT DECLINING
l4. EDUCATIONAL POTENTIAL - ^o .ou beiicvc I'uiimme graduate tratninc; would oe beneficial















imply agreement, only validates that the rated officer has
seen his report). Milestone 5' sending of the original
fitness report to Chief, Commissioned Personnel, NCI, and
routing copies through appropriate channels. Milestone 6;
the annual meeting of the NOAA Corps Officer Personnel Board
(OPB) at which all officer fitness reports received by NCI
are reviewed and appropriate personnel actions based on
content of the reports (coupled with content of prior re-
ports for individual rated officers) are implemented. Mile-
stone 7'- filing of the report in the rated officer's per-
manent personnel folder. It is noted that as regards Mile-
stones 3 and k, a rebuttal procedure for adverse fitness re-
ports exists and is documented in NDM 5^-06.
B. PURPOSE 0? THE NCAA CORPS FITNESS REPORT
The purpose of NOAA Form 36-6 as stated in NDM 56-06-2d
is "...these reports are the basis in selecting officers
for promotion, assignment, and separation." In the instruc-
tions included on the tear sheet attached to Form 5^-6, it
is stated that "This report is used with previous fitness
reports for the purposes of assignment-making, career develop-
ment, and promotion." Taking promotion and separation as
opposite sides of the same coin, leaves three basic purported
purposes for the Fitness Report System: promotion, assign-
ment, and career development.
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A cross check in the summer of 1978 with members of the
NOAA Corps Officer Personnel Board and the NCAA Corps Officer
Assignment Board (OAB) indicates that the primary use of
Form S^-^ is selection for promotion (either accelerated,
on time, decelerated, or separation). As far as use in
career development or for assignment, the OAB members indi-
cate that only on rare occurrences are fitness reports re-
ferred to in the assignment process. This is not to say that
the NOAA Corps has not made efforts to enhance the career
development of its officers or to carry out (as far as
practicable within the needs and constraints of the service)
an enlightened and equitable assignment process. However,
it is saying that Form ^6-6 in its present format has had
seemingly little impact in the career development and assign-
ment processes. (See Chapter VI).
C. FORMAT OF FITNESS REPORT FOR COMMISSIONED OFFICERS
NOAA Form S^-6 in its present format consists of fifteen
blocks. See Figure 11. These ares
1) REPORT PERIOD
2) OCCASION FOR REPORT
3) NAME
^) GRADE
5) REPORT BASED ON:
6) ORGANIZATION AND LOCATION
7) DUTIES OF RATED OFFICER
3) GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
(a 100 point graphic rating scale consisting of job
performance measures and personal traits)
9) DESIRABILITY
10) OTHER FACTORS (a narrative block)
11) GENERAL COMMENTS (a narrative block)
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12) A COPY HAS BEEN FORWARDED THROUGH CHANNELS
13) TREND OF PERFORMANCE
1^) EDUCATIONAL POTENTIAL
15) RATING OFFICER, REPORTING OFFICER, RATED OFFICER
(signature blocks)
By design and use, the primary rating mechanisms of Form ^6-6
are the graphic rating scale of Block 8, and the narrative
sections of Blocks 10 and 11. Blocks 9 and I3 can be used as
an aid in overall evaluation of an officer's potential, but
because of differing rater standards in the case of Block
9 (see Chapter VI, Results of Questionnaire), it is obvi-
ous that numerous rating officers have a unique view of the
distribution that is to be followed for grading desirability.
In absence of established guidelines, this block is relative-
ly worthless in any but negative instances of "Prefer not to
have." Block I3, likewise, is of probable little value in
overall evaluation except in the negative instance of de-
clining performance. A cautionary note as regards Block I3
is in order if "First Report" is checked. An analysis of the
writer's "Fitness Reports" indicates that "First Reports"
tend to be marked significantly lower than subsequent re-
ports from the same rater. The writer's grade is 66.7 on
seven "first reports" vice 7 5 '7 on six subsequent reports.
Whether this is a personal phenomena or a NOAA Corps wide
phenomena the writer has no means of ascertaining without
access to the NOAA Corps personnel files. However, it would
appear that the officer with a history of numerous first
reports could be at a significant disadvantage to the
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officer who has been fortunate enough to have spent the
majority of his career in a relatively stable environment.
The value of the graphic rating scale of Block 8 is
enhanced by the requirement under Item 8 of the tear sheet
instructions that the expected distribution of grades for
all NOAA officers is: S% outstanding, 13% excellent, SQ%
very good, 1S% satisfactory, and Sfo poor. The narrative
sections serve as areas in which to expand on the various
grades given on the graphic rating scale, comment on signifi-
cant factors not specifically covered by the graphic rating
scale, and serve as a vehicle in which to report "critical
incidents" in the officer^ career during the rating period.
Specific criticisms and recommendations for improvement
of the form and further clarification of applicable in-
structions and directives will be made in Chapter VII^
D. OVERVIEW OF THE NCAA CORPS FITNESS REPORT SYSTEM
The NOAA Corps Fitness Report and appraisal system, as
presently practiced, is essentially an evaluative system (as
opposed to developmental) which looks to an officer's past
performance. The NOAA Corps Officer Personnel Board attempts
to interpolate a man's future performance, and thus promota-
bility, from this record of past performance.
Curiously, within Form 3^-^ * there is a requirement that
the rating officer be required to pass judgment on whether
8^^^

the rated officer should be recommended for "retention in"
or 'Reparation from" the NOAA Corps; but, there is no re-
quired statement that a rater recommend an officer for ac-
celerated promotion, promotion with peers, or decelerated
promotion. Yet, these decisions are the primary purpose of
the system. By the same token, there is no requirement that
an officer's suitability for command (or increased respon-
sibility) of ships, aircraft, or NOAA programs be commented
upon. i'flhy else would the NOAA Corps continue promoting an
individual except to ultimately command?)
These facets of the NOAA Corps Fitness Report System
will receive further comments in Chapter VII, Recommendations
for Improvement of the NOAA Corps Fitness Report System.
Q5

VI. THE NOAA CORPS FITNESS REPORT ATTITUDE QUESTIONNAIRE
A . GENERAL
In late 1978 an attitude questionnaire was sent to all
active members of the NOAA Corps concerning the NOAA Corps
Fitness Report System. Of approximately 375 questionnaires
mailed, 120 were returned for a 32% overall response rate.
For each grade the approximate response rate wass Ensign,
llfoi Lieutenant (j.g.)i 25%; Lieutenant, ^3%; Lieutenant
Commander, klfo\ Commander, 26fo; Captain, 2 7%; and Rear
Admiral, 20%.
The questionnaire (see Appendix B) was divided into three
parts. The first part allowed differentiation of data by
grade, present assignment, or specialty preference area. The
categorization of data in this report is by grade. The
second part addressed the NOAA Corps Fitness Report System
from the standpoint of a rated officer, while the third part
addressed the System from the standpoint of a rating officer.
Compilation of raw data from the completed questionnaire is
included in Appendix 3
.
In the following tabulation of results and ensuing
discussion, each question is reiterated as originally pre-
sented on the questionnaire. Where applicable, belcw each
question will be found the distribution of responses as well
as the overall mean and median values and the mean and median
values for each rank.
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3. PART I - RESULTS





















Ik a. hydrographic ship
14 b. oceanographic ship
4 c. fisheries ship
6 d. mobile duty
3 e. flight
21 X • laboratory





Seven responses to #3 were left blank and one response
indicated two answers.
4. I consider myself primarily oriented towards
37 a. operations
22 b. R and D
14 c. staff
46 d. management
Several questionnaires indicated multiple responses to
Part I, question 4.
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The answers to Part I, taken as a whole, tend to estab-
lish the credibility of the results of Part II and Part III.
Although the overall response rate was only 2,2%, the responses
received would appear to be representative of the NOAA Corps
as a whole.
C. FART II - RESULTS
In the following tabulations, SA=Strongly Agree, A=Agree
,
N=Neutral, D=Disagree, DS=Disagree Strongly. OA=Overall in
the compilation of means and medians.
For computation of means and medians, values of 5=Strongly
Agree, ^=Agree, 3=Neutral, 2=Disagree, and l=Disagree Strong-
ly were utilized. The reader is cautioned that the majority
of data collected in the questionnaire is ordinal at best.
As such, minor variations in means between the various grades
are probably of little significance.
The samples of one Rear Admiral and five Ensigns allow
no generalizations to be made regarding these grades. How-
ever, the author regards it to be more informative to retain
these two grades as separate data groupings than to assimilate
them into the next lower and next higher grades respectively.
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la. I believe that the present Fitness Report form is a
good one (NOAA Form 56-6)
,




























b. I believe that the present Fitness Report system is a
good one (evaluation by a superior, a conference, and
then review by the OFB)
.













0A=3.9, ENS=3.^, LTJG=3.9. LT=3.7, LCDR=4.1,








2. I feel that my Fitness Reports have provided NOAA Head-
quarters vd.th a true measure of my abilities and worth
to NOAA.
Responses 3A=5 A^-^ N^ D = 2 DS = 1
N 7, 60, 32, 13, 3
Percentage 5.8%, 50% > 26. 7% > 15%, 2. 5%
Means: CA=3.4, ENS=2.8, LTJG=3.2, LT=3.^, LCDR=3.7,
CDR=3.3> GAPT=3.9> RADM=^.0.




3- I feel that my command has provided me with on-going
feedback concerning my performance throughout a rating
period (i.e., as opposed to evaluation only at prescribed
Fitness Report times).
Responses SA=5 A=^ N^ D=2 DS = 1
N ^» 22 34













k. 1 feel that my command has spent significant time with
me discussing career guidance and development.
ResiDonses
Medians
3A^5 A=4 N=3 D=2 DS = 1
N 2, 11, 33, 50, 2^-
Percentage-. 1-7^, 9-2^, 27.5^, ^1.7^, 20^










5. I feel that the NOAA Corps Fitness Report System has
aided me in becoming a more proficient, more professional
officer.















0A=2.8, ENS=2.8, LTJG=2.4, LT=2.8, LCDR=2.8,
:::?.= 2. 6, CAPT=3-1. RADM=3>0.




6. I believe the purpose(s) of the Fitness Report System
should be to
a. Aid in annual adjustment of the lineal list.











A-3.3, ENS=3-8, LTJG=3.8, LT=3.5, LCDR=3-9,
DR=4.2, CAPT=3.6, RADIVI=^.
Medians: 0A=4, ENS=3, LTJG=^, LT=^, LCDR=^,
CDR=^, CAPT=4, RADM=4.
b. Aid in separating personnel who aren't performing.




















c. Provide feed back to aid the rated officer in develop-
ing professional skills.



























SA=5 A=i^ N=3 D=2 DS = 1
N 2^, 71, 16, 8, 1
Percentages; 20^, 59.2?^, 13-35^, 6.7%, O.Qfo







e. Aid command to develop personnel and obtain desired
performance
.























Assist in evaluating qualification for promotion.






















CA='^, SNS=4.5, LTJG=4, LT=4,
CBR=4, CAPT=4, RADM=4.
LCI]R=4,
g. Other (Please indicate).
Replies noted on questionnaires 25, ^8, 57, 66, 82 and 85,
Questionnaire 85 gave the best suggestion (in the writer's
opinion) in suggesting that an additional purpose should be to:
"Evaluate skill of NCAA officer with respect to op-
erating a data gathering vehicle..."
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7. I believe the Fitness Report System is effective in
implementing
a. Aid in annual adjustment of the lineal list.
Responses 3A=5 A^ N^J D^2 DS = 1
N 1, 38, 48, 23, 8
Percentages; G.5?^, 32.2%, 40.?^, 19.5^, S.Sfo
Means: 0A=3.0, ENS=3.2, LTJG=2.8, LT=3.0, LCDR=3.1,
:rR=2.3, CAFT=3.2, RADM=4.0
3/Iedianj CA=3. ENS = 3, LTJG=3, LT=3. LCDR=3.
CDR=3. CAPT='^, RADM=4.
b. Aid in separating personnel who aren't performing.
Responses 5A=5 A=4 N£2 D^2 DS = 1
N --, 26, 23, 46, 17
Fercen-ages; 3-4^. 22?^, 21.2^, 39.0^, 14.4%
Means: :A=2.6, ENS=2.2, LTJG=2 . 7 , LT=2.3, LCDR=2.9.
:DR=2.9> CAPT=2.6, RAD]VI=4.0
Medians: 0A=2 , ENS=2, LTJG=3, LT=2 , LCDR=2
,
CDR=3. CAPT=3. RADM=4.
c. Provide feedback to aid the rated officer in develop-
ing iDrofessional skills.
-o
Responses sa=5 A=4 N=J D^2 DS = 1
N 5. 54, 34, 22, 4
Percentages; '-^.2fo, ^5.4%, 23.6%, 15.5%, 3.4'^
Means: 0A=3.3. ENS =3- 2, LTJG=3-4, LT=3.4, LCDR=3.2,
CDR=2.3, CAPT=3.5. RADM=4.0.




d. Aid in the assignment process.






0, 46, 50, 19, 4
0.0^, 33.6^, 42.0^, 16.0^, 3'^fo
Means: 0A=3.2, ENS=2.8, LTJG=3.4, LT=3.2, LCDR=3.1,
CDR=3-0> CAPT=3.1> RADM=3.0
0A=3, ENS=3. LTJG=3-5. LT=3. LCDR=3»
CDR=3. CAPT=3, RADM=3.
e. Aid command to develop personnel and obtain desired
performance.
Responses SA=5 ^=^ N=3 D=2 DS = 1
N 2, 41, 53,









Means: CA=3.2, ZNS=2.2, LTJG=3.0, LT=3-2, LCDR=3.4,
CDR=2.9. CAPT=3.5. RADM=4.0.
ENS=2, LTJG=3, LT=3. LCDR=3,
CAPT=3.5. RADM=4.
f . Assist in evaluating qualification for promotion.




















Means: 0A=3.2, SNS=2.6, LTJG=3.1. LT=3.0, LCDR=3-2,
CDR=3-5> CAPT=3.5, RADM=4.0.
LCDR=3.
g. Other (Please indicate)
Response noted on questionnaires 57 and d5' Question-
naire 35 (see 6g.) indicated disagreement with our present
Fitness Report's ability to evaluate adequately an officer's
skill with respect to operating a data collection vehicle.
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8. I feel that a system whereby poor or marginal performers
in the grades 0-4 and 0-5 with less than twenty years
service could be separated with severance pay would be
beneficial to the NCAA Corps.
Responses SA=5 A='^ N=3 D=2 DS = 1
N 52,


















9- I feel that a system whereby subordinates rate superior
officers would be beneficial to the NCAA Corps.














OA=3.5, ENS=4.6, LTJG=4.0, LT=3.8, LCDR=2.9.








10. I believe that a mechanism to incorporate peer group
ratings into the Fitness Report System would be beneficial
to the NOAA Corps.















Means: 0A=3.0, ENS=4.4, LTJG=3.1. LT=3.3. LCDR=2.8,
CDR=2.6, CAPT = 2.9, RADM=3.0.




11. If I were to weight performance measures of NOAA Corps
Fitness Report in Section 8, I would give the heaviest
weight factor to the following performance area(s).
Leave blank if you consider all areas of equal importance.






























12. What weight should EEO performance receive?
See Appendix 3. The majority of responses tend to
indicate that:
a) It is covered in other categories
b) SEO performance is difficult to grade
c) It should be mentioned in the narrative comments
if either positive or negative EEO activity is
noted.
13. Do you recommend deletion of any area listed in Section
5 as being either too subjective in nature or irrele-
vant as a performance measure? If so, which one(s)?
No deletions 34 responses
Loyalty 21 deletions 5 less important
Officer bear;Lng 7 deletions 5 less important
Self expression 2 deletions 2 less important
1 redefine
Human relaticDns 1 deletion 2 less important
Judgment 1 deletion 1 less important
Reliability 1 deletion 1 less important
Initiative 1 deletion
Leadership 2 less -important
Job ability 1 less important
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14. Have you ever written a rebuttal to what you consider an
unfair fitness report? Mark NA if you have never re-
ceived what you consider an unfair report.
NA 73 responses = 61.9^
NO 30 responses = ZS.hfo
YES 15 responses = 12.7%
15. If you have any comments regarding our Fitness Report
System from a rated officers viewpoint, use the space
provided below.
Ninety one responses were recorded ranging from one or
two sentences to three pages of detailed suggestions. Par-
ticularly detailed suggestions and observations were found
in questionnaires 4, 12, 40, 64, 71, 81, 91, I06 , 111, and
120.
Themes noted included but were not limited to (numbers
in parentheses indicate questionnaire number)
:
A. Criticisms
1. NEW RATING OFFICERS ARE TOLD TO BIAS THE RATINGS
UP//ARD (37) (Caps added by compiler).
2. Lack of uniformity between graders. (15, 19, 26,
32, 3^. ^1. 53. 58. 64, 94, 103, and 114)
3. Lack of objectivity sometimes exacerbated by
Personality clashes and failures of memory (15,
16, 22, 32, 38, 63, and 64)
4. ZLack of feedback and counselling between re-
pori:s (3, 4, 40, 48, 53, 73. 98)
5. Fitness Report has been used as a threat, form
of punishment, or incentive creating device (6,
30, 72, 73. 95)
6. Promotion dictated by "warm body" availability
as opposed to merit (7, 18, 60)
7. Advancement on lineal list is more a function
of exposure than talent (36, 93)
3. Rated officer not always provided copy of Fitness
Report (5, 28, 36, 45, 100)
9. Inadequate rebuttal system (4, 20, 38, 47, 51.
So, 81, 111, 116)
10. Unfit and unskilled rating officers (4, 6, 40
,
106)
11. Strict adherence to guidelines will hurt rated
officer (9,65)
12. Ratings by civilian (both too high and too low)
poten-ially harmful to rated officer (10, 29, 39,
53. 69, 71, 36, 93)
13. Although reports flag potential problems, follow-
up corrective actions insufficient (6I)
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1^. Marginal officer can slide by with little or
no incentive for improvement (98)
15. Some reports written on basis of little obser-
vation (one response indicates having received
somewhat "fictitious" reports). (2, 21, 34,
72, 106)
16. Effective evaluation of Fitness Reports lacking
at HQ level (70, 7^, 75* 81, 87, 118, 120)
17. Must occasionally pursue rating officer to get
report (86)
18. In most commands difficult to compare . officers
of equal grade and length of service as most
commands have few officers of equal grade and
length of service (64, 107)
19. Physical fitness ignored in NCAA Corps (40)
B. Suggestions for Improvement
1. Include section on potential (114)
2. Establish section for recommended action by
OPB (64)
3. Add overall rating of officer to end of
Section 3 (12, 95)
4. Require indication of whether or not a confer-
ence took place (111)
5. Give rated officer copy of Fitness Report prior
to conference (100)
6. Establish MBC system throughout NCAA Corps as
each assigrjnent is different (establish specific
attainable goals for each rating period) (109.
120)
7- Draft set guidelines for minimum development
standards for each job (work standards approach)
(3^)
8. Modify the rating scale to allow greater dif-
ferentiation than the present 10, 8, 6, 4, 2.
(11, 12)
9. Have independent appraisals by at least two
individuals higher up on chain of command (help
eliminate personal bias of rater) (21)
10. Attempt to have more correlation between out-
standing Fitness Reports and commendations,
awards, etc. (33)
11. V/hile rating, rank qualifications in Section 8
in order of importance as the rater sees them
for a given job (52, 72, 104)
12. Educate or police raters to maintain expected
distribution (58, 64, 81, 91, 110)
13' Use as long-term substantiation tool to trace
trends in performance as opposed to yearly ob-
servation at "Love-in" (63)
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1^. Institute a form of self-assessment whereby
rated officer indicates accomplishments, awards,
duties, etc. for appraisal period (81, 96)
15' Require a statement concerning an officer's
ability to operate a ship, fly, or dive. (85)
16. Eliminate loyalty. Either the officer is loyal
or is not. (88) Perhaps add "attitude" in lieu
of loyalty (6?)
17. Change Section 8 column headings to Outstanding,
Above Average, Average, Below Average, Poor; or
change column headings to numerical values 1-5
or 1-10. (90, 95. 106)
18. Require full justification for any extreme marks.
(106)
19. Weight reports by grader's average mark. (110,
120)
20. Rate officer relative to job, duties, and
performance. (64)
Questions
1. How are reports utilized and by whom? (12, I3.
64, 73)
2. What criteria is used to grant advanced lineal
standing (or a drop in numbers)? (20)
3. ';\/hat goes on at the annual "Love-in?" {36, 78)
D. PART III - RESULTS
Forty- three responses were recorded for Part III. These
responses were categorized (when appropriate) as follows:
20 responses from 0-4 and below; and 23 responses from 0-5
and above.
1. 3ased on the ICO point total in Section 8, what is the
approximate point score that you have given your rated
officers?
Average score given by a rating officer isj 74.2.
Average score given by 0-4 and below isj 73- 9*
Average score given by 0-5 and above is: 74.5-
Distribution of average grades given is:








2. What approximate percentage of officers have you rated
poor in any category?
Distribution: Ofo = 16 responses
Ifo = 5 responses
2^ = 2 responses
3fo=2 responses
5fo = 11 responses
lOfo = ij. responses
20% = 1 response
25% = 1 response
3. Under Section 9. Desirability, what approximate percent-
age of officers have you indicated that you
a) Prefer Net To Have
b) Satisfied to Have
c) Pleased to xHave
d) Prefer to Most
e) Particularly Desire
The number of unique distributions reported makes it
impossible to generalize about this question. It is
apparent; that Section 9, Desirability, is virtually
useless as an evaluative tool as presently utilized
by rating officers.
4. How many officers have you recommended for advancement
on the lineal list?
Distribution: recommendation = 30 responses
1 recommendation = 3 responses
2 recommendations = k responses
3 recommendations = 1 response
h recommendations = 1 response
5 recommendations = 2 responses
1 response indicated 15%
This section elicited comments such as it is not in
the rating officer's domain, but instead it is up to
the Officer Personnel Board to act on outstanding
report (questionnaire 73) » "Never occurred to me"
(questionnaire 100) and "...but I really feel I have
had excellent officers" for a rater who has recom-
mended 50% (about 5) 0^ bis subordinates for ad-
vanced standing (questionnaire 110).
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5. How many officers have you recommended for separation
or a drop in lineal number?
Distribution; recommendation = 36
1 recommendation = 4
2 recommendations = 1
k recommendations = 1
1 response indicated 3%
6. I feel the mechanisms for advancement on the lineal list,
separation, and setting back on the lineal list are
operating properly.
















0-4 and below=:2,.7, 0-5 and above^
Medians 0A=3, 0-4 and below=3, 0-5 and above=2
7. I feel my evaluation are characterized by
a. an ongoing process in which I actively coach subordin-
ates and comment on their performance throughout the
rating period.
ResDonses SA=5 A=:4 N=3 D=2 DS = 1
N







CA=3.5. 0-4 and below=3.4, 0-5 and above=3.6
Medians: 0A=4, C-4 and below=3.5> 0-5 and above=4
b. a joint effort by myself and other top members of a
command providing input to the evaluation of subor-
dinates .
Response SA=5 A=4 N^J Df2 DS = 1
N 4, 29, 5. 4,
Percentages; 9.5^> 69. Of, 11.9%, 9.5f. . Of
Means: CA=3.3, 0-4 and below=3.6, 0-5 and above=3.9
Medians; 0A=4, 0-4 and below=4, 0-5 and above=4
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3. I feel -that training in personnel evaluation would be
beneficial to me in aiding me to better evaluate my
subordinates
.













CA=3.3. 0-^ and below=3. 9, 0-5 and above=3.7
Medians: 0A=4, 0-4 and below=4, 0-5 and above=4
9. If you have any further comments concerning our Fitness
Report System from a rating officer's viewpoint, use
the space provided below.
Responses to this questions are included in the com-
pilation of comments in Fart II, question 15'
E. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The most remarkable aspect of the Fitness Report Question-
naire results is the uniformity of response from all grades.
Both Ensign and Rear Admiral groupings present anomalous
results in response to some questions; but, as mentioned
earlier, the small sample sizes associated with those two
groups preclude generalizations.
Taken as a whole, the results of the questionnaire indi-
cate that the NCAA Fitness Report System is perceived as not
accomplishing all that it could or all that it should. In
addition, in many instances written comments suggest dys-
functional side effects of the Fitness Report System.




1. Lack of effective communication between rater and
ratee as to what behavior the ratee is being graded
on (Part II, questions 3» ^» 6c vs 73 » 6e, vs 73
»
15; Part III, 7a). It is worthwhile to contrast the
responses to Part II, #3 and Part III, #7a. Although
62% of raters Agree or Strongly Agree that they ac-
tively coach or comment upon subordinate performance
throughout a rating period, only 22^ of rated officers
Agree or Strongly Agree that they receive on-going
feedback throughout a rating period.
2. A widespread belief that adjustments to the lineal
list (both up and down) are not being implemented
properly (Part II, questions 6a, 6b, 6f, 7a, 7b,
7f, 15; Part III questions 2, k, 5, 6).
3. A lack of uniformity between graders. (Part II,
question 15; Part III, questions 1 and 3)
k. Although a few years back NOAA instituted a program
of voluntary career counselors, it is apparent that
career guidance and development within the NOAA Corps
are perceived as being deficient. (Part II, question ^)
5- An inadequate rebuttal system.
On the plus side, the NOAA Corps Fitness Report form is
generally well-liked (although worthwhile suggestions for
modification were received) as is the NCAA Corps system
(evaluation by a superior, a conference, and then review by
the 0P3) . A small majority of responding officers {5^%)
Agree or Stcngly Agree that the present Fitness Report Sys-
tem has provided NOAA Headquarters with a true measure of
their abilities and worth to NOAA. Conversely, 38^ indicated
having received at least one unfair (in their opinion) Fitness
Repori; during their career. Although lack of objectivity
was a major theme in the written comments, a majority of
raters, 73^, (Part III, 7b) indicated that they work with
other top members of their command in providing input for
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inclusion on subordinates' Fitness Reports. This practice
can only tend to increase objectivity in reporting.
Looking at specific questions, the majority of responses
to questions 6a through of Agree or Strongly Agree that the
NOAA Corps Fitness Report System should have the following
objectives
:
'Ifo 6a) aid in annual adjustment of the lineal list
~~% 6b) aid in separating personnel who aren't performing
^ 6c) provide feedback to aid the rated officer de-
velop professional skills
% 6d) aid in assignment process
^ 6e) aid command to develop personnel and obtain
desired performance
93% 6f) assist in evaluating qualification for promotion
Significantly, questions 7a thru 7f, which indicate
the NOAA Corps perception of how well the above objectives
of the NOAA Corps System are being implemented register the
following Agree cr Strongly Agree response rates:
31% 7a) adjustment of lineal list
2 5^ 7b) separating non-performers
}0^ 7c) feedback
~% 7d) assigrjnent
% 7e) develop personnel
^ 7f ) evaluate qualifications
It is to be noted that the average percentage of officers
who responded Strongly Agree to questions 7a thru 7f is only
1.7^.
A desire for a change in retention policy is strongly
suggested by an 3^% Agree or Strongly Agree response rate to
Part II, question 8, regarding forced separation with sever-
ance pay of presently tenured marginally or poorly performing
0-^'s and 0-5' s.
lOiJ.

Responses to Part II, questions 9 and 10, concerning sub-
ordinate rating of superiors (57% Agree or Strongly Agree)
and peer group ratings i^^'fo Agree or Strongly Agree) indi-
cate lukewarm to cool acceptance of these ideas. As a
small majority concur with the concept of subordinate rating
of superiors, a specific suggestion as to how this could be
handled will be made in the final chapter.
The response to Part II, question 11 indicates a desire
to be graded more heavily on the basis of the potentially
identifiable, job-related traits of Section 3, NOAA Form S^-6
,
as opposed to the more nebulous personal traits of Section 8.
Job Accomplishment and Job Ability had far and away the
highest response rate regarding which performance measures
should be weighted most heavily. Leadership, Judgment, and
No Indication of heavier weighting are in second place, while
Initiative is in third place. The great majority (79^) of
responses to this question fall within the first five items
of Section 3 which the writer considers to be more related
to job and performance than the remaining traits of Section 8.
Question 13 inquires if any area of Section 8 is too sub-
jective or irrelevant and, as such, requires deletion. No
Deletions is the leader with four times more responses than
second place, Loyalty. Officer Bearing is in a distant
third place. However, Loyalty, of all items in the personal
and professional traits, appears to be most subject to abuse
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by a rater or to be dysfunctional for NOAA as a whole. To
paraphrase Questionnaire 32, disloyalty and independence of
thought and action (high initiative? high creativity?)
may sometimes be confused. As regards loyalty, where does
a subordinate's loyalty lie if his immediate superior is
guilty of shirking his duty, incompetence, or even worse?
Does loyalty lie with that superior (who writes his Fitness
Report) or does it lie with NCAA as a whole?
Question 12, which is concerned with the weighting of
EEC ratings, elicited much comrflent. See Appendix B and
Results in this chapter. As mentioned in Chapter IV
the investigator recommends that NOAA follow the philosophy
of the United States Navy (see Appendix A) as regards grad-
ing of EEC activity. The Na^/y, as opposed to grading all
officers on EEC activity, explicitly states that only those
officers in a position to implement the tenets of EEC or
Affirmative Action Plans should be graded on EEC activity.
Question Ik points cut the deficiency of our present
rebuttal system. Thirty-eight percent of rated officers feel
that they have received at least one unfair Fitness Report.
Only 33/^ of those having received unfair reports have writ-
ten rebuttals. To quote an 0-6 over 30 years, "A rebuttal
may be an officer^ 'vay to get his or her viewpoint across,
but the only recourse an officer really has is to leave the
service, or hope for a reappraisal from a different rating
officer" (Q,uestionnaire 116.) If, for instance, an officer
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is marked down in Loyalty or Human Relations, he is put in
an untenable position. A rebuttal proves the point: he is
an arg'omentative , ill-tempered, disloyal bleeper. No re-
buttal implies tacit agreement with the rating. Clearly
an effective system must be instituted to resolve discrepan-
cies between rater and rated.
Question 15 . requesting comments concerning the NOAA
Corps 3ys"cem, generated much response. The six most numerous
themes were
:
Lack of uniformity between graders (12 responses)
Inadequate rebuttal system (9 responses)
Civilian raters (8 responses)
Lack of objectivity (7 responses)
Lack of feedback and counselling (7 responses)
Effective evaluation of Fitness Reports lacking at
HQ level (7 responses)
The most rrequent suggestion for improvement of the system
was to educate or police raters to maintain the expected
distribution (5 responses).
Response to Part III, questions 1 thru 5» indicated that,
as suspected, Fitness Report grades are inflated, raters are
not grading from a common base, use of "Poor" ratings is
minimal, recommendations for advancement on the lineal list
are minimal, and recommendations for separation or a drop
on the lineal list are minimal. Not surprisingly, in light
of the above rater response, 9% Strongly Agree and only 21^
Agree that mechanisms for advancement on the lineal list,
separation, and setting back on the lineal list are operating
properly (Part III, question 6). It appears highly unlikely
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that any meaningful personnel action could be taken on the
basis 01 the NOAA Corps Fitness Report System as it is
presently operating.
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, Part III, question
7a indicates that 62^ of rating officers feel that their
evaluations entail on-going feedback to rated officers during
a rating period. As only 22^ of rated officers indicate that
they have received on-going feedback during a rating period,
a "communications gap" definitely exists.
The fact that most rating officers work with other senior
members of their command in developing Fitness Reports is
an encouraging trend (question 7b) . This should be NOAA
Corps policy as additional rater input can help eliminate
personal bias.
As a final note, a majority (70^) of raters Agree or
Strongly Agree that some form of training in personnel eval-
uation could be beneficial to them in better evaluating
subordinates (Part III, question 3).
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VII. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT OF THE
NOAA CORPS FITNESS REPORT SYSTEM
A. INTRODUCTION
As with any system involving interaction between human
beings, there is always room for improvement within any
appraisal system. By the same token, no appraisal system
yet devised has totally eliminated problems associated with
personality conflicts, inflationary trends, subjective grad-
ing, or intentional corruption of the system. Because of the
great importance to an organization of personnel evaluation
and development, the organization should periodically review
its appraisal system with the objective of improving that
system.
The following recommendations are offered in the spirit
of building on and improving the NOAA Corps appraisal system.
Specific recommendations will be concerned with:
1) Modification of NOAA Corps philosophy of appraisal to
reflect both an evaluative mode (past performance ori-
ented) and a develocmental mode (future performance
oriented)
.
2) Modification of Fitness Report For Commissioned Officers
(NOAA Form 56-6) and Service Report (NOAA Form 56-25).
3) Modification of existing NOAA Directives and Instructions
concerned with the NOAA Corps Fitness Report System,
assignments, promotion, and separation from the NOAA Corps




3. MODIFICATION OF NOAA CORPS APPRAISAL PHILOSOPHY
As opposed to the phrase, "modification of NOAA Corps
appraisal philosophy," a more realistic concept as concerns
the NOAA Corps is the adoption of a better methodology to
implement present NOAA Corps philosophy.
The upper echelon of NOAA Corps management is already
committed to officer guidance and career development and an
equitable and just Fitness Report System. As evinced by
numerous articles and statements of policy in the NOAA Corps
Bulletin
,
(see Appendix C), the house organ of the NOAA
Corps, the proper administration of the Fitness Report Sys-
tem and open channels of communication for career guidance
and development (via a program of volunteer career counselors)
are major concerns of the NOAA Corps Command.
In spite of zhis concern, it is apparent from the re-
sponse to the NOAA Corps Fitness Report Questionnaire that
neither the career guidance and development program nor the
Fitness Report System are perceived as operating properly.
Both of these problems are a direct result of either a lack
of effective communication between superiors and subordin-
ates or an inadequate method of communication between superiors
and subordinates (superiors are seen as issuing authoritarian
directives which are not perceived as either guidance or




To help eliminate this lack of effective communication
and strengthen the developmental aspects of the NOAA Corps
Fitness Report System, the writer specifically recommends
that the NOAA Corps adopt a flexible policy of either Man-
agement-by-Ob jectives or Work Standards, as applicable to a
specific job.
MBO is specifically designed to increase communication
between individuals throughout an organization by requiring
that superior and subordinate confer to formulate and agree
upon specific attainable performance objectives for the sub-
ordinate at the beginning of a rating period. At the end of
the rating period, the rater evaluates the subordinate on
how well he has attained the agreed upon objectives. MBO
is of particular value to organizations within a dynamic en-
vironment (rapidly changing technology or rapidly changing
organizational structure) , or for evaluating subordinates
in relatively unstructured assignments such as laboratory
assignments, management positions, and many staff positions.
Work Standards, which involve superiors dictating ob-
jectives to subordinates, would be effective in dealing with
officers in relatively structured assignments or for improv-
ing the performance of officers who lack sufficient motiva-
tion or skills to function properly in their present assign-
ment. In the Work Standards approach the process is similar
to MBO with an initial discussion between rater and rated;
but, in this case the superior tells the subordinate what
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management approved objectives he should strive for during
the upcoming appraisal period. At the end of the rating
period, the subordinate is rated on how well he has attained
his designated objectives.
It is to be noted that it is entirely possible to set
performance objectives with both MBO and Work Standards that
correlate with the attainment of long-term and/or short-
term career goals. Even if this is not possible, the con-
ferences between superior and subordinate should also serve
as an opportunity for the superior to provide career counsel-
ling and to discuss the overall professional development
of the subordinate officer.
The '«vriter adheres to the belief that self-assessment
used in conjunction with MEO or Work Standards is one of the
most effective evaluative and developmental methods for
members of an organization such as the NOAA Corps. NOAA
Corps officers are recruited and offered commissions on the
basis of already demonstrated academic and/or professional
excellence. To attain excellence, the demonstrated high
performer is continually engaged in self-assessment with a
view toward improvement of strengths and overcoming of
weaknesses. In addition, no other individual has better
knowledge of one's accomplishments and career landmarks than
the rated individual himself. As such, why not incorporate
this already ongoing process into the Fitness Report System?
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It is noted that the NOAA Corps Service Report (Fig. 12)
already incorporates a large measure of self-assessment into
its format. However, this form is primarily utilized "by the
Officer Assignment Board and is not utilized to a high degree
by the Officer Personnel Board. The writer suggests that
the Service Report be incorporated into the Fitness Report
System and with minor modifications to reflect MBO and Work
Standards, as well as self-assessment, become the primary
developmental tool of the NOAA Corps Fitness Report System.
The writer is not suggesting that the NOAA Corps dispense
with the evaluative function of the NOAA Corps Fitness Report
System and recommends retention, with modifications, of NOAA
Form jO'O , Fitness Report For Commissioned Officers, as the
primary evaluative tool of the NOAA Corps System.
Administration of this proposed dual system will be dis-
cussed in the section of this chapter dealing with modifica-
tion of NOAA Directives and Instructions.
:. MODIFICATION OF FITNESS REPORT FOR COMMISSIONED OFFICERS
(NOAA FORM 56-6) AND SERVICE REPORT (NOAA FOxRM 56-25)
Recommendations for changes to Fitness Report for Com-
missioned Officers follows
1. Retention of Sections 1 thru 6 in present form.
2. Deletion of Section 7» Duties, as it is redundant
with Section 5 oi" Service Report.
3. As regards Section 3, General Instructions ;
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a) Change title of Section 8, General Instructions
to Performance Factors
b) Delete statement, "When possible, evaluate the
officer in comparison with other NOAA officers of
similar grade and length of service." As pointed
out in some questionnaire responses, most NOAA
commands have few, if any, officers of similar
grade and length of service. Replace above state-
ment with, "Evaluate officer with respect to how
well he met objectives and performed duties asso-
ciated with present assignment."
c) Replace Section 3 performance designators of
"Excellent," "Very Good," and "Satisfactory,"
with "Exceeds Job Standards," "Meets Job Standards,"
and "Below Job Standards." Retain "Outstanding"
and "Poor" as the two possible extreme grades.
Adoption of these terms is consistent with grading
an officer relative to performance of duties as
opposed to comparison with officers of similar
grade and length of service. Skipping ahead a
bit, the above terminology is also consistent with
grading guidelines that will be proposed in this
thesis concerning modification of directives and
instructions. As reported in Chapter IV, the
remark of the Coast Guard Commandant concerning
the generally high level of overall competence
11^

and performance of Coast Guard officers is also
applicable to NOAA Corps officers. As such, no
logical inconsistency occurs if the average NOAA
Corps officer "Exceeds Job Standards" in many of
the performance factors of Section 8.
d) Replace system requiring marking X in box of
choice on the graphic rating scale (where the five
choices equate to 10, 8, 6, 4, 2), with a require-
ment to write in a value of 10 or 9 for each "Out-
standing" mark, 3 or 7 for each "Exceeds Job
Standards," 6 or 5 ^o^ each "Meets Job Standards,"
^ or 3 fo^ each "Below Job Standards," and 2 or 1
for each "Poor."
e) Eliminate statement "For Office Use Only" and
replace with "Total Score" at the bottom of the
graphic scale. Require the rating officer to
tabulate and record the total score in this block
and have the rated officer see this score prior
to sending the Fitness Report to the reviewing
officer. Perhaps the reason for the rating officer
not tabulating the total score is a throwback to
the days when individual rater trends and average
rater scores were maintained at NOAA Corps Head-
quarters. As such, each Fitness Report was ad-
Justed to reflect a rater's handicap or "Master
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Mark" as it was then termed. This system is no
longer maintained and it would appear that there
is no longer any justification for not communicating
a rated officer's total score to him/her during
the course of an evaluation discussion,
f ) The NCAA Corps Fitness Report Questionnaire indi-
cates a desire to weight the relative score of
the various performance factors of Section 8 more
heavily towards Job Accomplishment and Job Ability
and less heavily towards Loyalty and Officer Bear-
ing. As opposed to instituting a complicated
formula to attain this end, the writer recommends
the addition of a performance factor termed Job
Knowledge and the combining of Loyalty and Officer
Bearing under a general heading termed Service
Aptitude. It is to be noted that the present
definition of Job Ability on Form ^6-6 is in fact
a partial definition of Job Knowledge. Thus, the
writer proposes the following definition for
Job Knowledge
:
Observed extent of professional knowledge,
rapidity with which knowledge is acquired,
new concepts are grasped and broad assign-
ment areas are comprehended.
Now the problem becomes one of defining Job Ability.
To paraphrase an element of the October 1, 1975»
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NOAA Corps Bulletin, (see Appendix C), which
included a major policy statement concerning the
NOAA Corps Fitness Report System, the writer pro-
poses the following definition of Job Abilityj
Demonstrated overall performance of present
assignment considering the level of respon-
sibility, the type of duties performed, and
the magnitude of problems encountered.
Within the new heading. Service Aptitude, reit-
erate the definitions of Loyalty and Officer Bear-
ing (delete "Service Aptitude" as the last element
of Officer Bearing) and grade the two components
of Service Aptitude on a five point basis similar
to the scoring of Writing Skills and Oral Skills
under Self-Hxpression.
g) It was suggested on Questionnaire 28 that Self-
Expression be "reconstructed." The present defin-
ition implies use of correct syntax and brevity
of message to be. the objectives of NOAA Corps intra-
organizational communication. The writer suggests
that the free flow of ideas and new concepts both
down and up the chain of command should be the
primary objective of NOAA Corps communications.
As such, the ^/«riter recommends deletion of the per-
formance factor Self-Expression and addition of




The effectiveness, accuracy, and completeness
with which the officer expresses facts and
ideas to subordinates, peers, and superiors.
The ability of the officer to listen to and
accept the ideas and concepts of subordinates,
peers, and superiors.
h) It is to be noted that the writer did not suggest
the use of a Behaviorally Anchored Rating Scale
or a one concept per item Graphic Rating Scale.
The changes suggested to Section 8 entail minor
modification to the form and retain the present
100 point format of the rating scale. As such
continuity is ensured between the old system and
the proposed new system.
^. Delete Section 9. Desirability, and add a section on
Recommended Officer Personnel Board Action. Desir-
ability, as shown by the response to the NCAA Corps
Fitness Report 'Questionnaire, is virtually useless
as a rating tool because of the many unique rater
viewpoints of a proper distribution to utilize. The
following block headings are proposed:
a. Advancement on lineal list
b. Promotion with peers
c
.
Loss of numbers on lineal list
d. Separation
Institution of such a rating block will allow the
Officer Personnel Board (OPB) to know immediately the
intent of a rater as regards proposed personnel
action. With the present form, the OPB must attempt
to glean the true intent of the rater thru the innuendos
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or nuances of the written coinments. In addition,
the rater presently has only the options of "sep-
aration from" or "retention in" designed into the form-
Clearly, a Recommended Action section is required.
5. Recommend deletion of Sections 10 and 11, Other
Faczois and General Comments . In place of these very
general narrative areas, the writer recommends in-
clusion of areas for comment directed at specific
areas such as
:
a) How well has this officer met his objectives for
this rating period?
b) Comment upon the strong points of this officer
which enhance his effectiveness. Give specific
examples
.
c) Comment upon any weak points of this officer which .
have hindered his effectiveness. Give specific
examples. If none are noted, so indicate.
d) Evaluate this officer's skill with respect to
seamanship, airmanship, and/or diving ability as
applicable. If not observed, so indicate.
e) Comment upon the magnitude of this officer's
input to your command's operations.
f) Justify all Section 8 marks of "Outstanding,"




g) Have this officer's actions adhered to the tenets
of EEC and Affirmative Action?
YES NO NA. If no, explain,
h) Comment upon any other significant activities of
this officer such as Public Affairs Work, inter-
governmental relations,- efforts at self- improve-
ment, etc. If nonconcurrence with self-assess-
ment of Form 5^-25 » comment on specific items.
It is to be noted that the majority of Comment areas
suggested above are already within the domain of
Other Factors and General Comments . By requiring
comments on each specific area helps to insure that
each officer is being rated from a common base. Under
the present system, a rating officer may not consider
all important (from an organizational standpoint)
aspects of a rated officer's behavior. In the 'Arriter's
experience, many times raters tend to blend the two
areas together or even paraphrase the information
contained in Other Factors while writing General
Comments .
6. Delete Section 12. In modification of Directives
and Instructions the writer recommends inclusion
of a Reviewing Officer in lieu of a Reporting Officer.
A Reviewing Officer signature is proof that a par-
ticular Fitness Report has been sent through channels.
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7. Retain Section I3.
8. Delete Section 14. This is redundant with Service
Report.
9. Under Section 13 . include the comment "An evaluative
discussion has been held" (Yes, No). If No, explain.
Change the term "Reporting Officer" to "Reviewing
Officer."
To reiterate the major points contained above, the major
changes suggested for NCAA Form 50-0 are:
a) Change the criteria for rating from rating in relation
to comparison with peers to rating in relation to
performance of job standards.
b) Make the graphic scale more job related by redefining
Job Ability, inclusion of Job Knowledge, and down
grading Loyalty and Officer Bearing to components of
a Service Aptitude Factor.
c) Reqxiire rater to total and record total score on form.
d) Delete desirability and add a section on Recommended
Officer Personnel Board Action .
e) Delete Other Factors and General Comments . Add require-
ment for comments en specific behavioral aspects of
officer.
f) Delete Reporting Officer. Add Reviewing Officer.
As envisioned in this report, Fitness Report for Com-
missioned Officers is to be used primarily as the NOAA Corps
evaluative tool (past performance oriented) . Service Report
,
already a NOAA Corps developmental tool, will play an expanded
role which will involve both use by the Officer Personnel Board
and greatly enhanced interaction between the rated officer and
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his immediate superior in the development of performance
objectives, career goals, and potential career paths for
the rated officer.
Redesign of Form 5^-25 will require reorganizing the form
such that elements of self-assessment and performance ob-
jectives are located on the front page while elements of
career development and career counselling are located on the
back page. The front side will be used primarily by the
Officer Personnel Board while the back side will be used
primarily by the Officer Assignment Board.
Specific recommendations for change to Form 5^-25 (see
Fig. 12) follow.
1) In title block, delete word "year" and insert word
"period." Delete December 31- Elements on the
front page should be completed concurrently with
any submission of NCAA Form 5^-6'
2) Retain sections 1—^ in present format.
3) Add a section on Objectives. Proposed wording follows
"List at least three and no more "chan five
attainable performance objectives for your next
rating period. These objectives were arrived at
(with, by) my superior."
^) After Objectives will be Assignments and Duties .
Following "...special assignments" in the instruc-
tions following Assignments and Duties , insert
"Include time spent in major collateral duties and
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5) After Assignments and Duties , put Accomplishinents
During; or Outside Regular Professional Duties
(presently Section 9) . Change instructions of this
section to "Magnitude of input to command's opera-
tions, training, education,..."
6) At bottom of front page put "Supervisor (concurs,
does not concur) with officer self-assessment . If
nonconcurrence , explain specific differences in
Comments section of Form 3^-6."
7) At the top of the back page place statement, "Com-
pletion of these blocks required only for June 30
and December 3i submission of reports."
8) Following the above statement, place Duty (Cumula-
tive) .
9) Below Duty , place Next Assia:nment Preferences .
10) At this point, insert Proposed Career Path below
Next Assiajiment Preferences . Instructions for this
new heading follow.
"Using your first assignment preference above
as the initial step, indicate your preferred
career path for your next three assignments."
11) Below Proposed Career Path , place the statement,
"Supervisor (concurs, does not concur) with proposed
career path. If nonconcurrence, explain."
12) Below the above statement, place "Do you wish gradu-
ate or specialized training."
IOC

13) Below the block requesting graduate or specialized
training, place supervisor recommendation of same
similar to Block 1^ of Form ^6-6. "Supervisor rec-
ommends full-time graduate training at this time.
(Yes, No, No Opinion)."
1^) Retain Constructive Sugjgestions . . . as last "block of
Form 56-25.
The changes recommended for Form 5^-25 are related to
the redesign of the form for easier use and the inclusion
of specific items designed to generate greater interaction
between subordinates and superiors in the realm of perform-
ance, short-Term career objectives, and long-term career
plans. The major points recommended are:
a) Establishment of a section for agreed upon or
assigned performance objectives.
b) Use of a measure of self-assessment which is to
be utilized as part of the Fitness Report System.
c) Concurrence or non-concurrence with self-assess-
ment by supervisor (ensures veracity of self-assess-
ment) .
d) Redesign of form to reflect self-assessment and per-
formance objectives on front page, while career de-
velopment and counselling aspects are on the back
page.
e) Inclusion of a Proposed Career Path section which is
designed to generate thought and discussion between
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superior and subordinate as regards a logical career
progression for the individual officer. This section
could also help the Officer Assignment Board make
better match-ups between individual and service needs
if the individual's desired career path is known.
D. MODIFICATION OF NOAA DIRECTIVES AND INSTRUCTIONS
NOAA Directives and Instructions concerned with the NOAA
Corps Fitness Report System, assignment, promotion, and sep-
aration are found in Chapter 5o , NOAA Corps Regulations, and
on NOAA Forms 36-6 and 56-25- Specific regulations affecting
or touching upon the above items are:
NDM 5^-0 - Commissioned Officers-Fitness Reports for
Commissioned Officers l/lV72
.
NDM 56-^4-0- Commissioned Officers - General 8/13/7I
.
NDM 56--^-^- Commissioned Officers - Authority and Prece-
dence V27/76.
NDM 5c-'4'5- Commissioned Officers - Assignments 8/8/77.
NDM 56-46- Commissioned Officers - Promotion 12/30/77-
NDM 56-47- Commissioned Officers - Nondisability Re-
tirement 10/21/75-
NDM 56-59 Commissioned Officers - Involuntary Nondis-
ability Discharge 7/28/76.
As mentioned in Chapter V , the tear sheet attached to NOAA
Form 36-6 has several instructions printed on the tear sheet
(see Appendi:x D for affected regulations).
It is not the intent of the writer to rewrite the above
regulations and instructions. The recommendations to follow
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are presented as philosophical guidelines for the appropri-
ate NOAA legal office to follow if the revision of any reg-
ulation presently in effect is deemed desirable.
Changes to Instructions for Form 5^-^ tear sheet follow.
Only major items will be addressed (see Appendix D).
1. Rewrite contents of Item 3 to reflect
a) Grade values of 10 or 9 for "Outstanding," 8 or
7 for "Exceeds Job Standards," 6 or 5 for "Meets
Job Standards," 4 or 3 for "Below Job Standards"
and 2 or 1 for "Poor."
b) Delete the required distribution of grades for
all NOAA officers (it is to be noted that this
distribution of all officers is inconsistent with
the requirement on the form to rate an officer in
comparison to others of equal grade and length of
service)
.
c) Addition of a section giving total score guide-
lines such as "It is recognized that the average
NOAA Corps officer will exceed the requirements of
his job in many of the performance factors. As
such, the following total score guidelines are to
be followed:
33 and above indicates an officer who has po-
tential for accelerated promotion; 68-82 indi-
cates an officer who is ready for promotion
with peers; 6O-68 indicates an officer who,
although functioning adequately in present
assignment, requires additional work to
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develop himself for promotion and addition-
al responsibility; 59 and below is indica-
tive of an officer who is " just getting by"
or possesses professional or personal de-
ficiencies that could lead to separation."
2. Under Section 15(b). delete term "Reporting Officer"
and add "Reviewing Officer." The duties of a re-
viewing officer will follow in the discussion of
NDM 56-6.
3. Under Retention of Copies , add the statement
"A copy of the completed fitness report will
be provided to the rated officer for his reten-
tion at least one day prior to the evaluation
discussion.
"
It is to be recognized that if modifications to the
form are followed as previously recommended, Items 1 thru
15 will have to be modified in toto to reflect the new
forma-.
Recommended changes to NOAA Corps Regulations will be
discussed by appropriate Directive Number.
1. NDM 56-0 Fitness Reports for Commissioned Officers
a) Revise "1. Purpose," to include "...preparation
and submission of Fitness Reports for Com-
missioned Officers, NOAA Form 3^-^ ^ and
Service Report, NOAA Form 56-25 •"
b) Revise 2d to reflect the uses of the appraisal
system. Recommended format follows:
"As the primary purposes of the NOAA Corps
appraisal system are to provide performance
and career coiunselling to individual officers,
stimulate communication between superiors
and subordinates, and provide a comprehensive
evaluation of past performance as the basis
for selecting officers for assignment, promotion
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and separation, it is mandatory that the
utmost care be exercised in completing both
NOAA Form S6-6 and NOAA Form 56-25. When a
complete ..."
c) Provide the following introduction to "3«
Procedures .
"
"The NOAA Corps adheres to the principles of
Management- by-Ob jectives (MBO) and utilizes
a dual purpose appraisal system to aid in
the implementation of the MBO system. This
dual purpose appraisal system is designed
to attend to the developmental needs of the
individual officer and to attend to the
evaluative needs of the individual officer
and the NOAA Corps as a whole. The primary
developmental tool of the NOAA Corps appraisal
system is Service Report, NOAA Form 56-25.
The primary evaluative tool of the NOAA Corps
is Fitness Report for Commissioned Officers,
NOAA Form 56-6. Administration of the NOAA
Corps System Follows.
1. Within two weeks following the beginning
of an appraisal period, the supervisor
and subordinate officer are to confer
concerning the establishment of attain-
able performance objectives for the new
appraisal period. These objectives will
be arrived at by mutual agreement be-
tween the supervisor and subordinate
in the case of officers in relatively un-
structured assignments. In the case of
officers in structured assignments, the
supervisor will inform the subordinate
of what objectives are to be attained
during the next reporting period (Work
Standards). In all cases, officers who
are performing marginally in relation to
job standards will be assigned ob-
jectives by the supervisor.
These objectives are to be written on
Form 56-25 and used for reference midway
through the rating period and at the end
of the appraisal period.
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2. Midway "through the appraisal period,
supervisor and subordinate are to con-
fer on the status of attainment of ob-
jectives and the overall performance
of the subordinate. The next assign-
ment preference and proposed career
path of the subordinate will also be
discussed at this conference.
;3' One month prior to the end of an ap-
praisal period, rated officer will pro-
vide rating officer with completed
Service Report, Form 56-25. Page one
will be completed for all rating periods.
Page two will be completed for all
June 30 and December 3I submissions of
NOAA Form 56-25.
4. Based on personal observation of rated
officer and reference to "Accomplish-
ments" as enumerated on Form 56-25. the
rating officer will complete Form ^6-6
and provide the rated officer with a
copy of this completed form at least
one day prior to a discussion of Forms ^6-6
and 3^-25- Where at all practicable,
the rating officer will consult with
other top members of a command in
arriving at the final evaluation on
Form 36-6
.
S' A conference will be held between the
rated officer and his/her supervisor
prior to forwarding Forms S^-G and 56-25
on to the Reviewing Officer. This con-
ference will focus on the performance
of the officer during the just completed
appraisal period and will also serve
as a vehicle for discussing the subor-
dinate' s next assignment preferences
and proposed career path as found on
Form 56-25.
d) Modify 3a- ^0 reflect the institution of a re-
viewing officer within the appraisal system.
Recommended format follows.
"...it will then be referred to a reviewing
officer, who in most cases will be the next
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supervisory level above the rating officer.
In cases involving more or less independent
activities, it shall be the responsibility
of NCI to designate a reviewing officer for
that activity. The responsibility of the
reviewing officer is to assure that total
score guidelines are being adhered to by
rating officers under his/her jurisdiction
and that "Outstanding," "Below Job Standards,"
and "Poor" marks are adequately documented.
As in most cases the reviewing officer will
also be evaluating the rating officers re-
porting to him/her, the reviewing officer
will use each rating' officer's reports as- a
measure of that officer's judgment, communi-
cation skills, leadership, and human relations.
e) Modify 3ti to reflect that a copy of an officer's
Fitness Report (Form 56-6) should be given to
him/her for retention in his/her own records
at least one day prior to the end-of-appraisal-
period discussion.
f) Sections 3c and 3<i a-re concerned with the re-
buttal process. As written, they adequately
define the rebuttal process. However, it is
apparent from responses to the Fitness Report
Questionnaire that a rebuttal is perceived in
one of two ^<vays : a) having no effect with the
Officer Personnel Board; or b) further incrim-
inating to the officer writing the rebuttal. If
properly used, the recommended use of self-assess-
ment on Form 3^-2$, could help alleviate this
problem. If the use of Form 5^-25 as envisioned
by the writer is not adopted, (which would allow
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the rated officer to present his viewpoint as
standard procedure) it is recommended that NOAA
Corps Headquarters study the rebuttal problem
further and issue a major policy statement in the
near future expanding on the 1 October 197^ NOAA
Corps Bulletin article concerning grievance and
rebuttal procedures (Appendix C).
g) As subordinate rating of superiors received
slightly more than 50 percent agreement or strong
agreement on the NOAA Corps Fitness Report Ques-
tionnaire, it is recommended that a statement to
the following effect be included in NDM ^o-^
>
"Although not mandatory, it is recommended that
NOAA Corps commanding officers actively seek
the opinion of their subordinates as regards
their leadership style, communication skills,
and efforts to develop subordinate profes-
sional potential. Because of the hierarchical
structure of the NOAA Corps, it is probable
that valid information will be forthcoming only
if each commanding officer requests this in-
formation on an anonymous basis from his sub-
ordinates. It is hoped that such a voluntary
program will enhance the overall effectiveness
of each commanding officer."
NDM 56-44, As regards Section lg(l) . Modify present
Officer Personnel Board policy as follows.
Review all Fitness Reports and Service Reports
(NOAA Forms 56-6 and 56-25) on a yearly basis. This
annual review will employ management-by-exception
and flag only poor performers for action by the
Officer Personnel Board. To accomplish this requires
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merely an inspection of the Recommended Action by
Officer Personnel Board block and an inspection of
the total score. If no recommendations for either
separation or drops in lineal number are recorded,
and if all point scores are over 60 , the OPB is
finished for that year.
Every two years inspect all Fitness Reports and
Service Reports of 0-2 's and 0-1 's in depth. Ad-
just lineal list and separate poor performers in
these grades on a two year basis.
Every four years the OPB should study the Fit-
ness Reports and Service Reports of all officers
(every second bi-annual review of 0-2 's and 0-1 's
to be held concurrently with the four year review
of 0-3' s and above). At this review the OPB will
look only ax records of the past four years. In-
formation over four years old (both complimentary
and detrimental to the rated officer) is of little
value in determining an officer's present potential
for advanced lineal standing or, conversely, for
adverse action.
The above proposed OPB review schedule has nu-
merous advantages if used in conjunction with the
recommended changes to forms and procedures. These
include; 1) increased validity of Officer Personnel
Board decisions as decisions will be based on at

least four appraisals "by in most cases two or more
appraisers; 2) a reduction of time spent by OPB
in adjusting lineal list and separating non-
performers; 3) recent sustained high or low perform-
ance will be the basis for personnel action; and
4) by starting review cycle over every four years
will provide incentive for improvement to low or
medium performers as the beginning of each four year
cycle essentially wipes the slate clean. In addition,
by establishing both point guidelines for raters to
follow and a block for Reconimended Officer Personnel
Board Action , the identification of rating officers
who have abused the system (numerous recorranendations
given for advanced lineal standing or numerous point
scores over 32 given during a four year period)
should be relatively easy.
3) NDM 56-^-3. As regards 4d(3) add the statement
following "...ATTN: NCI."
'It is of the utmost importance that the super-
visor review and discuss both the assignment
preferences and proposed career path with the
submitting officer."
k-) NDM 36-^-7. The NOAA Corps Fitness Report Question-
naire indicated an 83^ agreement or strong agreement
with the concept of separating poor or marginal per-
formers in the grades of 0-4 and 0-5 with severance
pay. Present regulations dictate under 5^-^7-3^
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and 3c that an officer fitting the above description
be involuntarily retired. Because of accelerated
promotion in the NOAA Corps as opposed to other
services, the writer recommends that the NOAA Corps
adopt a system whereby 0-4' s and 0-5' s falling into
the category of officers presently involuntarily
retired under 5o-^7-3c, in the "Best Interest of the
Service," with the exception of those being released
by reason of program contraction or NOAA Corps numbers
limitations, be separated with severance pay. This
is not to be regarded as an erosion of benefits, but
instead a measure to protect both the interests of
the United States Government and assure that the
NOAA Corps maintain its vitality as a professional
organization.
Changing present policy will not affect the vast
majority of NOAA Corps officers who are imbued with
high professional standards. However, it will put
additional teeth into the Fitness Report System and
make it less palatable for the shirkers and sluggards
to actively pursue their natural inclinations.
5) NDM-56-59. To be consistent with the recommendation
above, include the grades of lieutenant commander and
commander among those grades under lc(i) and (2), which
can be separated with severance pay.
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As regards lump-sum payment of severance pay
under 5^-59-^, the writer recommends establishing
a payment ceiling of $15,000 in lieu of "not to ex-
ceed a total of two years' "basic pay." This would
bring us into line with the other services.
The major recommendations for change to NOAA Directives
and Instructions as listed above include;
1) The adoption of MBO as NOAA Corps policy.
2) Dispensing with the performance distribution in-
cluded in Instructions of Form 5^-6, and adopt
total score guidelines.
3) Establishment of a timetable for administration
of the proposed system.
k) Designation of reviewing officers to maintain the
integrity of the system.
5) Establishment of four year OPB review cycles for
0-3 and above and two year review cycles for 0-2
and 0-1.
6) Requiring an expansion of the role played by the
supervisor in the formulation of career goals and
plans for subordinate officers.
7) Putting more teeth into the present Fitness Report
System by adopting a policy of separation with sev-
erance pay (in lieu of involuntary retirement) for




The preceding recommendations for improvement of the NOAA
Corps Fitness Report System have "been formulated after care-
ful consideration of industry appraisal practice, present
uniformed services appraisal practice, and the collective
response to the NOAA Corps Fitness Report System Questionnaire^
The recommendations are designed to enable the NOAA Corps
Command to implement better present personnel policy. These
recommendations are primarily concerned with improvement of
communication between supervisor and subordinate and the im-
provement of internal controls of the NOAA Corps Fitness Re-
port System to assure that it remains a viable legally de-
fensible appraisal system.
Communication between subordinate and superior could be
enhanced if the NOAA Corps adopts Management-by-Ob jectives
and/or Work Standards as applicable in a given situation. The
use of self-assessment, as outlined in this thesis, could im-
prove both superior - subordinate communication and allow a
subordinate to communicate his/her view of his/her accom-
plishments to the Officer Personnel Board. This last feature
could be both an overall morale improver and a means of elim-
inating the need for a rebuttal system in all but extreme
cases. The requirement for three performance and/or career
counselling discussions during an appraisal period will as-
sure that a subordinate receives adequate feedback during an
appraisal period and not be the recipient of any unpleasant
138

surprises at the end of the appraisal period.
Controls suggested to assure that the integrity of the
NOAA Corps Fitness Report System is maintained include:
Total score guidelines
A requirement to recommend specific action by the
Officer Personnel Board.
Written justification of all extreme marks recorded
on the Graphic Rating Scale.
As opposed to present "shotgun" approach to written
comments, a requirement to comment on specific be-
havioral aspects of subordinate.
Superior agreement or disagreement with subordinate
self-appraisal to be noted.
A reviewing officer whose duties include monitoring
of rater adherence to total score guidelines and assur-
ing that rater maintains impartial attitude.
Revision of timetable for indepth Officer Personnel
Board review of appraisal records.
A strengthened separation policy for nonperforming
O-i+'s and 0-5' 3.
Recommendations for changes to affected forms and reg-
ulations are designed to help implement the communication
and control measures described above.
If the system described in this thesis is adopted, it
will require the full support of the NCAA Corps Command to
implement properly. With careful monitoring of the system
by reviewing officers and constructive feedback as regards
the operation of the system from the NOAA Corps Command,
such an appraisal system could lead to a better prepared,
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APPENDIX A '"'''''''' ''\ll^ fi^
(2) The sounJncsS .iiiU ef t'<.-<.t i vlmics:> of his/lier work nictlioJs. ConsiJcr only bigniticjnt
factors rct.itcJ Co ho>. hc/:>he jccompl i slics hiN/lior joh. Examplo: plaiinin)>, orgaiu : iiit; , Jele-
gaCing, JoLiMon laakiii^, ooiking wicli oclicrs, etc.
l3) Significanc personal qualities winch have a bearing on his/her professional performance.
(4) Effectiveness in expressinij himself/herself clearly, forcefully, anU convincingly,
both orally and in Mriting.
(5) Ability to perform effectively in a higher level position. Consider past professional
performance, demonstrated executive and general aanagcrcicnt skills, knowledge of his/her profession
and the environi«eiital factors affecting performance in a higher level position, and his/her under-
Standing of the role of the H^vy
.
(6) Capacity to continue professional develoi)menc and to continue growing in his/her
ability to assume increasingly responsible, difficult and important assignments. (s lie/she con-
tinuing to expand his/her professional abilities, or is he/she showing signs of leveling off?
(7) Any subspecialties in which he/she is qualified. Indicate degree of confidence
regarding opinions expressed by the officer m the area of his/her subspecialty.
1. CoBiments should be made upon economy displayed by the effective use of manpower and
aterial. The Secretary of the Navy has directed that reporting seniors comment favorably or
adversely, when appropriate, regarding the efforts of the subordinates in reducing paperwork.
J. The retention, reenlistment jnd, for inactive Reserve officers, recruitment of quality
personnel are vital factors .n the continued high level of performance of our Navy and, j^cordingly,
should be i natter of major concern to each jnd every officer, Reporting seniors siioulJ comment,
when jpplicaole, regarding an officer's efforts and effectiveness in this most important area.
k. l«ihen applicaole, specific comment should be made on the officer's attention to, and use
of, good material oamtenance procedures and engineering practices.
1. Provide as complete and comprehensive .\n evaluation as feasible for Naval Reserve officers
perforaing active duty for training. \ctive duty for training represents the only real opportunity
for the reserve officer to be ooserved and evaluated as an integral part of the regular component
hhen specific tasks are assigned, an adequate evaluation can be made. When no specific tasks are
assigned, for instance at seminars, conferences, or schools, comments siiould be made regarding such
factors as military bearing and courtesy, degree lii participation, and interest displayed
Singular comments such as 'period too short to permit evaluation", "not observed", or "no duty
performed student" uust be avoided.
a. Officers possessing graduate education who share their knowledge are performing a valuable
service to the Navy. Those officers who are successful in multiplying the benefits of their educa-
tion in this aanner should be recognized by appropriate entries m their fitness -eports.
n. Coanents must be nade on officers who do not meet the prescribed weight standards.
Officers who fail to comply with .*tavy weight stand.irds are not fuUfilling thetr roles is Naval IR
leaders. txcess body weight is a serious detriment to health, longevity, stamina ind iiilitary
appearance. Overweight conditions often place constraints on an otficer's assignability.
Reporting Seniors tnust accurately report these adverse physical conditions on their ofti^crs.
Accordingly, officers who are in excess of weight atand.irds will be graded UNSATI.SIACIOKY in
"Military Bearing" if they are not ichievmg sat i sf.ictory progress toward meeting es t .ib I i slied
standards. Because an overweight condition can have a wide range negative effect in such
a key area as leadership, as well as the previously mentioned areas. Reporting Seniors -.hould
also consider lowering the grade assigned to "Mission Cont
r
ihut ion Evaluation." Comments in
the narrative sectinn, for officers who are m excess of weight st.indards, will include the
officers height and -eiglit. how t.'ie condition adversely affc>.ts his pertorraance, actions taken
by the command, .iiid tne individual':, progress toward ittaining prescribed goals. Officers who
have been certified by medii.al juthoritics as being .icceptable due to unusual body structure
a/id/ur ausculature. are exempt from this requirement.
o. Comaents regarding contributions to public and conniinity relations should be included
where applicable. While an officer's stature in the civil cuiununity is often recognition of his/
her leadership ability, comments in this regard should be restricted to those tout
r
ibut i .ms which
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&. Hh«n the nexC senior up the chain of cormand completes a report In Heu of the nominal
reporting Senior, the notation ",H5IC" will be made after last name and initials. If space permits.
Otherwise omit initials and enter after last name in block 23. to indicate "next senior in command"
In accordance with sections 1-7 or 1-3 of this instruction.
5-7 Section 28 . Refer to the Instructions for this section as outlined In the Appraisal Worksheet.
krtien transcribing information to the OCR copy, abbreviation of primary duty is required. See
enclosure (2).
5-8 Sections 29, 30, 31, 32. 33 and 34 . Utilizing the Appraisal Worksheet, evaluate the individual
officer's performance In olocxs 29 through 34. (The sub-Items for blocks 29 through 34 are
designed to assist the reporting senior In arriving at a valid, overall grade for each specific
aspect of performance.) Sevlew tne transcription code taoles provided and record the assigned
alphabetical grade in tne "OCR CODE LETTER" block provided on the Appraisal Worksheet. Other
guidance is contained for "Specific Aspects of Performance" on the Appraisal Worksheet.
5-9 Section 35 . Utiluing the Appraisal Worksheet, evaluate the Individual officer's performance.
Many officers , by virtue of billet assignment or comnand composition, are not afforded an oppor-
tunity to demonstrate active suooort of tne Navy's Equal Opportunity Program. Officers who are so
constrained should not oe assigned an arbitrary grade oased on their projected performance In
this area, nor one tnat derives from tne fact that no action 1n the irsi of equal opportunity
performance has been ooserved. xhen there nas existed Uttle or no opportunity to observe or
measure an officer's performance or effectiveness in ecual opportunity pursuit and simultaneously
no requirement for a dedicated effort in this area is apparent as a result of billet assignment.
It is expected tnat the officer's aqual opportunity oerformance mark will be an "N" for not
observed. Conversely, inere an officer has been assigneo responsibility for a subordinate popu-
lation wnich includes individuals of a alfferent sex, racial or ethnic origin, an evaluation of
the officer's eoual opportunity performance must be recorded and supported by comnent , In ac-
cordance with section 4-11, paragraph (b). Conmanding officers, executive officers, aepartment
heads, division officers, oranc.T neads, and formal classroom instructors are examples of those
billets which will normally require an equal oooortunlty ooservatlon other than "not observed."
In determining the rrarx, the pursuit of .neasures to aetect and overcome discrimination 1n all
its forms, and initiatives taken to Increase their own and tneir subordinates' racial awareness,
iaust be considered.
5-10 Sections 36 and 37 . Utilizing the transcription code table above sectio. 29 of the Appraisal
Worksheet, record tne assigned alphacetlcsl grade in the "OCR CODE LETTER" block provided on the
Appraisal Worksheet.
5-11 Sections 38, 39 and '0 . Instructions for completion of these sections are contained in the
"Warfare Specialty Skills' section of the Appraisal worxsneet.
a. The mark in Seamanship, section 38. should reflect the degree of attainment of proficiency
In all aspects of ship-handling ana seamanship.
b. The mart in Airmanship relates to the officer's overall ability as an airman in the actual
control of an aircraft or as an air crew -nemoer and lis/her leadership and juaanent In the tactical/
operational employment of aircraft and weapon systems. In determing the iiark for aviation officers,
canslder and comment (in section 38) on the following factors;
(1) Personal flying skill and motivation with anonasis on day and night/Inclement weather
(carrier, patrol, ^niscel laneous ) operations and weapons employment, as appllcaole.
. (2) Ability as a flight leader/plane commanoer when having served as such.
(3) Knowledge of aircraft and the operational employment.
(4) Overall aeronautical knowledge.
C. A nark in Watch Standing should be assigned only if the officer is detailed to and actually
performs specific duties or watches outside his/her normally assigned duties, i.e., as 000. JOOO,
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t>. When the nexc senior up the chain of connand completes a report in Heu of the nominal
reporting senior, the notation "NSIC" will be made after last name and initials, if space permits.
Otherwise omit initials and enter after last name in block 23. to indicate "next senior In conmand"
In accordance with sections 1-7 or 1-3 of this instruction.
S-7 Section 23 . Hefer to the instructions for this section as outlined 1n the Appraisal Worlisheet.
When transcribing information to the OCR copy, abbreviation of primary duty is required. See
enclosure (2).
5-8 Sections 29, 30. 31, 32, 33 and 34 . Utilizing the Appraisal Worksheet, evaluate the individual
officer's performance in blocxs 29 through 34. (The sub-items for blocks 29 through 34 are
designed to assist the reoorting senior in arriving at a valid, overall grade for each specific
aspect of performance.) Review the transcription code tables provided and record the assigned
alphabetical grade in the "OCR CODE LETTER" block provided on the Appraisal Worksheet. Other
guidance is contained for "Specific Aspects of Performance" on the Appraisal Worksheet.
5-9 Section 35 . Utilizing the Appraisal Worksheet, evaluate the Individual officer's performance.
Many officers , by virtue of billet assignment or comnand composition, are not afforded an oppor-
tunity to demonstrate active support of the Navy's Eaual Ooportunity Program. Officers wno are so
constrained should not be assigned an aroltrary grade based on their projected performance in
this area, nor one that derives from the fact that no action In the area of equal opportunity
performance has been observed, when there has existed little or no opoortunlty to observe or
awasure an officer's performance or effectiveness 1n equal ooportunity pursuit and simultaneously
no requirement for a dedicated effort In this area is apparent as a result of billet assignment,
It is expected that the officer's equal opportunity performance mark will be an "N" for not
observed. Conversely, «nere an officer nas been assigned responsibility for a subordinate popu-
lation which includes individuals of a different sex, racial or ethnic origin, an evaluation of
the officer's equal opportunity performance must be recorded and supported by conment , 1n ac-
cordance with section 4-il, paragraph (b). Comanding officers, executive officers, deparanent
heads, division officers, orancn heaas. and formal classroom Instructors in examples of those
billets which will normally require an equal ooportunity observation other than "not observed."
In determining the nark, the :ursu1t of measures to detect and overcome discrimination in all
its forms, and Initiatives taKen to Increase their own and their subordinates' racial awareness,
must be considered.
5-10 Sections 36 and 37 . Utilizing the transcription code table above section 29 of the Appraisal
Worksneet, record :ne assigned alpnaoedcal grade In the "OCR CODE LETTER" block provided on the
Appraisal Worksheet.
5-11 Sections 33, 39 and 40 . Instructions for completion of these sections are contained in the
"Warfare Specialty Sklils' section of the Appraisal Worksheet.
a. The mark in Seamanship, section 38. should reelect the aegree of attainment of proficiency
In all aspects of snip-nandllng and seamanship.
b. The mark In Airmanship relates to the officer's overall ability as an airman in the actual
control of an aircraft or as an air crew memoer and his/her leadership and Judgment in the tactical/
operational emoloyn'ent of aircraft and weapon sysians. In determing the mark for aviation officers,
consider and connient (in secfion 38) on the following ractors:
(1) Personal flying skill and motivation with emphasis on day and night/inclement weather
(carrier, patrol, miscellaneous) operations and weapons employment, as applicable.
(2) Ability as a flight leader/plane conwander when having served as such.
(3) Knowledge of aircraft and the operational employment.
(4) Overall aeronautical knowledge.
c. A mark in 'Watch Standing should oe assigned only if the officer is detailed to and actually
performs specific duties or watches outside nis/her normally assigned duties, i.e.. as GOD. JOOD,











Report Development CaiJjiicc ror tlic ReporCiiij; Senior
6-1 General Oiboiiaaion . Frequently reporting ieniors, particularly officers in charge of small
units or counanaing officers of small ships, must Jraw upon what they have seen reflected m
their own fitness reports or, in the more fortunate cases, those rough worksheets they have
assisted in the preparation of as the basis for their bacWgrounii m fitness report development.
This background, even when supplemented by thorough study of the fitness report instruction and
the use of folklore solicited from more experienced seniors, may result in less than adequate
performance evaluations. In recognition of this shortcoming in guidance previously provided
for the development of these most important documents, this section has been included.
6-2 Preliminary Preparation . Considering the preparation of fitness reports, a logical first
question is; "hlien should I begin?" All too often, as evidenced by reports of lengthy periods
speaking only to incidents of the recent past, the answer is "On the report-due date or shortly
thereafter " The proper answer to this question is; "As soon as you report for duty as reporting
senior or ds soon as an officer reports to you as his/her reporting senior " You .Tight ask; "How
do I prepare for fitness reports so far in advance - a year in some instances?" lliere are a number
of valid jpproacnes, however, the one discussed below wiii certaxniy result in adequate fitness
reports.
a. Newly reported officers should be initially counseled on the mission of the command, the
officer's specific role m the accomplishment of this mission and areas under his/her cognizance
which require improveaent. Situations or requirements which are peculiar to the command, of which
the officer aay not be aware, should be thoroughly discussed and clarified, as should any specific
expectations of the reporting senior.
b. Because the furtherance of equal opportunity throughout the Navy is of such vital
iaportance, a discussion of goals and potential problem areas snould be discussed with the
officer. Sone possible topics for discussion and specific performance factors which may
influence the reporting senior's evaluation of the officer in Equal Opportunity are;
(1) Grade levels of ainority personnel assigned.
(2) Steps taken to ensure upward oobility of all personnel assigned, with emphasis on
ainority personnel.
(3) Steps taken to ensure his/her comaitment to full equal opportunity is understood
throughout his/her area oi responsibility.
(4) Steps taken to ensure equal opportunity commitment is actively supported by all
assigned personnel, with emphasis on personnel assigned to key positions.
(5) Racial awareness training and education.
(fi) Behavior of officer in relation to stated beliefs in equal opportunity.
(7) Steps taken to halt racial slurs or other verbal denigration.
(8) Effective counseling of assigned personnel. Counseling to majority and minority
like aust reflect the Navy's conunitnent to equal opportunity in such areas as promotion, job
Assignaent, services, and housing.
(9) Follow-up on aiAority problems or grievances.
c. Establish a file with a separate folder for each officer for whom you are the reporting
senior -- regular or concurrent.
d. During the course of normal routine, accumulate in these folders copies of letters,









trivial, imperfect ions is not desirable and serves no useful purpose. Remarks
actescinq co -ne *lacx of experience" of a Marine in a new ]ob, for example,
can oe omitted from section C because inexperience m a new job is only to be
expected; on the otnar hand, very rapid adjustment to a new ]ob would be an
appropriate comment.
7. Although their use is not encoucaqed, supplementary pages may be attached
if comments in section C must, of necessity, be lengthy. In those few cases
where supplemental pages must be used, they should identify the name, grade and
social security number of the Marine being reported on, and the period and
occasion of the report- Attach by staple to the space provided on the fitness
report form.
3006 COUNSELING
1. Counseii.".g is an essential element :.n the performance evaluation system;
equal m importance to performance appraisal. Each Marine must be made aware
of duties assigned, the standards of performance expected, how performance is
judged, relative standing among peers, and the opportunities that exist for
career development.
2. It IS the responsibility of the reporting senior to ensure that each Marine
clearly understands «nat standards of performance are expected and how well rhe
individual is (or is not) performing. Mere statements sucn as "You are doing a
good 300 - <eep it up' are not good counseling or good leadership.
3. Counseling .T.ust be a continuous process. It should commence when a Marine
first ]oins a jnit, should continue at frequent intervals during the Marine's
tour of duty, and terminate jpon detachment. Since the initial counseling
session is largely policy oriented (outlining expected standards and indicating
how cne reporting senior judges performance) it could tie condi.' tsd at a group
welcome aooard Tieeting, although a personal session is more desirable. Sub-
sequent counseling sessions, however, must oe on an individual basis and must
be conducted at all levels and for ail grades. Counseling may occur at any
tiae and as often as it is needed; it cannot be reduced to a scheduled basis,
but should caxe place on any occasion wnicn is suitaole. One such occasion is
the preparation of a Marine's fitness report; Marines expect and are entitled
to an individual counseling session at these times. Fitness reports will not be
shown to the Marine being counseled, however, except as discussed in paragraph
4003.
4. In order to be effective, counseling must be positive and clear. Generalities
and quicK references to lofty principles, e.g., "Your overall performance seems
o.k-, but you need to worx a bit harder on your esprit," do not counsel or guide.
Positive counseling can be performed m a number of ways, but should include four
definite steps:
(1) Review with the Marine, individual performance to date.
(2) Evaluate this performance.
(3) Jointly establish a definite target(s) (i.e., a plan requiring the
Marine's efforts) for maintenance or improvement of performance levels.
(4) Establish a coaching plan (i.e., a plan requiring the reporting
senior's participation) to guide the Marine toward tne target(s) established
in step ( 3) .
5. Discussion of Counseling Steps
a. Reviewing the Marine's performance
(1) This step should consist of briefly describing to the Marine those
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as tftey ace recailed ay the reporting senior. This description is most effective
if orqani:ed cncanoloq ically for effect, beqinnmq with the first significant
highlignt, e.g., 'at :he aeqinnmg of the period, your squadron conducted
carrier qualifications witn a 100 percent record of success," and leading up to
the last, e.g., "last week, your squad finished third in the tattaiion drill
competition.
"
(2) Even if a reporting senior has not personally observed a Marine's
performance of duty, perfor.-rvance highlights must still te reviewed with the Marine.
The individual nust Se advised, however, cnat such niqtiliqhts are not oased on
personal ooservation. The source of tne reporting senior's knowledge of the
Marine's performance s.lould be :nentioned, e.g., "... based on recommended fitnesa
report oacKings from the range officer,...*
b. gvaluaf.on of ;ne ^^ac'.ne's Perfcrnance
(1) During cms phase of tne counseling session, the reporting senior
places tr.e Marine's performance hiqnliqnts into i neaningful perspective oy com-
paring ;nem against Marine Corps and organizational standards and policies.
Essentially, this is the same process wnicn tne reporting senior employed in
preparing the Marine's fitness report.
(2) Career opportunities should Oe another topic of discussion in this
session. As a -niniaum, ;ne reporting senior should review tne duty preferences
wnich were indicated on :."ie Marine's latest fitness report, and discuss the
reporting senior's recommendation. The rationale for tr.e recommendation ,tiusc oe
explained, and the Marine snould 5e encouraged to refer co appropriate career
planning orders and Bulletins cor career pattern guidance prior to suomittmg duty
preferences. It is important tnat tne reporting senior dispel any false impres-
sions regarding preferences of outy, such as, *...it looks good on your record,"
or, *...a good aviator always requests flight duty," etc.
c. Estaol ishment of a Target
(1) This part of trie counseling process serves to map for the Marine
Che road to improved lOr consistent) performance. Clearly attainable targets
ust be defined. These snould first Ee m areas of performance where cne Marine
IS Oelow -.he Marine Corps or arganica t lonal standard. They should be expressed
m such a way as to oe oOjCCtive and easily measured. They cannot Be too Broad
or include mote than ane step lac a time), or else the Marine will have
difficulty m acnievmg t.nem or even understanding how to achieve them. Some
examples of performance taraets that provide a clear level of required perform-
ance, and a sense of accompl isnmen t on completion, ace compared with less
eaningful ones m figure 1-4, oelow.
Examples of Target Definition
ded TnImprovement Tee Lear
Regular duties Prepare first draft




Personal appearance Get a regulation
haircut at least
once every 10 -jays.
Keep your hair more
closely trimmed.
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Training personnel Prepare a master Get a better grip




Adaxnisccacive duties Prepare a carbon Let the commanding
copy on yellow paper officer know what you
of each letter signed sign 'By direction."
"By direction" and
send the copy to reach
th« adjutant withm 24
hours of signing the
or iqinal .
Physical ri^ness Test 20 40 situps in 2 Improve your PFT score.
siinutes 3v 30 Aoril.
Figure 3-4. — Examples of Clear and weak Counseling Terms—Continued.
(2) If the need for improvement :s not evident m any area, the reporting
senior should suggest targets «nich, when accomplished, will serve to maintain tne
Harine's nign level of performance. This guidance must be as clear and precise as
that discussed earlier, out snouid be aimed at the enhancement of already sound
performance cnarac ter ist ics catner than tne acnievement of satisfactory perform-
ance. Consideration snouid be given to off-duty education, correspondence study
m professional subiects, participation in a professional reading/d iscussion group,
and other activities whicn tend to expand, rather than develop, the Marine's
attr loutes.
d. £s taol ishaent of a Coaching Plan
(1) To be -Jfective, counseling cannot end with the initial session.
Coupling one af tne <ey leadership steps, naoiely, supervision, with a sincere
interest in the progress of sacn larine toward clear targetis) , produces a
cardinal counseling rule: coach eacn Marine to performance improvement/main-
tenance, nitnout the personal coaching of reporting seniors, marines may make
little or no progress or improvement.
(2) Coaching must oe positive and dynamic on the part of the reporting
senior. It should consist of both sc.neduled and impromptu sessions and snouid
b« performed in a warm and sincere, but authoritative, manner. Several coaching
sessions may 3e required oeiore a Marine reaches a goal, but if coaching ;s done
regularly, and
-.t •r.e joals are realistic, accomplishment will eventually jccur .
laproved performance as a result of counseling is almost guaranteed, but its
success is dependent on botn tne individual Marine and the reporting senior; the
Marine can rarely do 1 1 oy himself/'herself.
6. These four counseling steps can be accomplished informally, but should be
conscientiously and carefully researched and planned. The use of counseling
worksneets, notes, interview guides, and other aids is encouraged, and the
documentation of counseling progress should serve as a strong indicator of a
reporting senior's proficiency and skill as a counselor and leader.
7. Foe additional requirements in the case of an adverse or marginal report,
refer to section 4.
3007 FOBWAROIMG 9EP0RT TO REVirwiNG OFFICER
1. After completing all of the previous steps, the reporting senior will sign
item 23 of section 0, enter the date, and forward the report to the reviewing
officer tor action. Prior to forwarding the report, however, the reporting
senior oust either (1) certify that the Marine has been counseled, or (2)
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struction 1611.7 was recently published
icer corps of the present status of
ting system. It contains information
f vital importance to you since there
Item which has more impact upon your
Guard officer than your fitness re-
my efforts to educate the officer
our fitness reporting system, I am
h a personal copy of this Instruction.
The time and effort will be well
2. Those of you who are preparing, reporting or re-
viewing officers should devote utmost attention to
your fitness report responsibilities. Only through
your efforts can our fitness report system remain a
viable tool for evaluating our officers. I would also
encourage you to insure that your subordinates, es-
pecially 3unior officers, develop a complete under-
standing of the fitness report process. Your coop-
eration in this very important matter is sincerely
appreciated.
End: (1) COMDTINST 1611,7
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COMMANDANT INSTRUCTION 1611-7
Subj : Officer Fitness Reporting System
1. PURPOSE . The purpose of this Instruction is to in-
form the officer corps of the status of its fitness
reporting system, to publish revised service norms
for use when writing fitness reports, and to urge
the support of all preparing, reporting, and re-
viewing officers in reversing the alarming infla-
tionary trend in fitness report marks.
2. BACKGROUND .
a. The Coast Guard's present fitness report
system commenced in 1965. It has been a suc-
cessful one mainly because it was well received
by most Coast Guard officers, and because the
majority of reporting officers attempted to
adhere to the system by objectively marking
officers reported on, particularly during its
early years. As a result, our system has ex-
isted for nearly fourteen years without suf-
fering the plight of other evaluation systems.
For various reasons, performance data in each of
these other systems became meaningless because
of the accelerated inflation of marks.
b. Our system is now in danger, however. In recent
years many reporting officers have permitted
their marking patterns to become considerably
more lenient than the service standard. We
have made an effort to encourage those reporting
officers to compare their marking distributions
with the standard in the hope that each reporting
officer would strive to maintain all fitness re-
ports at or near that standard, thereby ensuring
some degree of equity in our fitness reporting
system. The Reporting Officer Feed-back system
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2. c. Unfortunately, the trend toward inflated marks
has not only continued, but has recently accel-
erated at an alarming rate. Enclosure (1) inr^
dicates for each grade, ensign through captain,
the actual distribution of fitness report marks
of reports processed for the period 01FEB77
through 16FEB78. This data is being provided
for the information of all officers because of
the seriousness of the situation now facing us.
3. DISCUSSION . The causes of fitness report inflation
are complex and to a large extent psychological—re-
lated to the confidence the officer corps has in the
system. The following, however, represent the chief
causes of the inflationary press-ure on the marks:
a . Limited growth in the size of the officer corps
,
and very little voluntary attrition have combined
to make our promotion process increasingly com-
petitive . Within the pyramidal billet structure
required by law, the Coast Guard's promotion
system operates on an "up or out" basis, whereby
time in grade until promotion and opportunity
for selection are dependent upon growth of the
billet structure, or attrition, or both. Our
growth rate has slowed in the 1970 's from the
rapid expansion of the 1960 's. Meanwhile changes
in economic conditions over the same period have
made a Coast Guard career increasingly attrac-
tive for many officers thus reducing the rate of
voluntary attrition. As a result, the promotion
process for the officer corps has become more
competitive (illustrated in enclosure (2)).
This trend, taken with the fact that our present
"best qualified" system of promotion forces
out less competitive officers, means that an
entirely competent officer who would have been
promoted several years ago may be passed over
today. Many officers, after seeing competent
officers they have known being passed over, have
incorrectly assumed these officers were passed
over because they were "victims" of fitness
report marks inflation. Thus the evaluation
system is often blamed unjustly for the effects
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Evaluation systems tied to promotion and pay
tend to create pressure on the evaluator to
inflate subordinates' marks. Few of us enjoy
the thought that we might be the cause of a
subordinate's being passed over for promotion
and forced out of the Service.
(1) Many reporting officers have asked "What
is an appropriate fitness report score that
will ensure an officer will be promoted?"
Whereas the concern of these officers is
understandable, it is not the responsibility
of the reporting officer to determine whether
an officer should be promoted or passed
over. The reporting officer's job is to
evaluate the performance and personal qualities
of his subordinates. In a "best qualified"
promotion system like ours, it is the job of
promotion boards to determine who shall be
promoted by comparing each officer with his/
her peers on the basis of his/her total rec-
ord which includes a number of factors in
addition to fitness report scores.
(2) Some reporting officers may feel they are
doing their subordinates justice by inflating
their marks in an attempt to ensure promotion.
In reality these reporting officers are creating
the opportunity for injustice to occur to other
officers who are being marked by reporting of-
ficers trying to adhere to the system. As the
fitness report marks become more and more
inflated, the distribution of marks grows nar-
rower and narrower, and it becomes increasingly
difficult for promotion boards to differentiate
between officers. Thus the chance for error
and inequity in the promotion system increases.
A lack of information has contributed to sus -
picion and mistrust in the officer corps irT"
regard to the fitness reporting system . Al-
though reporting officers must accept re-
sponsibility for inflation of the fitness
report marks, the Office of Personnel ac-
knowledges its part in the problem as well.
In recent years more and more reporting of-
ficers began to doubt the fitness reporting
system and the degree to which the Experienced
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3. c (cont'd) report forms reflected the actual distribution.
The fact that competent officers have been passed
over by recent promotion boards due to the in-
creased competition has served to fuel the sus-
picion about our fitness reporting system. This
uncertainty has likely been a factor which has
caused many reporting officers to assign higher
marks to ensure their subordinates would not be
hurt by a future promotion board. Possibly more
timely information in addition to the ROF reports
could have relieved some of these doubts.
d. The overall competence and performance level of
officers in general may be at a higher level than
m the past . There is greater selectivity today,
not only m selecting officers competing for pro-
motion, but in choosing candidates to enter the
Service. More officers are sent to specialized
training, followed by assignment to specialized
tours where they become essentially resident ex-
perts in their field. Tour lengths are longer
today, affording officers the opportunity to gain
more competency in their jobs. All these factors
may contribute to a rise in the level of officer
competency and performance (reflected in fitness
report marks) independent of any faults with the
fitness report system or weakness in reporting
officers.
4. MAINTAINING OUR PRESENT FITNESS REPORT SYSTEM .
a. There is no one single item that has more impact
upon the career of an officer than the fitness
report. To operate without such a system would be
a move away from what is now a fairly rational,
impartial system based upon merit, toward a _inore
subjective system that would be increasingly sus-
ceptible to bias and inequity. The document is
used not only by promotion boards, integration
boards, and extension boards, but by boards for se-
lection to command, postgraduate school, and flight
training as well. It also has an impact upon
an officer's assignment as it of-ten determines the
level of responsibility or whether he/she is more
deserving in the competition for a particular
assignment. It is difficult to imagine how cer-
tain personnel decisions would be made without the
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4. b. Our fitness reporting system is still workable,
but its usefulness is in serious jeopardy. Every
effort must be made to reverse the present infla-
tionary trend. As part of this effort a set of
desired marks distributions for each grade has
been constructed. These distributions, shown
in enclosure (3) , shall be used by preparing
and reporting officers as first step goals in
reversing the inflationary trend in fitness
report marks,
c. It is necessary to have the support and com-
pliance of all reporting seniors if our efforts
to save our fitness reporting system are to be
successful, and if we are to administer our
system fairly and equitably for all officers.
Each reporting officer, as he evaluates has
subordinates, must have confidence that other
reporting officers are complying as well. There-
fore as a measure to ensure that all reporting
seniors will attempt to adhere to the system,
Commandant (G-P) has asked for the assistance of
flag officers in initiating a review procedure
which will minimize cases of noncompliance,
5. ACTION .
a. Beginning immediately, preparing and reporting
officers shall use the new Desired distributions
of enclosure (3), for the appropriate grade of the
officers being reporting on, as the norm in
comparing how each officer stands in relation to
other officers of similiar length of service in
grade. The Experienced distributions printed on
the present fitness report forms (Items 14 and
17) shall be disregarded,
b. Revised fitness report forms, which will reflect
the new Desired distributions, are being prepared
but will not be available for use until approx-
imately 1 January 1979, Until the new forms are
available, the present forms [CG-4328A (Rev . 3-72 ) ,
CG-4328B(Rev.3-72) , and CG-4328C (Rev . 11-72 )
I
shall continue to be utilized. Reporting Officers
shall make the following statement in the COMMENTS
section (Item 18
)
of the present form ;
"I have marked this officer in accordance
with the new Desired distributions for
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5.b(cont'd) officer being reported on) as
specified by COMDTINST 161L 7. "
c^ Reviewing officers shall scrutinize the reports
submitted to them and discuss with reporting of-
ficers any reports which appear inconsistent
with the new Desired distributions. They shall
also ensure that the statement required by
paragraph 5 b • above is made by each reporting
officer, and shall return any incomplete re-
ports for correction.
d. Use of the present fitness report forms is auth-
orized only until the new forms are available.
All copies of the present forms shall be de-
stroyed upon receipt of the new forms.
e. Ccjnmandant (G-P) will continue to monitor the
distribution of fitness report marks and will re-
port to the officer corps the progress that is
made toward reversing the inflationary trend.
In the meantime, a study group within the Office
of Personnel is investigating modifications to
our fitness report system. This effort is taking
into account all of the ideas and recommendations
received from the officer corps and all officers
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NOAA CORPS FITNESS REPORT QUESTIONNAIRE AND COMPILATION OF DATA
Fitness Report System Questionnaire
Introduction: The NOAA Corps Fitness Report (NOAA form 56-6) is one of the most
Imporcant documents in your career file. Periodically, a review of our methods
and philosophy of officer evaluation is in order to assure that we are obtaining
the maximum value from the system for both the NOAA Corps and the individual rated
officer. As part of a study of our Fitness Report System, the accompanying ques-
tionnaire is provided to obtain attitudes, comments for betterment, and personal
observations concerning the workings of the MOAA Corps Fitness Report System.
This is your opportunity to give our present system a vote of confidence or to
aid in formulating methods to improve our present system. Please fill out the
following questionnaire and return to NC 2 no later than January 5th, 1979.
Part I
1. Rank (Cradw)
2. Years in NOAA Corps and with similar evaluation processes
3. Present assignment (check one)










If you feel that by answering both 1 and 3 your anonymity would be
compromised, leave 3 blank.
4. I consider myself primarily oriented towards (check one)
a. operations
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Part II - To be compleced by all officers jj ^ ^ ? *» "» «» « ^ f»
Section I
1. I believe that the presenc Fitness Report
a) form Is a good one (NOAAfona 56-6)
b) systen Is a good one (evaluation by a superior, a
conference, and then review by the OPB)
2. I feel that my Fitness Reports have provided NOAA
Headquarters with a true measure of ny abilities and
worth to NOAA.
3. I feel that ay cooBand has provided me with on-going
feed back concerning ay performance throughout a rating
period (i.e., as opposed to evaluation only ac
prescribed Fitness Report times)
.
4. I feel that my cocmaand has spent significant time with
me discussing career guidance and developoeac.
5. I feel that the NOAA Corps Fitness Saport System has
aided me in becoming a more proficient, more
professional officer.
6. I believe the purpose(s) of the Fitness Report System
should be CO
a) aid in annual adjustment of the lineal list
b) aid in separating personnel who aren' t performing
c) provide feed back to aid the rated officer la
developing professional skills
d) aid in the assignment process
e) aid command to develop personnel and obtain desired
performance
f) assist In evaluating qualification for promotion
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7. I believe the FiCness Report System l3 effective in
iapleaentlng
a) aid in annual adjustment of the lineal list
b) aid in separating personnel who aren't performing
c) provide feed back to aid the rated officer in
developing professional skills
d) aid in the assignment process
e) aid command to develop personnel and obtain desired
performance ___ —
f) assist in evaluating qualification for promotion
g) other (please indicate) . —-
—
8. I feel that a system whereby poor or marginal performers
in the grades 0-4 and 0-5 with less than twenty years
service could be separated with severance pay would be
beneficial co the NOAA Corps-
9. I feel that a system whereby subordinates rate superior
officers would be beneficial to the ;40AA Corps.
___
10. I feel thAt a nechanism to Incorporate peer group
ratings into the Fitness Report System would be
beneficial to the NOAA Corps.
^___
Section II Miscellaneous
11. If I were to weight performance measures of NOAA Corps Fitness Report in Section 3,
I would give Che heaviest weight factor to the following performance area(s) . Leave
blank if you consider all areas of equal Importance.






13. Do you reconnaend delecion of any areas Listed In Section 8
as being either coo subjective In nature or Irrelevant as a
performance measure? If so,, which one(s)?
_____^_______ ^__
14. Have you ever written a rebuttal to what you consider an
unfair fitness report? Mark MA if you have never received
what you consider an unfair report.
15. If you have any coaanents regarding our Fitness Report System from a rated officers
vievpoint, use the space provided below.
Part III - To be completed only be officers who have evaluated subordinates on
NOAA Form 56-6
Section I
1. Based on the 100 point total In Section 3, what Is the approximate
point score chat you have given your rated officers?
2. What approximate percentage of officers have you rated poor in any
category?
3. Jr.der Sec. ion 9, Deslrabillt>
, what approxim^tt percentage of
officers have you Indicated chat you
a) Prefer Not To Have
b) Satisfied To Have
c) Pleased To Have
d) Prefer To Most
e) Particularly Desire
4. How aany officers have you recommended for advancement on the
lineal list?
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6. I feel Che mechanisms for advancesienc on che lineal
lisc, sepacaclon, and seccing bacli on che lineal lisC
are operating properly.
^__
7. I feel oy evaluations are characterized by
a) an on going process in vhich I actively coach
subordinates and comment on their performance
throughout Che racing period. »__ ___
b) a joint effort by myself and other top members of
a command providing input to the evaluation of
subordinates.
3. I feel chac training in personnel evaluation would be
beneficial co ne in aiding me to better evaluate my
subordinates.
9. If you have any further comments concerning our Fitness Report System from a
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INFORMATION OF INTEREST TO NOAA COMMISSIONED OFFICERS
Volume 4, Number 12
PAY RAISE - THREE '-'AY SPLIT
1 October 1974
Public Law 93-419, approved September 19, 1974, revised the method of
allocating comparability pay increases for active duty members of the uniformed
services. All pay raises on and after September 19, 1974 must be distributed
equally among basic pay, quarters allowances and subsistence allowance. For
example, on October 1, 1974 General Schedule Civil Service employees received
a 5.527. pay increase. The new law requires that the basic pay, quarters
allowances and subsistence allowance for uniformed service members each be
Increased by the same 5.527.. The new October 1, 1974 pay rates are shown in
Che attached pay cable.
NOAA PERSONNEL HANDBOOK
The NOAA Personnel Handbook describes detailed procedures for "employees"
filing grievances and appeals. SOAA Corps officers do not fall within the
legal definition of "e.iiployees" and therefore are not covered by such
directives unless the directive specifically covers "all NOAA employees
and cotimissloned officers." All officers should, however, understand rhaC,
although certain procedures are not applicable, Che Director, NOAA Corps
believes chat similar mechanisms should be available for officers.
AC present, officers being considered for actions which could be considered
as "adverse" are notified by Che Director of the recommendation of Che
Officer Personnel Board. They are given ample opporcunity to rebut Che
charges and in serious cases are invited to meet with che Board if chey
so desire. In extremely serious cases Chey may be ordered co meet wich
the Board. If chey desire chey may bring a lawyer Co Che hearings. Upon
review of the record che Director acts upon che Board's final recommendations.
The test applied to all decisions of this kind is whether a disinterested
third party would arrive at che same conclusion upon review of che
documentation. In doubtful cases Che Board itself usually resolves them




While not required to do so, Che Director will, upon request of the
individual officer, forward the complete file to the Associate Administrator
for final review. This will be done Co insure that a fair and impartial
result has not only been produced, but that the officer himself may be
reassured. In extremely serious cases, the President himself could be asked
to revoke the commission of an officer.
PROMOTION TO LTJC AND PROMOTION RECUL^TION CHANGE
Based on the presently authorized strength of 358, the NOAA Corps is limited
Co 293 officers in those grades above ensign. Projections concerning
appointments, resignations and retirements show that about mid-October 1974,
this ceiling will be reached. Thus, at Chat time, Che promocion from ensign
Co lieuCenanC i,junior grade) can no longer be effected upon completion of
fifteen (15) months of service, and promotions can be made only as vacancies
occur, i.e., someone resigns or retires - then someone gets promoted.
The presenc projeccions for resignacions and retiremencs show that this
situation will exist through che remainder of this fiscal year. It is too
early to make predictions for FY76, but there is a ray of hope on the
horizon. The ?Y76 NOAA budget contains an increase of 30 officers which
would raise Che authorized strength from 358 to 388. lf_ this passes, it
appears chat promotions to lieucenanc (junior grade) would move back in line
wich currenc policy.
Officers who are entering Che zone ac Chis Cime are reminded chaC timely
completion of the -ourse requirements with certification Co Commissioned
Personnel Division is very important. In the early months of this year,
when promotions were being made as vacancies occurred, a number of problems
were brought out because of late course completions. The present regulation
(NDM 56-46 "Commissioned Officers-Promotion") does not adequately define late
completion of the promotion requirements. Thus, Che Officer Personnel Board
has recommended and R. Adm. Nygren has approved that the regulation be
amended as follows:
(1) All officers are considered to have sufficient time in which to
compleCe che requiremencs prior co the daCe of eligibilicy, except
In Chose cases where advanced standing has been granced.
(2) IC is che responsibilicy of che officer Co furnish che Chief,
Conmissioned Personnel Division wiCh copies of Che final course
complecion cercif icace/grade reporc proving sacisfaccory completion
prior CO che dace of eligibilicy.
(3) If che wriccen examination or final course completion
certificace/grade reporc has noc been received by Che Chief,
Comnlssioned Personnel Division prior Co che daCe of eligibility,
but is received prior Co che occurrence of che vacancy; chen che officer
sh^ll noc be penalized.
:^^>c




U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE/ National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
n
INFORMATION OF INTEREST TO NOAA COMMISSIONED OFFICERS
Volume 5, y^imber I 1 November 1974
CAREER COUNSELING PROGRAM RECOMMENDED
la recenc years ^X)AA has expanded Co encompass many diverse disciplines
and professional incerescs related co che oceans and acraosphere. The
NOAA Corps has grown Co meec chese needs. As a result, we have officers
in a spectrum of scientific fields ranging from electronics and geodesy to
atmospheric physics and fisheries managemenc.
The recenc OPERATION FORESIGHT Conference recognized a future role for Corps
officers as tnobile scientists/managers in a variety of scientific areas.
To fulfill the Corps' expanded mission, chey recoimended chat an active
career counseling program be established to acquaint young officers with
professional opportunities in NOAA. This service would provide a mechanism
whereby officers with similar career interests could communicate on a personal
basis to discuss common problems, such as possible assignment openings,
graduate training potential and professional development. The counselor
could also act as feedback, to the Assignment Board in Its deliberations.
The Director, NOAA Corps, would like co solicit your help in creating a pool
of experienced Corps officers who would be willing to provide counseling in
their special technical area on requesc. If response to this proposal is
favorable, chls office will publish a Use of participants, broken down by
geographical area and :ield(s') of inceresc (e.g., Coascal Mapping and
Charclng; phocogrammecry, Cides and currents). If you would like to become
involved with this program, please advise in wrlcing. Indicating the
parclcular area(3) in which you feel aujsc competent Co counsel. This Is a
voluntary program and only you can help. Response should be directed to
Director, NOAA Corps (NC), Rockville, Maryland 20S52,
MOUNT GESTER
In a recent listing of 36 new Ancarcclc feature names honoring uniformed
ser'/lce personnel having served In support of U.S. scientific research In
che Antarcclca, Lieutenant Ronald J. Coster, former NOAA Corps officer,
was included as one to have a -nountaln officially named "Mount Gester."




• U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE/ National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration-
LbJ: UUd
OFFICIAL INFORMATION FOR NOAA COMMISSIONED OFFICERS
VoluB« 5, Numecr 3
IHCREASE :N \UTWRI;£0 3"n<£NCTH
1 March 197 5
The Presliienc'i 'JudgeC co Congress contains Che coilowtng under Science and Technology, NOAA: Quoce. For
expenses necessary :or CMe Sacional Oceanic and ACoospheric Admlniscracion expenses of an authorized
screngch of 3d8 coiqnljsioned occicers on Che active list; pay oi commissioned ottlcers retired Ln accordance
with law and paynvncs under Che Retired Servlceraao's .~anii/ Protection and the Survivors Benetlt plans,
UlMuOC*.
I>fra(HATTOHAL .fOMEN'S rUR
As you fuy know, the United Matlon* has designated 1975 as International Women's Year In order to recognize and
highlight Che contributions women are making at every level at our society in all parts of the world. I'he
President '\.ta issued a proclamation asking that we all work together to make 1975 an outstanding year tor women
In Che United Staces. wlch special emphasis on support of the activities and observances to be arranged under
Che auspices ot che Jnlced Satlona.
Dr. Robert M. •Jhlce In a NOAA Week message stated recently Che Intent in 1975 'Co curn Che spotlight on che
specific acconpllsnments of wonen In NOAA as part of our obsei-vance of International Women's Year.
The Adiatnlstracor went an :o say chat he looked forward co SOAA's developing and expanding career opportunities
for wo»en chrougn aggressive recruitment and training programs in professional, technical and admlniscrat ive
disciplines. '
The airector, NOAA Corps and representatives of hlj office have been actively engaged with the EEC Commttcee of
><OAA Including che Subcosmtctee for -omen, and with the NOAA Federal Women's Program Coordinator. Since our
woven comniisloned officers have generally been on field asslgnraents Co date, this facet of EES has been covered
by che NC staff.
Thla /ear It Is planned that t£0 Awareness Jiv will consist of two luncheon meetings with key speakers In che
Washington, D. C. irea, focusing jn che International women's Year. All chose Wjsrtlngcon area commissioned
officers, aa possible, ^re urged Co actend these luncheons, the first of which Is scheduled for Apri I 25 . 1975
at Boiling Air Force 3ase Officers Club. Pleas* be on the looKOut for the posted details.
OPEHATIOW rORESICHT--AW INTERyiAL REVIEW OF NOAA CORPS FITFURE
The NOAA Corps has been scrutinized, evaluated, audited, and probed regularly, chls Is certainly proper. These
exercises, with several exceptions, have been serlormed by agencies oucside o( che Corps icself. The -nose
recent Internal speculation cook place several years ago. Ic was deemed imporcant, cneretore, to review che
Corps vlssion and methods, but Co do ic In che family, " In j free-wheel I nK Imaginative style, and In a modest
wey. Thus, in Sepcemner 1974, arrangements were made for a cwo-iiay conference of representative officers from
che Washlngcon "ecroooUcjn Area to make this Inquiry Into che long-range evolution of che NOAA Corps la picture
appears Ln NOAA Weex , October 13, 1974).
Cone lus Ions
I. Priority for *1aa Corps Involvement In national program requirements emphasis on collection and .analysis
of envlromenta I data).
1. Happing, Charting.
Geodesy
2. Oceanograpny 3. Atmospherics 4. Earth Sciences
A. Physical *• Seismology
• ^u , 1 8. CeoloiivB. Chemical (._ L,ind Measurement




II. PoCcnCliil .i-iiignMcnC in jbove pronrams would evolve chrough juch eleaienca 4S che lollowing: Acquisiclon,
i>ri»ces»»n>i, jiulv^jii, jssei:>ii«nt .inU dec liion-ouk i ng
,
produces and services, problem-re laced research (direct
a (uCur* proKr.ia supporci
,
enviroiimcncjl nonicortng, "Think Tank' research, and hi^''*' echelon program adniinis-
Craelon, nja3t;enienc
,
and coordinacton (aacion«l and i ncerna clonal )
.
Flnjlly, no direct pure ta ent'orcencnc acclvtcles wsa envisaged for NOAA Corps.
in. What would lopacc be if NOAA Corps were dissolved?
1. Initially very llctle.
2. rhe gradual eroding ot positive features iuch as; lack of personnel moblllcy, lack of structure aboard
ship, etc.
J. Tlie gradual reinvention of all the present elements of Conmlsaloned Corps In perhaps a slightly different
fora or perhaps segmented, buc nonetheless, essentially with our makeup.
IV. If there were not a NOAA Corps, what are the reasons for Inventing one?
1. The first rejson is connected with Txjblllcy, both in the sense of change of duties and In permanent
change of station.
A. ienefics of Corps-cvpe mobility:
(1) Changes of assignments stimulate the mental activity of Che Corps since new and fai rl y objec ci ve
thoughts are given co ^rojeccs andertaken,
(2) Top management is afforded great flexibility and utilizes a segment in human resources cor fill-
Ing short cenn functions or m changing [unctions, tor instance, J LCOR can be utilized in till-
ing a CS-1<> position or a JS-12 position.
(3) >tobilicy provides a mechanism tor handling a remote duty cask of a varying nature.
14) It provides cross-pol 1 inac ion with other members of SOAA and the Corps.
(S) Ic provides a clinace for the development of management generalises.
S. Deficiencies
(1) It can louede or Inhibit technical specialists .which may be beneficial).
(2) Learning time '.osses exist in this mode oc operation.
2. The second positive aspect oi che Corps, personnel structure 'the grade is attached Co an individual
as opposed to a grade attached Co a position).
A. lenefics
il) T><a officer posseses more objectivity than his Civil Service counterpart because nf che nature
of che comoecicion for advancement. 3y scrambling over others, he will noc enhance his
position; i.e., he is probably more secure In his position and will be promoted unless he Joes
poorly.
(a) There is j charisma ossoclated with jroup identity which generates espric Je corps.
(2) Sea operations arc enhanced.
(a) Operational efficiency exists due co a specific organizational scruccure iboard the ship.
(b) A !3road ar balanced overview is within che officer's ^rasp. chis means, tor cx.imple, chat
an officer would know better Chan Co cry ro dock a ship under cercain hazardous conditions.
A sciencisc, however, may not '-^now chis informucion. furchermore. he is ouligateu co con-
centrate on the strictly scienticic aspects of che operation.
B. Deficiencies
(l)&ecause ot che nature oi che stnjcture, talented and hard-working officers may not necessarily
be rewarded for their calents jnd hard work.
'2)Specia litat Ion and depth of knowledge are inhibited in some measure since che officer should be
both a "ship driver" and a sciendst.
3. Uniforms
A. benefits
(1) .lole Identification and discipline are the leading positive factors associated with che uniform.
(2) The WAA Corps uniform represents .in association with traditional seaxuing officers.
S. OcClc ienctes.
(1) Soivtimcs chere is a doron.icory connotation associated with che mi 1 1 cnry- cvpe uniform.
(2i ScCtlnK oneself .iport h.is certain ncnative aspects, i.e., there is always some resentment toward
people who icc chcmMclves apart from others, particularly by those who exhibit non- leader traits,
4. Coeaalssluned status
A. Sencflcs
CI) There Is the cver-prcsenc question .is co when wc would be transferred to che armed services.
In times of emergency there should be easy assimi l.it ion.
(2> The Cooxisr.ion again, chrough the titles and ranks, re-enforces our role identity.
B. ncflclcnclcs
(11 Again, the connot.itlon of Clio mlllt.iry may not bo beneficial.
V. A view of tlie NOAiN Corps by 1<>»4.
1. In 1984 NOA.\, or its successor, will he involved in .i larger number of technical ind scicncltic disci-
plines. This will rc'i'iirc th.Tt the Nti.\<\ Corps bo made up of officers with a larner variety oi tcchnic.il
backr.roundu , even more 'Mi . i»' s .
2. All ot fleers JhxiIiI hcitln their c.nrecrs wicli i technical base, sea duty must be m larlv p.irt ot ihe
career. Tow.ird the latter p.irt of their circers the ure.it mojorltv of otlicers will he i;ener.i I i st s with
oacki;ro«ind spect.iltics in v.irtotis disciplines.
3. Uv 19»4, d.it.i icqiiisiClon .iiid analysis will be miicli idvanced and there will proh,ihlv he n.ich less 'hands
on In the process. Hie Corps officer will be ,i designer, coordln-iiur .inu'ur m.in.ii;rr oi d.it.i svsteis.





I. Wlch Rtfsp«cc CO NOAA Corps by 1986:
1. rher« may ba d considerable Increase In concraccual projects or contract work In connection with
projects. Officers, with the proper crsdenciaU, should be assigned to coordinate and manage these
contracts.
2. NOAA should not recruit Ph. O's; but rather should make a concerted effort to develop Ph.O's within the
Corps through various training prograois and full-time graduate school assignments.
3. The Director of NOAA Corps should look on a continuing basis at roles officers should play In NOAA.
4. By 1984, the Corps should be increased in site to meet the growing opportunities and responsibilities
in POE's where officers have not traditionally served. The POE should initiate the necessary justi-
flcaclon. To meet these requirements and scill stay wet, Che Corps will probably require at least a
2 to 1 ratio of shore billets to sea blllats.
5. rukeup of Corp* by 1934
Nunber of
Element of SOAA Officers
National Geodetic Survey 23
26 Ships 200
Headquarters (Building S) 7S
Headquarters (NOS) 120








II. Officer Personnel Board (OPB) and Officer Assignment Board GAB)
1. A lot of time IS presently spent by -nemoers of Che OAB and OPB in digging out information on individual
officers. The personnel records and billet descriptions should be computerized.
2. The seleccion-out process as exists should be actively used at all levels. We concur with present
selection policies.
3. We rccoonend chat ^onmanding officers of NOAA vessels be selected solely on their experience and fit-
ness for cotanand; ve endorse the concept chat not jll officers must have a command.
4. We reconnend chat '.t least one officer of che rank of Coraaander or Lieutenant Commander be included on
the OPB.
5. We recoanend chat oo i>einoer of Che OPS serve tor 3>ore than four years.
6. We rccomnend that one member of che OAS be assigned full time Co che OAB.
7. Flexibility should be created in che selection criterion so as to allow for a -nore expanded Commissioned
Corp*.
III. Education and Training Posture of NOAA Corps:
1. Priorities should be set regarding advanced training and education to reflect che mission and require-
cnts of NOAA.
2. Advanced training and/or advanced education should be a mandatory requirement for all officers. This
is in addition to craining or education completed, at che c ime of che officers' initial appointment.
3. TTiere should oe formal (12-18 Ttonths) academic training approxiiaately every six years throughout an
Officer' s career.
4. There should be inhouse craining on che various facets of NOAA periodically. This should be accom-
plished chrou^h seminars, bulletins, courses, road shows, etc.
i. We recoamend chat che Oirector, NOAA Corps, expand his budget for che purposes of controlling part-cine
training. We feel that his perspective would be better from che overall NOAA Corps standpoint. The
iiMcdiatc suoervisor. however, mignt better judge the speciiic program need.
tV. Counseling
1. There should be a sponsor for each and every officer In che Corp* with highly active counseling at
every opportunity.
V. Epilogue
I. We find that nany of these recomnendatlon* have been promulgated before, and not Implemented. We
therefore recoemcnd that each of us be furnished rationale for not accepting reconnendat ions
.
SPECIAL aECOCNlTTON
The Director, "CAA Corps takes great pleasure In reporting che following special recognition of Corps officers;
Coratander Janes C. Crunwell has received a Letter of Comnendjt Ion from Director, NOS ( and che Associate
Adniniscracor for Environmental Monitoring and Prediction) In recognition of work well done by both Commander
Cruiwetl and Mr. Frederick Sergio of OFO, in connection with their very significant contributions during the
equipment Installation and final staging for CATE, and through the de-staglng operations.
Lieutenant Coxmander John C. Albright has been recognised for Outstanding Perforauince by che Uirector, Pacific
Marine Center, NOS, with a Cash Award. He was cited for sustained outstanding pertormance as Operations Officer,
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OFFICIAL INFORMATION FOR NOAA COMMISSIONED OFFICERS
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VOLUNTtERS FOR CAR££Jt COimSZLIIX:
1 April 1975
Tha Olreccor, NOAA Corps la pleased co announce che names at choae officers vho have expressed chelr
wllllngnesa Co provide counseling co younger officers In r.eed of career-relaced Informacton. As we
Have 5Caced in :ha November L97C and ^'anuary 1975 issues of che Corps Bullecin, we sincerely hooe chac
Chls service will proviie ztia nechanlsm wnerebv officers wlch similar career Incerescs can connunlcace
oa a personal basis, co discuss cotimon sroblems, such as possible asslgnaenc openings, graduace school
pocenclal and professional developmeac.
To dace, Che following officers have volunceered co partlclpace.
Capcain C. William Hayes. Code MR4/M0AA, USC-3, RockvlUa. Tel. 301-496-8291. ?rlaclpal area of
Interest; ?ubllc Admlniscratlon .
Co^oder ilobert L. Sandgulsc, Code !lFx92; !IFC. FOG/ ERL'NOAA, 3400 NW 59th Ave., P. 0. Box 480197,
Hlaal. FL 33148. Tel lOS-526-2936. Principal areaa of interest: Aviation Including large and small
aircraft operations, staging and logistical requirements, severe weather tl/lng and airborne reoiote
(enslog; and delated 'rogran Missions including planning and operations.
rnswaiiiliii Jonn 3. Bossier, Code Clx2; ^tCS, SA0/>OS/>(}AA, Rockwall 31dg. , Rockvllle. Tel 301-496-8100.
PrlDCipal area of Interest; Sarth sciences , particularly jeodesy.
ander Jawi Collins, Code Clxl. SCC/NOS/NOAA, WSC-l, Rockvllle. Tel. 301-496-8710. Principal areas
of interest; Geodesy and hydrography .
Co^nder Richard H. Allbrlcton, Code Jlbl , >MS/SOAA, Cramax, Silver Spring, «d. 20910. Tel. 301-495-
7382. Principal areas of interest: Ocean sciences and research, particularly »t related co Che
Xastoaa of ERL, NWS, etc.
Coouodcr John W. Carpenter. Code CI7, SCS/NOS/l«AA, USC-1, Rockvllle. Tel. 301-496-8792. Principal
area of intcresc: Ceodesy .
Lieutenant CoMwnder Carl W. Fisher, Code C33, MS4M/N0S/N0AA, WSC-l, Rockvllle. Tel. 301-496-8274.
Prloclpal srea of interest. Physical oceanography .
Lieutenant Consander A. Y . 3ry3on,.HOAA Ship Townsend Cromwell, PMC/MOS/NOAA, 1801 Falrvlew Avenue East,
Seattle, JA 98102. Principal areaa of Interest; ^.anned undersea activities , including habitats, sub-
aaralbla* and diving.
Lieutenant Donald L. Suloff, HOAA Ship Pelrce, AMC/yoS/NOAA, 439 West York Street, Sorfolk, VA 23510.
Principal areas of Interest; Hydrography, airport surveys and coastal mapping .
Lieutenant Craig S. Selson, PBC/h»<FS, T Fleet Numerical Weather Central, Monterey, CA 93940. Tel. 408-
375-0333. Prlcxiipal areas of interest: '^ys leal/ fisheries jceanograpiiy . Also information on che





Counselors are asked co provide appropriate and constrictive feedback to this oftice and/or the Officer
Assignment Soard. Other Interested officers are Invited to Join this voluntary program, and ouy do so
by nemo directed to the Director, NOAA Corps, Code NC, RockvlUa, Maryland 20852.
(CXA AUARD aiBBOtC
After much thought, over a year's worth of review, snd the usual amount of administrative and lojiiscical
exchange with MC, NOAA and the U.S. Array's Institute of Heraldry, the .NOAA Corps has finally procured
• smjll stock of It* very own ribbons, authorized by OOC to be worn by uniformed recipients of two MOAA
awards.
Od« has been designed for the following:
a. Award cor £nglneerlng and Application is to annually recognize employees for significant
concributloni in engineering or applications development. It should stimulate curcher contributions
fro* engineering sr other professional or technical personnel to the engineering and applied technology
programs of NOAA.
b. Program AdmlQlatradon and Management Award Is to annual ly recognize NOAA employees for
algal f leant contributions la the management or administration of MOAA. It should stimulate further
eoocributloas from both scientific and non-scieatif Ic areas.
c. Award for Scientific Research and Achievement is to annually recognize NOAA en^ployees for
ilgolflcaot contributions to scientific research and achievement. it should stimulate research activity,
attract and retain outstanding scientific personnel, and enhance the Image of NOAA.
d. Award for Public Service la to annually recognize NOAA employees cor significant contribu-
tloaa lo the public service program. It should stiaailace further contributions from both scientific
aod noo-sclcaclflc areas.
The above sra ^ery prestigious awards to individuals, and only a limited number are given out each year.
A special cooBlttee of executives of recognized standing will review cha nominations of Che proposed
candidates and sake appropriate recomDendatlona concerning selection of the award recipients.
Tha final selection will be mad* by the Adalalstrator of NOAA.
The second ribbon has been designed for:
a. SCMA Uolt Citations. The purpoaa of this award Is co recognize groups of employees in NOAA
who, because of their Individual and collective efforts, have made substantive contributions co the
prograaa or objectlvca for which NOAA waa established.
Final approval will be made by the Administrator of NOAA following consideration by and the
recoaoendatloa of the NOAA ".anpower LItllizatlon Council. Award consists of a unit plaque. Individual
certificates, aod a ribbon to the officer recipient. These unit citations rank with the above-listed
awards for individuals.
Second awards for either of the above ribbon designs will be denoted by a 5/16" bronze star
superimposed on the ribbon.
This office also assisted cha Association of Connlssloned Officers in the selection of a ribbon, co be
worn by recipients of ACO's Junior Officer of the Year Award. This ribbon Is now in stock and has been
approved for wear on the official >iaiform.
All three of cha above rlbbona were attractively designed by the Institute of Heraldry in bars of white
on two shadea of blue, thus initiating a lOAA "fanlly" of colors.
Arrangements for the issuance of these rlbbona to past recipients will be announced as soon as possible
in a forthcoming Bulletin.
SPECIAL JiZCOCNITTON
The Director, HQAA Corps, takes great pleasure In reporting the following special recognition of Corps
officers:
Lieutenant Robert B. Ilder has been awarded « Special Achievement Award with cash award In recognition
of superior perfor.nonce as advance United States Office Representative In the coordination of GATE
preparations with che Government of Senegal, construction contractors and the U. S. ttobassy.
Lieutenant Thomas W. Ruszala ha* been awarded a Special Achievement Award with cash award In recognition
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Quoca fro« Alfred Sorth VhlCeha«d In "Science and the ModerTi Uorld ": The rate of progresi is such chat
an Individual human ^elng, of ordinary lenj^ch of Ufa, will be called upon Co race novel slcuaclona
which find no parallel la his past. The rixed person, tor Che fixed duciea, who. In older socleclea
vaa such a godacod, la Che future will be a public danger."
CUIDELIMtS FOR OfTTCCT PROHOTIQH
Xaofflcer' ( professional quail flcaclona, fltoesa, and potential for promotion are determined by
(1) analyzing his entire record, and (2) che Judgawnt, collectively, of che Officer Personnel 3oard. In
detaralnlng hla/her worthlneaa for pronotloa, the aoalysla and deliberations o( che Officer Personnel
Soard cooprlsea:
II. General
1. Seaooatrated ability to solv* probleas, oake daclalooa, and aaaume Increased respooalbillty.
2. Profcaalooally coasatent with self-laproveaeot exhibited,
3. Proficiency In present sod past aaalgonents weighing:
a. degree of level of rasponalblllty
b. typea of aaalgoaenta tod dutlea perfoi iiiail
e. magnitude of input Into operations
d. trend of proficiency - up or down
4. Length of serrlce*, lenlorlty.
5. Leadership, saturlty - che ability to manage.
6. »toral staodarda, character, service attitude, officec^ bearing devotion to duty.
7. Ceneral physical condition - USPHS recossieadatlona ceapered by service requlreoenta.
fitness Reports
A detailed review of che Pltnesa Reports presents che nnat sound Judgment for selection for
protaotion. The paragraphs on special skills and genersl comnencs on performance of ducy
accentuatea che strangcha and weakneaaea and, over a period of cime, establiahea a pattern of
performance. The numerical score by Itself cannot be utilized as a promotion deterrent due Co che
l^>osalbtlicy of deriving correction factor*. ITiua, exaffllnation of the Fltneas Keporta oKist be
te^>ered by:





1. Che type of observation (familiarity of the rater with the ratee) - dally or Infrequent
eoQCact
,
2. length of aaalgnment covered and time In the asalgnaent,
3. "Peraonal equation" of the rater • trend of his ratings and evaluations, and,
4. possibility of "personality conflict.
"
C. Comsand
C n i su nd responsibility requires an officer to denonstrate his/her capacity to exercise authority
over an activity or sphere of operation. Conaand responsibility allows, and at che same time
requires, an officer to bring his ikllls as a manager of personnel, facility, and fiscal resources
to bear against a Job co be done, this capacity to cosnand well, above all others, provides
denonstratioo of the greatest variety of abilities for evaluating an officer's present and future
potential as a manager of a major activity In SOAA. Each officer should strive co qualify In this
capacity. Proficient performance in a cosnaad asaignnent is evidence of the officer's leadership
sod professionalism.
However, in the assignment selection process, being placed In consnand (or similar) position is a
atter over which :he officer may have little control. Lack of command experience will not become
a factor in considering the officer, If this factor la due co che exigencies of che service and is
not due CO his/her willfull avoidance or Ineptlcuae. The Officer Personnel Soard critically re-
views all available information regarding che officer in determining his/her promotion status (as
is also che procedure for determining lineal placement).
Equating the general concept of comsaad versus the various grades, che following potential capability
should be dcnonstrated for:
1. Captain - Class I Ship, director or associate director office, chief of major operational
division, staff policy development assigmoent.
2. Cof^ander - Class II Ship, division chief, staff program control assignment, aircraft
coordlnacloa.
3. Lt. Cogsander - Class III Ship, branch chief, staff coordination assigian'- t , aircraft comnand,
chief of party,
4. Lleutsnant and below - assignments prograonied for development and experience aboard ship, field-
at- large, aviation, operational shore offices, and administration.
D. Staff
The Corps has need for both jood staff officers, and conmandera. An officer who has demonstrated
his coopatency in both areas is of far greater value Co SOAA Chan che Individual who excels in only
one. Staff asslgraoencs require, in addition co problem solving, che ability co coimunicace with
stiperiors sod subordinates. The Officer Personnel Board's evaluation of conqiatlble connand and
staff responsibilities is stated above.
t. Specialization
NQAA Is broadening its requirements for specialized abilities. Thus, selections for protnocion are
becoalng sure difficult and nore important as new criteria for specialized talents become in-
creasingly is^ortant. To maximize che officer's strength and potential in a scientific or technical
field, particular asaignnents , couoled with an educational and developmental pattern, muse be
followed. SOAA, with its -nvriad disciplines and phases, has fields of specialization uniquely
accooaaodatable or fitting for a raulclp licicy of career ladders. Career planning patterns must be
restrictive -- no Individual can become an expert or even reasonably protlclenc In all ooeratlonal
and scientific fields -- and acknowledge specialization In comprehensive .uarine surveys, aviation,
geodesy, geopnyslcs, oceanograpny , biology, meteorology, etc.
Technological breakthroughs and legislative charges demand chat continually NOAA develops and nain-
taina che ability co nanage, coordinate, manipulate, and maintain new systems and concepts. In
soaM critical speciality areas, specialized education and assignments are required for proficiency.
Oepet«ilng upon che particular aptitude of the officer, and NOAA's relative priority or demand for
this particular ability, che officer-specialist may serve in various combinations of repetitive
asslgnsencs. When evaluating specialists and generalises, che contributions being borne and che




Ihia CO •zlgenclaa of cha Corpa (oma offlcara hava had conatderabla poac-graduace schooling while on
active ducy, while ochera have been denied Che opporcunlcy due Co no faulc of chelr own. The career
record and pocenclal of cha officer la paraaounc, with poac-graduace educadon noc accented.
r. Derogacory InformaCton
The relative InporCance of derogative Information, aa It affecta promotion/ lineal position, la Che
purview of the Officer Psraonnel 3oard, determined by collective Judgment. The greatest weight la
(ivcn to Information pertinent co the ooat recent yeara of 3ervlce--cha Board having prevloualy
eonaldered Iceina of lignlflcant Incereat la previous yeara. Mistakes chargeable to honest but mla-
gulded effort (I.e., errors of conmlaslon versus errors of omission) should not militate against
favorable aasesssieat of potential. When Inexperienced officers are exposed to heavy responsibility
sod problem solving there la inherent opportunity co make mlscakea. Undue consideration of
derogatory coementa will not be given when followed by continuous proficient performance of duty.
Ineldanca of a disciplinary action, or failure in Integrity, are weighed against the officer's
career record. Thua , a good officer can atona for past indiscretions with no repercussions. How-
aver, non-selection properly can be baaed on a major disciplinary action, by failure in integrity,
or Curpltude.
C. Educational Requirements
Aa aa officer progreaaeaa through his/her career, each officer must seek and succesafully complete
periodic cralnlng co ^:nprove super/isory, managerial, and profasaional skills. By scatuces - 33 USC
3S3J and dS^— a aencal exaainacion, as well aa a physical examination, is required for promotion.
Tha Officer Personnel 3oard mac assure chat the officer being considered for promotion is develop-
ing professionally.
Prior to being considered for promotion to LTJC, one correspondence course Is required and for
pronjclon co '.T, rwo additional courses. One of the three courses ouat be CSLKAV unless waived
under MEM S6-«6.
For prosDCion to ICDR, an essay examination la required on specified topics on NCAA's purpose, pro-
graaa, organization, and ef feccivenesa , and che role of che ^*1AA Corps. A bibliography la furnished
each LT in prenaracion for this examinacion. Suggested progranmatlc and organizational modifications
or l^jroveoents is an easencial element of Che esaay.
Participation in SQAA's executive and managerial programs is stressed. Additionally, each officer
Lists awards received and publications accepted.should aaaure chat his/her service record l
Present Length of Service Requirements (aa of 1/1/75):




LT 3 yrs. 3 aoa.
tTJG (T) I yr. 3 bos.





LTJC (P) 3 yrs.
PROMOTION -XAJIISATTONS
All aacerlal .uboltted for promotion CO Che grade of LCDR is reviewed by che individual members of
the Officer Personnel Board and by the Director of the CorT>8. The Board, afcer discussion of each
case,
recoenends appropriate acclon Co the DirecCor. To dace, no detailed critiques have been sent back to
the officers concerned, primarily becauaa of tha heavy adoinlatrative workload In the office.
It la apparent, however, that many officers do not completely understand the reaaons £or
che present
practices. The above •guidelines for Officer Promotion" were prepared by che Officer
Personnel Board
to cover all pronations, and may be helpful. In addition, however. In che case of
promotions co LCDR
Che folloJT^ five criterion are used: I) Understanding of NOAA Corps -ro^rara Activities, 2)
Under-





Officers up for prooDClon Ca LCOR are Journeyman officer*. They have already parclcipaced in one or
two program areas and chelr performance has been evaluated In chose Jobs. Ue do not know, however,
how ouch chey have learned abouc SOAA as a whole. As NOAA Corps Officers chey are expected Co be
kztowledgeable Co soma degree abouC all of NOAA's programs and Ics cocal organization. Many, obviously,
are not. The proooclon exam process is designed partly to stimulate chem into research on aspects
of >)OAA and Che Corps with which chey are not familiar, this nucivation has been carried up from
previous practices aa a perfectly valid pare of the education and evaluation process.
Officers are also expected co be creative. Innovative and original, and ample opportunity is provided
to Bake suggestions for Che betterment of the service. This Is a test of personal qualities sometimes
not otherwise documented In Che evaluation system. The exam, therefore. Is not necessarily a test of
what you have learned or are doing, but an accenpc to size you up as a future leader and administrator.
The following letter is presently being senc Co llauCenancs in the proooclon zona for Lt. Cdr. requesting
submission of an essay:
As a factor in deCeminlng your professional quallflcaciona for proiooclon to the grade of lieutenant
eooaander in accordance with Che provisiona of paragraph 6d(6), NDM 56-46, you are required Co submit
an essay on one of :he following questions. To assist you in answering these questions and Co broaden
your knowledge of SOAA, Che enclosed bibliography is suggested.
(1) What program goals should be set by NOAA including the role chat che hiOAA Corps should play In reach-
ing cnese goals, and Including significant accomplishments you would like Co make personally? In
addition, dtscuss one of che areas under (2) below; or
(2) Discuss any chrea of che following areas including chelr purpose, organization, and effectiveness.
What loproveaencs would you make, either progranmatic or organizationally?
a. Sea Grant Program
b. Gnvlronaental Data Service
C. Marina Technology
d. Coaatal Zone >ianagement
c. Mapping, Charting, and Geodesy Program
f. Living Resources Program
g. Marine Ecosystems Analysis Program
h. Hear Real Time Forecasting Programs
1. International Scler-ific Programs, for exas^la, CAR?
J. Office of Fleet Operations
k. Remote Sensing Operations
Ttila examloatlon will be evaluated bv both che Officer Personnel Board and che Director, NOAA Corps, and





MOAA Budget Estimates, current FY
I NOAA Orgsaizational Handbook
PAO Brochures covering:
a. Sea Grant
b. bvironaencal 3ata Service
e. National Oceanographic InatruBenCaCion
Center
d. national Weather Ser'/lce
e. National Marina Fisheries Service
t. Etc.
National Advisory Comaittee on Oceans and
ACmosphare (HACOA) Reports
SPECIAL SEXrOCNITTON
nia Director, NOAA Corps cakes great pleasure la reporting the following special recognition of Corps
Officers:
•nder R. Lawrence Swanson has been awerded Che Program Adrainlatratlon and Management Award, one
of WAA's nlghest awards with cash award of 31,000, In recognition of his exceptional leadership and
Ingenuity in che formation and execution of che MESA Sew York Sight Project, enabling a concerted and
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Tig Aaii!n:sTHAroR .^esgrrs an oPTnnsTic outlook fdr gspphysics in noaa
I Hay 1976
Th« following ezcracC5 tr* fron Dr. Robert M. Whlca't preaanCaClon Co Che American Ceophyalcal Union on
April 12. 1976.
"Aa NOAA novel aore broadly Into che field of envlroTBiiencal managoaenc, we are find
range of geophysical research Chac la receiving new Interest. NOAA has grown In IC
froia a sclenclfic snd Cecnnical service agency ean-ylni; out cradidonal nlssions of
dlcclng Che scace of che anvlronaent Co an agency wtilch Is also deeply Involved In
aenCai 3Mnai;eoenC. IC haa evolved Ln thia way as a resulc of legislation adopted s
This haa Included che Coastal Zone Manageoene ,. c, che Marine Mannval and Endangered
Karloa Kesaarch, ?rocecClon and Sanccuarles Act ind che Seep Wacer ?orts Act. Addi
la aow being conaldered by che Congreas. The Fisheries Conservation Act of 1976 to
fisharlaa Jurlsdlccion Co 200 aiiea haa been sent Co che President for signature
de«p ocean mining and co amand the Coaatal 2ona ManagsiMnt Ace Is under active cona
play a central rola In che Inplemancatlon of chia legislation.
Ing chat there Is a









"To addition, >CAA haa been called upon co neeC national environmental and resources oanagenenc needa;
sa for exaa^>le In che support it haa been asked to provide in connection with the development of our
offshore oil and jas resources, as well as in support of che national effort Co increase food producti-
vity. ^Tvl ronaien ta 1 aanagenent ret^ulrea a new awareness assng geopnysiclsts of che Issues at scake.
Now we OMSt be aore aware of che problems chat occur at che intersection of our individual scientific
dlacipllnea and che social, economic and political problems Co whose solution our understanding and
knowledge can contribute
"Lat us look nora closely at some of che acclvlcias now being stimulated by environmental and resource manage-
Bene needs. I will select a few ezan^les of concern co lOAA. The potential effects of che oxides of
nitrogen or fluorocsrsons on Integrity of Che orone layer lead co che need co oianage and regulate che
Introduction of chese pollutanta. Research on stratospheric problems or problems of che photochemistry
of the upper atmosphere and studies of the oosslble conse<<uences of changes In the upper acraoaohere, both
upon htaaan health and cliaaca, are being given increaaed enohaals as a result. Our need Co cope with
worldwide food shortagaa haa acimulated a wide range of geophysical actlvicles. We now experlaienC
with earth resources ind aeteoro logical sateilices for crop assessment. Je have incressed our tnvest-
Beat In studies of climate and have generated great interest in programs chat will enable ua co antici-
paca changes In climate better. Zach of cheaa craoslaces into programs of great complexity and possibly
larga-acale funding.
"T^e new management system for our coastal tonea Is concerned with che balanced use of this valuable t
area. 31fflculc decislona have to be nade which can resolve problona of conflicting use. We want
to preserve our flaherles haoltats. Insure recreational values and at che same time provide shoreline
for Industrial purposes and energy faclllcies vital co our national economy. It haa becotoe Increas-
ingly Isvortanc as a result Co Vnow che nature of sediment transport along our coasts, co know more
about che details of scean current systems and chclr fluccuatlons , and Co know more about surf problems,
beach erosion, and other nearshore oceanic and coastal processes. Projects such aa our own Marine
Ecosystems Analysis work In che New York Sight and many of che projects sponsored through our Sea Grant




"Congress h*a Juic adopced a new flsberles maoAgemenc system In Che Plsharles ConaervaClon Ace of 1976
which win extend U.S. flsherle* Jurisdiction out to 200 lallas. The Ace calls for fisheries management
CO be based on the best scientific evidence available. Aa we saova cowards a rational fisheries manage*
sent system, I visuaLlxe a such expanded effort co provide cha understanding of the relationship of
fish stocks to changes In Che marine environmaaC. This impliaa a greater need Cor knowledge of the
physics, dynamics and chemistry of ch« ocaana and now efforts, directed at predicting the future state
of oceanic condldona,
"£nvlronaencal oanagemanc problems associated with developmenc of new energy resources are also of
concern to NOAA. They have already stimulated a resiark^bla growth in oceanic research of all Winds.
The envlronm«ncal assessments required co support cha decisions on development of new frontier areas
of our contlnentjl shelves represent an enoroDua uodertalcing co which we are devoting substantial effort
in cooperation with chc Sureau of Land MaaagemanC. T\\» Icipact has stretched the ship capabilicies of
bach cha governmental and aongovemmantal instlcutioos. There are few Institutions Involved in marine
activities chac have not been Involved, In one way or another, by che national need for environmental
infonnatloa on cha geology and geophysics of cha sas floor, che dynamics of che ocean currents, as wall
as che nature of meteorological conditions over our coaatal waters
"What do«s all this mean to geophyslclscs who look co future prospects?
"It means good years ihead wlch much co do on problems chat are both scientifically rewarding, snd which
also respond co aational aa*ds for geophysical iaformation."
FORM 56-25 CaMMENT^
Form 56-22 is aa extremely valuable adolnlstraCive cool. Svery section is reviewed carefully by che
Corpa Staff, che Officer Asaignment 3oard or cha Officer Personnel 3oard. The Director personally
scrutinizes every submission and In oast years has replied Co Individual officers who have made
significant tuggestlons. The forms received chis year have been. In general, very well and conscien-
tloualy prepared. The !)lreccor has replied this year, to s large volume of constructive queries and
suggestions. -^tracts of chese replies which could be of concern to several officers, will appear In
this amd ensuing Issues of che 3ullacia.
Comnunleaclon
I have noted conments an che subject form to the effect of losing contact wlch other Corps officers, as
do others serving in remote areas. This is a comnDn problem for NOAA In general because of che wide
geographic distribution of its people. Internal comminicacions will always be a problem. You probably
receive as good and proiqic nociflcation of Corpa matters as any other officer, but you are hindered
by aot having access co a "grapevine." This a«aas that you also miss much "bum dope."
I also sgrae coi^letely with coraoencs about the need for closer contacts between office snd field. Our
organization Is io geographically dispersed chat coozminlcatlons will never be as good as all would like
Chea CO b«. This is just aa unfortunate fact.
My office doea cry co vlalc slCes where there are concentrations of officers , and wa have hit Seattle,
!torfolk, 3oulder, and Miami, recently. The traval budget 4o«s inhibit us from doing all chat we would
Ilka CO do.
Wa should caka advantage of any mechanism Co Improve comBunlcatioa. I sppraciace very much receiving
thoughts, suggestions and comments from field officers who, after all, ara our cliaots.
Promocion snd Coiimunlcation
I have noted cosacnc on reducing the delay becveen notification and promotion dates. This Is, of course,
s floe objective. 'Jnfortunately , It Is occasionally necessary co hold up notification beyond che ex-
pected daca because of a varlecy of factors such aa: (l, Incomplete analysis of che physical examina-
tion; (2) uncertainty over comoletlon of required courses; (3) possible delay by che Senate in confirm-
ing appoincments; (^1 Inability of tha Officer Personnel Board co agree on proootaoillcy without mora
documentation on flcnaaa, etc.
Sometimes, such a aundana thing as inability to process tha papers because of temporary staff shortages
and other priority work may slow che process. Wa have a limited number of people co do a lot of work.
Of course, when che delay Is not che fsult of Cha individual officer, Che promotion is made retroactive
and no pay loss is experienced. -> are revising our processes In order co accelerate chese actions,






The combined operaclone examlneclon waa dropped aa a promoclon requlremenc by the Officer Peraonnel
Board for several reaaons. Ftrac
.
It waa not aC all clear thac hydrography was oore ImportanC than
other prograea. Many officers never serve on a hydro project, and many sea billets today are In other
prograna, which are e<(ually Important. Second
. It waa becoming Increasingly difficult to obtain
adequate reviews of the cotupleted exaalnatlon* In a tloaly way. This waa the main reaaon.
(OS, by the way. Is acutely aware of the need for hydrographlc training. They are trying to devlae a
proper fomat. The Director haa requeaCed iuggestloos, but 1 understand that the reaponse haa been
practically nil.
W« always use consldersbla Judgment In grading or evaluating officers In any way. It la only right
to expect an officer who haa had experience In a given area to show sotDewhat more competence, at least
Initially. The new lieutenant cooaander azamlaatlon, by the way, la vary revealing, although It Is
uch Blaundaratood.
Qualified Sea Coemands
I agree that cotmand at sea should be aaalgncd only to qualified officers. I would like to aaaure you
that poaldon on the lineal Ust la definitely not a deciding factor for those asalgnmenta. It La an
unfortunate fact chat some offlcera for one reason or another are not as well qualified to handle
coBoand at sea aa others; however, Co eliminate Cham from conalderation for any sea duty would be
grossly unfair. I believe that If you will examine recent actions with regard Co appolntiaent Co
coaoand poaltlone, you will see chat we have not done chia automatically by ooalcton on the lineal
list. In fact, you will see chat soma officers have not experienced comand at sea at all. You should
should not Interpret tnis ds aeanlng chat they are not qualified. The opportunities for command at sea
Bust be balaoced off against the opportunities or requirements for other positions.
Career ladders - 'C^TS
I would suggest chat we do not create career ladders in orgsnizations but in programs. While ve may
have only several docen officers within the >*<I"S , we have more than chat concerned with the living
resources programs of nDAA. Our preaent career ladder In living resources Involved injecting officers
Into Che system as early aa oosslbla, preferably aboard vesaela supporting Che living resources program
but. If chla la rv>t alwsys possible. Into cha laboratoriea. The duties within che laboratories vary
consldersbly, aa /ou well --Y Imagine. It la antlclpeted chat officers leaving Che laboratories will go
to sea and, once again, pre.eraoly aboard Flsherlaa vesaela, chua creating 3 ladder la this program with
the usual sea-shore rotation and cha upward oobilicy co different executive levels. Considering chat we
have worked in this area for only a little over five years, I chink that we have made a good start. The
negative attitudes that you mention are eaaily changed by a good performance and good vill, and we are
s««lng much evidence that our program has become more soccessful each year.
Assignments - totatlon of See Billets
As you may know, OFO proposed a fleet augmentation plan for both officers and crew which would permit an
aztenalon of che season through rotation of Individuals. Our suggestion to OFO was Co have an entire
Claaa I wardroom at eac.l Marine Canter in order properly to accoopliah chia. The budget failed co
support che plan, but several officers could be so jaeo, and have been in che past. The clme for chls
idea may finally b« upon us, with 106 officer billets in Seattle and too many of them at sea.
Asslgrmients - »omen officers
Hot very aiany officers are assigned to ships supporting living resources programs right out of che
training class. Those who are have been carefully selected. It la imperative chet we do a super-
excellent job of helping Cioae projects. The iX)D qualification la laportant becauae of -.he small
slxe of the staff and che -^ed for other kinda of training. There Is no prohibition agalnat female
officers serving on fisheries-type ships. In any caae.
All women officers coming out of Kings Point are not going co Claas I's. There Is no discriminatory
policy here either. The bllleta available are open co all graduates of a ^Iven claas. vrtiat you are
aeelng Is che tnevltsble result of distributing 8 to 12 women per year over the whole fleet. We do
ooc. however, dlacrimlnate In hiring either, so this number Is variable.
It still Is necessary to pair officers up to avoid wasting valuable bunk spece, no matter what class of
vessel Is concerned, end this Is s reasonable and necessary condition which we oust accoonodata to.
By the way, WHITIMG sailed for cha virgin Islands with rwo female officers aboard and MT. MITCHELL Is




A«alKniiignC5 - The Process
I do noc believe chac w« will ever have an •IgTBaenc board whoia aiekeup Is accepcable to all officers
of Che Corps. However, I believe cha balance Is qulce close co whac ic should be ac chls elate, and chat
Belcher Junior nor senior officers have mors Influence Chan chay are qualified Co exerc.
Admlnlstradve and Manaiterlal Training
It Is crue chat suiny young officers do noc went co believe Chat ehay are pare of managemenc; however,
we are now coning down very hard on our Junior officers wlch regard co chelr roles as Federal officials
and officers of che SOAA Corps, and we are levying on chem requlremencs for personal conduce chaC we
have noc considered necessary In che pasc. Our recent experlencea, as usual, show us deficiencies In
our Cralnlng progrsa and sa fast aa we can Identity these, we will work Co aliralnaca Chen.
Also, I agraa chat talddle ranking Corps officers should be Involved In a formal program of admlnlstra-
tlva cralnlng. This Is exactly whac we recosmand and chat we encourage all officers co do, Under our
present practices, cralnlng Is che responslblllcy of che Individual program nunagers and we look Co each
officer working within his own office :o select che aoat appropriate admintscraclve training courses for
hlnaclf, which are cnen :unded by chat particular office. It has been previously reconsnended chat all
officers receive formal structured training for specific periods of doe before reporting ':o ahore based
sssigrstents. 'Jntll we have aore officers in the Corpa, chls, unfortunately, will be extremely difficult
to schedule.
The Ships Officer's ^le tn Project Planning
It is, unfortunately, not possible in all cases for officers to be more directly involved in che project
planning phaae, or for chat oatcer, co be more directly involved in che processing of che records and
evaluacion of che resulcs, for a varlecy of reasons, the geographic dispersion of che people, and che
fact chat some scientific projects are not coo well planned anyhow make Ic dlfflculc. In dpice of cheae
handicaps, plus che ihort lead ciae on some OCSEJtS projects, che ships and scientlats have done very well
In keaping things jlued cogecher. Wherever early and Joint planning is possible, it should be done, and
soaetis>es this could be at cha laltiatlva of the ship. Many scientists are not accustomed Co finding
the coopetaoce aboard ships that we have, so thalr proceasea may differ widely from ours.
Advanced SCandli-\i;
The advawied standing policy of che NOAA Corps has been reviewed regularly and critically, and we be-
lieve chat It is -aost appropriate to saintaln it as it is now operated. It would be grossly unfair
to appoint an officer 3S years old aa an eoaign. If che lineal Hat is to have sny validity, ic oaiat
represent a graduated scale of capabilities from cop co bottom, i.e., each officer should see che officer
senior co him as being slightly more capable of staking s contribution co che operationa of NOAA bec::use
of his experience, education, cralnlng, etc. The otclcer Just below any individual, by the same token;
should be slightly less capable. Officers are reviewed annually and the lineal list is adjusted Co
actenpt co produce uhls result. As you know, advanced standing is given at this clma only Co those
officers cooing from che allltary services who have demonatrated performanca of duty which is documented
to our satlafaction. 'ITils is only right. Inasmuch as chey are also credited by law with time fur ra-
tlreoMot and cime for pay. We believe our present policy is correct and chat it operates prooerly.
Uowavar, chls In no way elimlnaces che pain when an officer la appomced higher on the lineal Hat than
any ona individual who has bean in che service for soma clma. Wa are well aware of the oroa snd cons
of Chls argxxHnt and believe chat the situation is being properly handled at this time.
Appearsnce
I, coo, would Ilka co e^>haslxa professional development and Co spend less clma stewing over hair
tyles. 'JnforCunaCely , there seems co be a high emotional content to Chls issua on all sides. Of
course, personal cleanllneas and appearance do require reinforcing. fou have now seen ample evidence
of people "going to seed" wnen arriving aboard ship. Iha lloa has to be dravm somewhere, and chls is
where opinions differ.
My office haa adopted a fairly liberal position on these matters sod, if a few officer* did not push
it to the Halt, wa could all accoimodate.
Uniforms. Official Segulaclons and Allowances







(T«of insiruet.an Shtmi all hcr« ond iu6m./ on/y >h« r*p<v( (o; Chiaf, Commistioncd P«rsonn*i Division NCI)
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
saTiOnal OCEaniC a no at> ""rMOSPMeS(C ADMINISTRATION
I
INSTRUCTIONS
(For Prtporing NOAA Form 56-6, "Fitness Rvport for Cooimissionad Offictrs")
(S«* NDM 56-06 (or further instructions)
This report is us<d with previous fitness reports for the purposes of assignment-malcing, career development
uid promotion. It should be factual and unbiased. Otiicers should be rated m comparison with officers of
annlkr grade and service. To insure the integrity of ihe systems, it ii unportanl that these instructions be
carefully read prior to preparation of the report.
Form Items
Item I. When "from" or "to" date represents reporting or detachment date of the rated or rating
officer, use ihe organization code change date shown on NOAA Form 56-1 (Travel Order and/
or Organization Change Order).
Item 2. Check appropriate box.
Item 3. (e. g. DOE, John L.. Jr.)
hem 4. (RADM,CAPT, CDR, LCDR, LT, LTJG, ENS)
Ileni S. Check approprute box.
Item 6. Specify major component, unit, and location (e.g., NOS, SURVEYOR, Seattle, Wash.; ERL,
Eanh Sciences, Boulder, Colo.. NOAA HQ, Office of Administrator, RockvOle, Md., or NWS,
Ops. Div.; Kansas City, Mo.).
Item 7. Avoid vague termj such as "junior officer duties" or "Administrative Assistant".
Item 8.
Wico a mark in a particular category cannot be dcterraicied from duty pcrfotmancc, estimace
die officer's present potexicial. If vou feel you cannot grade the officer on three or more
rating categories because you lack cvaluauve informauon or chc officer was under your
supervision for too short a peiiod, omit marking any of chc raang categories and explain
the matter in Item U.
Ail of the ten fating categones listed in Itein 8 are of equal value. Grade values are: "Out-
itanding''- 10 points; "Excellent" • 8 points; "Very Good" - 6 points; "Satisfactory" - 4
points; and "Poor" - 2 points.
The expected distribution of grades in Item 8 for ail NOAA ofPcen it:










No coneclion will be applied to the total mark resulting from your grading, therefore, grading
an officer hi){lieT cKan is w.irr.uited b>' a true C(iinf>.irr,'<i ni pcrfiinnancc with (lut of conttfn-




Item 9. Check ippropnate box on each line.
Item 10. This S«Cllon trust not b« left blank. Read the instructions on (he form. Use extra sneets lot
elaboradoii .»' .-lewcsiary.
Item 11. TTllS section .HiSl rwt be left blank. Read the heaamg for detajed instructions. Attac.T commen-
dations and ocher evaiuative rtports not previously submitted, making reference (o them in this
section. M you recommend ihis officer for accelerated promotion, include well-documented evi-
dence of outstanding performance jnd give examples of deraonstrated abilicv to handle respon-
sibilities, cotT^anng chat officer wich all other officers of diar grade and lengdi of service.
Each rating officer wdl include m the report in this section a statement "I consider (do not con-
sider) this officer's progress satisfactory, and recommend retention in (separation from) the
NOAA Corps". If there is a negative recommendation, statements shall be included to support
this contention. Reports containing negative recommendations shall be submitted as prescnbed
in paragraph 3.d.. NDM 56-06.
Item 12. Oieck appropriate box.
Item 13. Trend of Performance is the trend of consecutive reports made by the same rating officer while
the rated officer is in the same issignment.
Item 14. Check appropriate box.
Item 15. (a) "Rating Officer" is the person who assigns the ratings and makes the comments.
(b) "Reporting Officer" is the supervisor of the rating officer except that if the rating officer is
head of 1 more-or-less independent entity (e. g., commanding officer of a si.v or director of
• laboracory) that officer shall sign in both capacities.
(c) "Rated Officer" is the officer b«ng evaluated. The report must be discussed »ith the officer
and must be signed in the space provided. If the rated officer believes he/she has been un-
justly graded, or has been given a poor raang, the officer must be advised of the entitlement
to submit, wichin a 10 Jav period a scatetnent to the Director, .NOAA (^rps. See NDM '56-06.
If the officer is not readilv available for signarure due to detachment or deached duty, the
raang officer shall provide ".'le officer with a copv of die report, explain the circumstances
in Item U, and transmit the onginal report ro the Oiief, Commissioned Personnel Division.
Tranamitfal Instructions
fT^es* insfrucrions ore «/fecf/ve pending revision of NOM 56—06)
Fitness letxxts shall be submitted in duplicate and routed as follows:
(a) The OTginal Fitness Report shall be submitted difCCtly to the Chief, Commissioned Per-
joonel Division, 7iarted'"Foc NCI - DO NOT OPEN I.N .^(AJLROO^^. On the original
fitness report, it should be noted that t copy has been forwarded through channels.
(See ilem 12)
Rvtantlen of Copies
Rating officers may retain a copy of each fitness report submitted to facilitate the submission of subsequent
reports. Retained copies are for the sole use of the rating officer and shall not be maintained as an activity file
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56-06 FITNESS REPORTS FOR COMMISSIONED OFFICERS
1. Purpose
To provide Instructions for the preparacion and submission of
Fitness Reports for Commissioned Officers, NOAA Form 56-6 (See Exhibit).
2. Submission
a. Periodic fitness reports shall be submitted by each officer's
immediate supervisor as follows:
(1) Lieutenants and above — annually for the period ending
December 31.
(2) Ensigns and Lieutenants (junior grade) — semiannually
for the periods ending June 30 and December 31, respectively.
(3) When either the officer or his immediate supervisor is
transferred or otherwise leaves his position.
(A) When the performance of an officer la deemed either poor
or exceptional.
(5) When a super^/isor considers an officer unfit for retention
because of incompetence, laaptitude, or other valid reason.
(6) Upon the request of the Chief, Commissioned Personnel
Division.
(7) Reports must be sequential, covering each day of an
officer's career. Reports covering other than normal periods (June 30
and December 31), such as those covered by (3) above, will end on the
day of detachment. The reporting period shall begin on the day after
detachment covering such travel, proceed, and leave time as may have
been taken. Supervisors making reports covered by (4), (5), and (6) above,
shall make their next report for the period beginning the day following
said report.
b. The submission of either a semiannual or annual fitness report
is not required when a detachment report has been, or will be, submitted
within 60 aays of the due date of the annual or semiannual report.
c. For each otficer below the grade of lieutenant commander, the
rating officer shall include a statement In the report regarding the type
and extent of training glvjn the officer during the rating period.
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56-06 FITNESS REPORTS FOR COMMISSIONED OFFICERS (Cont'd)
d. Every effort shall be made to render as comprehensive an
evaluation as possible since these reports are the basis in selecting
officers for promotion, assignment, and separation. When a complete
evaluation cannot be aade, the reason shall be noted in the report
under General Comments.
e. Each rating officer will include in the report in section
11 a statement "I consider (do not consider) this officer's progress
satisfactory, and recommend his retention in (separation from) the NOAA
Corps." If there is a negative recommendation, statements shall be
Included to support this contention. Reports containing negative
recommendations shall be submitted as prescribed in 3.d. below.
3. Procedures
a. The Fitness Report shall be signed in the "rating officer"
block (item l-i) by the supervisor who actually evaluates the officer's
performance. It will then be referred to the next supervisory level
for signature in the "reporting officer" block. If the head of a
more-or-Iess Independent activity (e.g., the commanding officer of a
ship or director of a laboratory) actually evaluates an officer's
performance, lie shall sign as both the "rating" and "reporting"
officer.
b. The fitness Report must b
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c. If an officer believes that he has been unjustly rated, or
if a report on him has been submitted for poor performance, under
provisions of paragraph 2a(4), be Is entitled to forward, within 10 days
from the Jate of discussion of the report wltli his supervisor, a
statement on liis own behalf to the Director, NOAA Corps either through
cliannels or direct. In tlie latter instance, he must Inform his
supervisor tli.ii he has exerciser' tils rl)?,!it under this p.irasr.iph to
write dlr-.-ci'v ti) '.ho tllr-jcti-r. '!'c ^'ipiTvisor shall Ip.torin the
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56-06 FITNESS REPORTS FOR COMMISSIONED OFFICERS (Cont'd)
d. If a special report la prepared under paragraph 2a(5) , the
supervisor will retain the report tor 10 days after having discussed It
with the rated officer; during this period, the rated officer may present
any statement he chooses to make in his behalf for submission to the
Director, NOAA Corps with the Fitness Report. The rated officer may elect
to forward the statement directly to the Director, NOAA Corps provided
he notifies his supervisor that he ia taking such action. The supervisor
shall inform the Director that he has been ao notified.
4. Transmittal Instructions
a. All Fitness Reports shall be submitted to the Chief, Commissioned
Personnel Division; the envelope in which forwarded should be marked: For
CCl; DO NOT OPEN IN MAILROOM.
b. Fitness Reports covering the performance of officers assigned to
the National Ocean Survey will be forwarded through the director, National
Ocean Survey. In addition. Fitness Reports covering the performance of
officers on ship duty shall be routed as follows:
(1) For those in ships home-ported on the East Coast: through
the Director, Atlantic Marine Center and the Director, National Ocean Survey.
(2) For those in ships home-ported on the West Coast; through
the Director, Pacific Marine Center and the Director, National Ocean Survey.
(3) For those in ships home-ported In Detroit, Michigan: through
the Director, Lake Survey Center and the Director, National Ocean Survey.
5. Effect on Other Instructions











56-44 COMMISSIONED OFFICERS - AUTHORITY AND PRECEDENCE
1. Precedence Among NOAA Officers
a. The Director, NOAA Corps, subject to the provisions of
section 2(f) of Reorganization Plan No. 4 of 1970, has the grade of
rear admiral (upper half) while so serving. The Director, NOAA Corps
takes precedence aoove all officers of the Corps, except an officer of
the Corps who is serving as the Associate Administrator of NOAA.
b. Precedence of all other officers shall be arranged on
the lineal list by the Director, NOAA Corps, as recommended by the
Officer Personnel Board.
c. The lineal list shall be arranged to show precedence
between grades in accordance with NDM 56-40, with vice admiral as the
highest grade.
(1) An officer upon original appointment shall be assigned
a position on the lineal list based on date of appointment and an evaluation
of the officer's record. Such an officer wno is not granted advanced
standing shall be assigned the date of cotrmencement of the training class
as a promotion control date. The promotion control date of an officer
originally appointed with advanced standing shall be computed from the
date of commencement of the training class. In either event, date of
rank shall be the same as the promotion control date.
(2) The promotion control date of an officer who Is re-
appointed, or originally appointed with advanced standing and does not
attend a training class, snail be computed from the date of appointment
or reappointment, as applicaole. Date of rank and promotion control
date shall be the same.
(3) An officer who Is initially appointed to the temporary
grade of ensign shall, upon Senate confirmation 1n the permanent grade
of ensign or higher, be assigned a date of rank in the grade confirmed
the same as the officer's date of rank as temporary ensign.
(4) An officer promoted from the temporary grade of
lieutenant (junior grade) to the permanent grade of lieutenant (junior
grade) shall be assigned the same date of rank as held in the temporary
grade of lieutenant (junior grade). (NDM 56-46, par. 7b(l)).
(5) The date of rank of an officer temporarily promoted
one grade pursuant to NOM SS-US (paragrapn 7b(2)) shall be the effective
date of the temporary grade.
d. Officers with the same dates of appointment 1n any grade
below rear admiral shall rank In the order in which they were recommended











56-i»'4 COMMISSIONED OFFICERS - AUTHORITY AND PRECEDENCE (Cont'd)
e. An officer who has lost lineal numbers or is advanced on
the lineal list shall rank immediately after the officer who is ahead
in the new position on the lineal list regardless of date of rank.
f. An officer who was passed over for promotion due to ad-
ministrative error, or who was removed from the line of promotion and
subsequently returned to the line of promotion witnout prejudice, shall,
upon retroactive promotion, suffer no loss of precedence and shall be
assigned a date of rank restoring him to his proper position on the lineal
list.
g. As prescribed by 33 U.S.C. 853r, the Officer Personnel
Board shall, at least once a year, recommend such changes in the lineal
list as the 3oard may determine.
(1) On or about March 1 of each year (or at such time as
the Director, NOAA Corps, may direct), the Officer Personnel Board shall
review the records of each officer who has, or will have, completed at
least two years of service for pronation purposes during that calendar
year and recommend to the Director, iNOAA Corps, changes to the lineal
list as warranted.
2. Precedence When Serving with the Army, fjavy or Air Force - When
serving with tne Army, "Javy or Air Force, officers of the fiOAA Corps
shall rank with and after officers of corresponding grade and of the
same length of service in that grade, in these uniformed services (33
use 856).
3. Exercise of Authority
a. All MOAA Coros officers on active service are at
all times subject to NOAA Corps authority and shall exercise authority
over all persons who are subordinate to them, in accordance with these
regulations and orders from competent authority. Exception: Any officer
under arrest, suspended from duty, in confinement, or otherwise incapable
of discharging his duties shall not exercise authority over others.
b. All officers on the NOAA Corps retired list are subject
to the authority of the NOAA Corps, but no officer on the retired list
shall place himself on duty or exercise authorUy over officers in the
ii'OAA Corps without orders from competent authority.
c. An off''cer directed to command by competent authority, or
who has succeeded to conmand, has precedence over all officers and other













SS-Ai* COMMISSIONED OFFICERS - AUTHORITY AND PRECEDENCE (Cont'd)
d. An officer who succeeds to command due to the commanding
officer's incapacity, death, departure on leave, or absence due to orders
from competent authority, has the same authority and responsibility as
the officer whom he succeeds.
e. The executive officer, while in execution of his duties
as such, shall take precedence over all persons under the command of
the commanding officer.
4. Authority in Special Situations
a. An officer embarked as a passenger In a ship or aircraft
not under his coimand, unless otherwise specified in his orders, has no
authority over, nor responsibility for, tne ship or aircraft.
b. Officers embarked as passengers who are junior to the
commanding officer ( if not on the staff of an officer al'o embarked )
may be assigned duty when the exigencies of the service render it
necessary, of which necessity the conmanding officer shall be the sole
judge. Passengers thus assigned shall have the same authority as though
regularly attached to tne ship, but have no additional cl-aim to quarters
by virtue 'of such assignment.
5. Succession to Command
a. Rank is the order of precedence among members of the
Uniformed Services (37 USC 101 (16)). Grade is a step or degree in a
graduated scale of office or rank that is established by law or regulation
(37 USC 101 (15)). Rank may also be described as that character or quality
bestowed upon persons which marks their station and confers eligibility
to exercise command or authority in a uniformed service within the limits
prescribed by law.
b. Command is exercised by virtue of office or by assignment
of Individuals designated by competent authority,
c. During the absence or disability of the Director, NOAA
Corps, or in the event of a vacancy in that office, the Chief of the Program
Planning, Liaison and Training Division, NCAA Corps, shall act as Director,
NOAA Corps, unless otherwise directed by the Administrator.
d. In the event of the incapacity, death, relief from duty,
or absence of the officer detailed to coinmand a unit, the office- shall















(a) The assigned (or designated executive officer)
or deputy.
(b) Other assigned commissioned officers in the
order of their seniority, unless otherwise specified by competent authority.
(2) Ships
(a) The assigned or designated executive officer.
(b) Other assigned commissioned officers who are
certified as qualified for officer of the deck watches underway in the
order of seniority. The commanding officer shall publish this order of
succession to comncnd.
e. Whenever an officer is succeeded by a civilian as off1cer-in-charge
or equivalent position, the senior commissioned officer assigned to the
unit will become commander of the officer personnel for that organization,
but all will remain under the authority of the individual—in -charge of
the unit.
f. An individual who becomes commanding officer or officer-in-charge,
in accordance with the preceding paragrapns, shall promptly report that
fact and the reasons therefor to the immediate superior.
6. Effect on other Directives. NDM 56-44 dated August 23, 1971












56-45 COMMISSIONED OFFICERS - ASSIGNMENTS
1. General
a. The Director, NOAA Corps, is responsible for assigning qualified
officers to authorized positions and for affording each officer an assign-
ment which will offer opportunity for development of professional and per-
sonal capabilities. Assignments are based on service requirements, the
professional needs of the individual officer and, to the maximum extent
practicable, on the preference of the officer (Sec. 12, DoC Order 25-5B).
b. In general, the Director, NOAA Corps makes direct assignments
to specific positions only when key positions are involved. Assignments
to positions within Primary Organizational Elements are made by the Director,
NOAA Corps, after consultation with the Director of the POE and/or Major
Line Component, NOAA Corps Liaison Officer. The assignment of duties to
officers ordinarily is the responsibility of the ship or organization to
which officers are Being assigned. Permanent transfer of an office*- to a
billet must be coordinated with the Office of the Director, NOAA Corns.
This is necessary to maintain orderly planning within the assignment
process, particularly with respect to Officer Assignment Board actions,
and to assure that personnel and financial records are properly jodated.
This is in no way intended to restrict program managers from temoorarily
reassigning an officer due to an emergency or program need.
c. It is exoected that any officer assigned to a ship will
qualify as Underway Officer of the Deck at the earliest opportunity.
This is a very imoortant factor in determining an officer's early career
advancement towards positions of higher responsibility. The programs
of each ship snail be planned to permit such qualifications.
2. Officer Assignment Board
a. The Officer Assignment Board (OAB), appointed by the Director,
NOAA Corps, shall consist of not less than four officers on the active list,
one of whom shall be from the Commissioned Personnel Division, '^'he
senior member of the Board serves as Chairman.
b. The OAB assists the Director, NOAA Corps, in developing and
administering policies governing the assignment of commissioned officers
and the professional career development of the individual officer.
To this end, the Board will examine personnel assignments and make
recomendations to the Director, NOAA Corps.
c. Whenever possible, recoirmendations for assignments will be
sent to the Director, NOAA Corps, at least 7 months '" advance of e."
anticipated change o^ assignment.
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d. The Board will meet at least once a month at the call of the
chairman.
3. Major Line Component Liaison Officers
The Director, NCAA Cores, with the concurrence of each respective
Major Line Comoonent Director, Designates a senior corrmissioned officer
within each MLC to carry out the collateral duty of 'lOAA Corps Liaison
Officer. Duties of a NCAA Corps Liaison Officer ire as follows:
(a.) Coordinates the assignment of commissioned officers to the
MLC. This officer generally acts "for" the MLC Director and is
responsible for keeping the Director informed of the status of
commissioned officer assignments throughout the MLC, see Lb. above.
(b. ) Provides MLC clearance at the headquarters level prior to
forwarding a regue-t for assignment of a commissioned officer to the
Director, NOAA Corps, see 5. below.
(c.) Keeps Commissioned Personnel Division informed as to which
MLC requests continue as valid requests on the Officer Assignment Board
agenda.
(d.) Acts as a central point of contact for information
concerning officer assignments within that MLC.
4. Assignment Process
a. Consistent assignment policies and
used to meet NOAA requirements and to enab
take part in his or her own career plannin
aware of the assignment mechanisms so that
influence on them ^rom time to time by tho
Such participation should include becoming
Organizational handbook and knowing what b
conmissioned officers. The NOAA Corps Bui
Roster listing where each officer is assig
of eacn year, and provides ongoing informa
openings, descriptions, and career plans,
should make assignment preferences and per
Dossible.
procedures shall be
le the individual officer to
g. Each officer should be
he or she may exert proper
ughtful , active participation.
generally familiar with NOAA's
illets are presently filled oy
letin Dubiishes a Locatior
ned as of 1 April and 1 Octcbe"-
tion concerning assignment
Once determined an office"
sonal desires known as ea-'lv es
b. An officer generally becomes available for reassignment
consideration several months prior to the end of wnat constitutes a
normal tour of duty. A normal tour, however, may be lengthened or
shortened due to unforeseen circumsta-icos or through -.choduled
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desires in specific billets. The "review date" is the time when the
Officer Assignment Board is scheduled to review an officer for
reassignment. This is usually seven months or more in advance of the
time that the officer could expect a move. In practice, an officer is
seldom up for review at any soecific date, but is considered many times
during the assignment orocess in order to optimize the matching of
qualified individuals v/i th the needs of the organization and to the
extent practical to those of the individual. Determination of the review
date is based upon a number of factors involving the nature of the work,
the situation with respect to the organization and the officer, etc.
Mindful of this, the officer should -nake personal wishes known
sufficiently in advance of the board's deliberations.
c. Vacancies come about through the departure of an incumbent
or the creation of a new position. These vacancies are filled by
selecting the best qualified officers from among those currently
available for assignment or reassignment. An officer's qualifications
are determined from the Official Personnel File. It is the officer's
responsibility to assure that all relevant information has been fon^arded
for inclusion in the file.
d. Officers are expected to be aware of the limitations in
the assignment process and to realize that individual desires may not
always be satisfied. However, an officer's opportunities to fulfill
career goals are greatly enlarged oy active participation. Officers
should actively participate by:
(1) Giving thought to their careers as a whole;
(2) Investigating jobs which Interest them; and
(3) Forwarding assignment preferences at the end of the
calendar year via the Service Report, NOAA Form 56-25, through the
immediate supervisor to the Director, NOAA Corps, Attn: NCI.
(4) Forwarding assignment preferences by letter, as often as
desired, through the line of authority/chain of command to the Director,
NOAA Corps, Attn: NCI. When an officer is requesting assignment to a
specific billet or program area by letter, a copy should be fcwarded to
the cognizant MLC liaison officer, e.g., a request for assignment tc the
NMFS, Pacific Environmental Group or ^IMFS, Marine Marmials prograr a'-ea
snould note that an information copy has been sent tc fie NMF" '_i?.ison
Officer.
5. Request fo^ Ass"'gnment of a NOAA Commissioned Officer
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conmissioned officers throughout NCAA, in compliance with broad goals
established by the Administrator, for the most effective utilization of
the NOAA Corps in support of NOAA's programs. An office with a need for
a commissionea officer should submit the request (see attachment 1)
through tne appropriate chain of commana (includes Director, Major Line
Component - Attn: 'IQAA Corps Liaison Officer) to the Director, NOAA
Corps. Although positions and funding are centrally managed by the
Office of the Director, NOAA Corps, it should be noted that certain
support costs ire cnargeaole against the benefiting organization, i.e.
MLC/POE, Liaison officers and/or the Office of the Director, NOAA Corps,
can provide details concerning positions and funding.
6. Duty Tours
a. i^henever possible, an officer's first assignment shall be aboard
a NCAA ship, or on a field project.
b. Initial sea duty tours typically are eighteen months to two years
in length with suosequent sea tours of two to three years.
c. Shore Duty tours following initial sea assignments are normally
two to three years in length.
d. Assignments may be lengthened or shortened for the convenience of
the Government. Tour lengths are governed by the nature of the assign-
ment or mission. All tours tend to become longer with seniority in
service.
e. Emergency assignments are exempt from all timing limitations of
any nature and may start and stop at any time required by the emergency.
f. Any officer assigned (PCS) to either Alaska or Hawaii is expected
to serve in that assignment at least two years unless relieved earlier by
the Director, NOAA Corps. An officer wno is unwilling to so serve should
refrain from requesting such an assignment. An officer selected for such
assignment without requesting it and is unwilling to serve the two years
should so indicate upon oeing notified of impending assignment. The
Director will then determine whether the assignment will be made without
the two-year stipulation. The resignation of an officer assigned under
the two-year stipulation normally will not be accepted until two years
after the effective date of his orders to such assignment.
7, Types of Duty Tours
During the assignment process, consideration shall be given to the type
of duty being assigned, -lowever, it should be realized that total equity
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will be imposed whenever it is 1n the best interest of the Government.
Numerous anomalies exist within each "type" of duty, e.g. Class I ship
duty vs. Class IV ship duty or field parties moving at four to six month
intervals or fixed duty with regular hours vs. fixed duty on shift-work.
Equating such types of duty is purely judgemental. Thus, comparison of
the number of months one officer has spent on a particular type of duty
with those of another officer is not necessarily a valid comparison.
Consideration of type of duty being assigned is given primarily to assure
broadening of each officer's professional development without causing any
particular officer to experience too much duty in any one category.
Types of duty are as follows:
a. Sea duty - Assignments where an officer's orders are so endorsed,
and indicate an assignment aboard an operational vessel. Assignment to
temporary sea duty must be documented by forv;arding an endorsed copy of
the official order to Commissioned Personnel Division, Attn: NCI.
b. Fixed shore duty - Assignments to Headquarters, a Marine Center,
laboratory, full-time training at a university or college, ship
construction base, or such similar duty wnich requires only brief travel
periods, if any, from the official duty station.
c. Mobile duty - Assignments where the officer is required to travel
so frequently that "blanket" travel orders are necessary due to the
officer being in a travel status throughout the majority of the tour.
Typical examples are:
Hydrographic Field Parties






Lake Survey Center. R/V SHENAHON
8. Voluntary Independent Research Activity
In order to permit the fullest use of the physical and intellectual
resources of the '<OAA Co'-ps ; captains of NOAA vessels, directors of
Primary Organization Elements, installations, and NOAA supervisors at
appropriate other organizational levels should encourage and supoor':
voluntary independent research and/or experiment by of-ficors of Ihe ''O^A
Corps during duty and noncuty "lOurs subject to certa''" prcvis^cs
contained herein.
'ecoqnizing that plans and schedules never completely anticipate future
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will be occasional intervals of inactivity. Also, in some locations,
some officers may desire to make use of their leisure time.
Consequently, each corrmissioned officer is invited to pursue some
independent line of scientific inquiry related to the general mission of
NOAA. Ship captains, directors, or top local supervisors may make
facilities and equipment available for such voluntary activity, subject
to the following provisions:
a. The officer, whose substantive duties have been completed, wishes
to perform such study.
b. The officer is off duty and wishes to perform such study.
c. The officer's correspondence courses and workbook obligations are
up-to-date.
d. Use of facilities and equipment must not interfere with
scientific operations or experiments in progress.
e. No aspect of officer study would warrant moving a ship or
aircraft otherwise at rest,' or stooping a ship otherwise underway; but
the captain may approve such actions.
f. Althougn helpful, study need not be directly related to
immediate duties.
g. Proposals should not have such amibitious implications as to
raise the question of interference with regularly assigned duties, or be
of such duration as to interfere with the officer assignment process.
The director of each Primary Organization Element may approve sending of
limited quantities of books and equipment to officers at remote
locations, based on:
Cogency of the proposal for such study.
Ability of the officer to complete the work satisfactorily,
Relevance to the agency's over-all mission.
Availability of equioment.
Each study or experiment should be summarized for placement in the
officer's personnel jacket. Quality of thinking is more important than
the size of the study. !t ^^s not necessary to prove anythinn but it is
important to be clea*- and accurate. If an idea is developed to the Doint
where it is suitable 'or a technical note or paper, the o'fice- is
encouraced to ::"jb1is^ t"" •'0'*k in conformity with agency o'"ocedu'*es ^or
publ ication.
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interface with other scientists, questions (such as who uses what data)
may arise from time to time which require tactful handling. In the event
of a disagreement, the decision of the local top supervisor must usually
govern.
9. Effect on Other Directives
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1. General
a. The NOAA Corps retirement system, like the retirement systems
of all the uniformed services, is structured on the basis of a 30-year
career. Maximum retired pay is based on 30 years of active service
(2 1/2 % X 30, or 75% of basic pay).
b. Normally, an officer will be retired, on his own application, on
the first day of any month after he completes 30 years of active service,
c. An officer may also request retirement after completing 20 but less
than 30 years of active service. However, his retirement will be approved
only if his services can be spared without adverse effect on the continued
and effective operations of NCAA's programs, and provided he has completed
at least 2 years of active service in his current grade computed from his
date of rank in such grade. Waiver of this time-in-grade requirement may
be made by the Director, NOAA Corps due to extenuating circumstances.
(33 use 853^)
d. An officer may be retired involuntarily, as provided herein,
because of statutory age, failure to be selected for promotion, or when
his retirement is considered to be in the best interests of the Service.




To establish eligibility to voluntarily retire under the provisions of
33 use 353-C, an officer must complete 20 years of active service of which at
least 10 years was service as a coirniissioned officer (33 USC 864; 10 USC 6323).
Active service for this puroose is defined as all active duty, including
active duty for training, in the Armed Forces, and all active service as a
comnissioned officer, deck officer, or Junior engineer in the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration, the Environmental Science Services Administration,
or the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey (33 USC 853o-l ; 33 USC 864; 10 USC 6323).
b. Retirement Application
(1) An eligible officer desiring voluntary retirement shall
submit his retirement application at least six months before the date he
desires transfe'- to the retired list. In unusual or emergency situations,
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(2) Except for officers serving in the grade of rear admiral
(upper half) or higher, retirement applications shall be in letter
form addressed to the President of the United States and forwarded
through the chain of command, including the cognizant office of the
primary organization element, to the Director, riOAA Corps who acts for
the President for this puroose. For officers serving in the grade of
rear admiral (upoer half) or higher, such applications shall be addressed
to the President and forwarded through the cnain of command to the
Administrator of NOAA who acts for the President in this instance.
(3) Retirement applications shall be processed promptly through
the chain of command. Endorsements shall indicate whether the requested
retirement date is compatible with the planned operations of the ship or
activity and, wnen appropriate, recommend an alternate date.
c. Application Format
(1) Suggested wording for a voluntary retirement application is
as follows: "Having completed (fill-in) years of active service, I request
transfer to the Retired List to be effective on the first day of (month and
year)." If desired, amplifying information may be included in separate
paragraphs.
(2) All retirement applications shall include the following
statement: "To my knowledge, I am (not) financially indebted to the
Government of the United S'^ates." If knowledge of indebtedness exists,
this statement should indicate the amount of indebtedness and the schedule
established for repayment.
d. Request for Withdrawal or Change of Effective Date
Upon request, the Administrator or Director, NOAA Corps, as appropriate,
in his discretion, may approve the withdrawal of a tendered or approved
retirement application, or a change in the effective date of retirement,
provided such request is approved before the retirement is effected.
Generally, reauests to extend an effective date of reti^-ement will be
approved provided the extension is for at least six months. All
requests for withdrawal or change of effective date shall be submi*tec'
through the chain of command as outlined in b(2) above and contain
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e. Effective Date
The approved effective date of retirement under the provisons of 33 IJSC 853£
will be specified in retirement orders by the Director, riOAA Corps. By
operation of law, the date specified shall be the first day of the
month. The officer's last day of active duty is the last day of the
preceding month. (5 USC 8301)
3. Involuntary Retirement
a. Statutory Age
(1) When any officer serving in a grade below that of rear admiral
has attained the age of 60 years, he shall be placed on the retired list
effective on the first day of the month following his 50th birthday.
(33 USC 853k(a))
(2) When any officer serving in a grade above that of captain
has attained the age of 62, he shall be placed on the retired list, except
that the Secretary of Commerce fray, in his discretion, defer placing such
officer on the retired list for the length of time he deems advisable but
not later than the date on which he attains the age of 64 years.
(33 USC 353k(b))
b. Failure of Selection for Promotion
(1) As recommended by the Officer Personnel Board, any officer in
the permanent grade of lieutenant coimander or commander who twice in
succession fails of selection for permanent promotion may be involuntarily
retired or retained on active duty at the discretion of the Director,
ii'OAA Corps. An officer is considered to have failed of selection when
(i) he is in an established promotion zone; (ii) he is not selected for
promotion; and (iii) an officer junior to him is selected from within
the promotion zone.
(2) In any fiscal year, the total number of officers involuntarily
retired pursuant to this subparagraph, subparagraph c below, and the number
of officers involuntarily discnarged in accordance with paragraphs Ih and
Ic, NOM 56-57, plus the number of officers retired for age under suboaraoraph
a above, shall not exceed the whole number nearest 4 percent of the total
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(3) Any retirement pursuant to this subparagraph shall become
effective on the first day of the sixth month following the date of
approval of the retirement oy the Director, NOAA Corps, unless the
officer concerned requests earlier retirement, in whicn case the date
shall be as determined by the Director. (33 USC 853g)
c. Best Interest of the Service
(1) As recotmended by the Officer Personnel Board, any officer
in the permanent grade of captain, commander or lieutenant commander may
be transferred to the retired list, at the discretion of the Director, NOAA
Corps, for the best interest of the Service pursuant to the provisions of
33 use 853g. An officer's involuntary retirement is considered to be in
the best interest of the Service for one or more of the following reasons:
(a) 'n officer's performance of duty Is at a level below
that expected of an officer of his office, rank or grade, and who is not
well fitted for the duties and responsibilities of higher grades;
(b) An officer Is not suited for continued service for one
or more of the following similar causes:
1
.
Conduct contrary to laws, regulations, or administrative
directives applicable to commissioned officers.
2. Intentional omission or misrepresentation of facts
in official statements, either oral or written,
3. Act of intemperance and/or personal misconduct to
the discredit of the Service.
(c) A reduction 1n the strength of the Corps is necessary by
reasons of program contraction or numbers limitation.
(2) In any fiscal year, the total number of officers involuntarily
retired pursuant to this subparagraph, subparagraph b above, and the number
of officers involuntarily discharged in accordance with paragraphs lb and
Ic, NDM 56-57, dIus the number of officers retired for age under subparagraph
a above, shall not exceed the whole number nearest 4 percent of the total
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(3) Any retirement pursuant to this subparagraph shall become
effective on the first day of the sixth month following the date of
approval of the retirement by the Director, NOAA Corps, unless the
officer concerned requests earlier retirement, in which case the date
shall be as determined by the Director. (33 USC 853g)
4. Process
3f" i. When involuntary retirement under the provisions of 3c, above,
is indicated, except when a reduction in strength is necessary by reason
of program contraction or numbers limitation, the officer concerned
shall be notified of nis/her right to show cause as to why the retirement
should not be carried into effect, prior to a final decision on retirement
from service.
b. If the officer concerned does not elect to exercise the right
to show cause as set forth in a, above within 30 day- of receipt of
the notification, or states in writing a desire not to elect to exercise
the right as set forth in a, above, retirement shall be effected as
prescribed in 3c above, as appropriate.
c. If the officer concerned elects to exercise the rights under
a, above, the Director, NOAA Corps shall provide the officer with the
opportunity to submit any evidence the officer may wish to present to
the Officer Personnel Board, and if the officer appears in person to
call and question any witness who has knowledge of the case. A complete
record of such proceedings shall be made and forwarded to the Director,
NOAA Corps for review prior to final determination. In the event the
record is not in the form of verbatum transcript the officer involved
shall be notified of the right to review the record as forwarded by
the Board to the Director, NOAA Corps and include an additional statement
concerning any disagreement with the record as submitted.
d. When a personal appearance to show cause in accordance with
a. above is requested by the officer concerned, the following rights
shall accrue: The officer may be represented by a representative of
his or her choice; the officer way request any witness who has
knowledge of the case, and f-easonable efforts shall be made to obtain
witnesses so requested; submit evidence by affidavit or otherwise to
the Board; and question witnesses called by the Board.
e. An officer who has been recommended for involuntary retirement "TT
under the provisions of 3.b above, may request within 30 days of receipt
of notification, that the Director, NOAA Corps appoint a Records Examination
Board to determine whether or not information contained in tne officer's
personnel file should be corrected or '-emoved. Such a request n^ust
be in writin" and specificary identi^'y the records o'- parts tnereof
to be corrected or removed. At the discretion o'' the Director, 'lOAA
JC °.^VISED MATTER
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b. A part of a year that 1s six months or more which may be obtained
by adding the total service outlined above shall be credited as a whole
year for multiplier purposes.
c. Retired pay may not exceed 75 percent of the basic pay upon
which the computation of retired pay 1s based.
7. Payment of Retired Pay
a. The pay accounts of retired NOAA officers are maintained and
administered on a contract basis by the Commanding Officer, U.S. Navy
Finance Center, Cleveland, Ohio 44199 in accordance with Navy rules
and regulations governing retired pay. Therefore, retired NOAA
officers shall comply with the instructions of the Commanding Officer,
Navy Finance Center regarding their retired pay.
b. Any allotments an officer has in effect while on active duty
are discontinued upon transfer to the retired 11st. In order to allot
from retired pay, a signed letter request to the Navy Finance Center
1s required. The letter must specify the name and address of the
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1 . General
• a. An ensign or any other officer, durinq the first three
years of service, wno is determined by the Officer Personnel Board to be
mentally, morally, or professionally not qualified for retention with
the approval of the Director, .NOAA Corps, shall have the commission
revoked. (33 USC 853e(b), 33 USC 853t (a))
b. As recorranended by the Officer Personnel Board, the Director, NOAA
Corps, may discnarge from service with severance pay any officer in the
permanent grade of lieutenant or lieutenant (junior grade) who twice in
succession fails of selection for promotion. An officer Is considered
to have failed of selection when (l) the officer is in an established
promotion zone: (2) the officer is not selected for pronation; and (3) an
officer junior to the officer in question is selected from within the
promotion zone. (33 USC 353g; 33 USC 353r) .
c. As recommended by the Officer Personnel Board, any officer in
the permanent graue of lieutenant or lieutenant (junior grade) may be
discharged pursuant to 33 USC 353g, with severance pay in the discretion
of the Director, NOAA Corps, for the best interest of the Service. An
officer's discharge is considered to be in the best interest of the
Service for one or more of the following reasons:
(1) An officer's performance of duty is at a level below that
expected of an officer of the office, rank or grade, and who is
not well fitted for the duties and responsibilities of higher grades;
(2) An officer is not suited for continued service for one or
more of the following similar causes:
(a) Conduct contrary to laws, regulations, or administrative
directives applicable to coimissicned officers.
(b) Intentional omission or misrepresentation of facts in
official statements, either oral or written.
(c) Act of intemperance and/or personal misconduct to the
discredit of the Service.
(3) A reduction in the strength of the Corps is necessary by
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d. In dny fiscal year, tne total number of officers involuntarily
dischargee in accordance with subparagraphs b and c above, and the number
of officers involuntarily retired under subparagraohs 3b and 3c, i<DM 56-
47, plus tne runoer of officers retired for age pursuant co suboaraqraph
3a, NOM 56-47, snail not exceed the whole number nearest 4 percent of
the total authorized number of officers on the active 11st. (33 USC 853g)
2. tf-"=of. vg Gate of Discharge
a. The affective date of separation for an officer whose commission
is revoKed shall be as determined by the Director, NOAA Corps.
b. Involuntary discharges under lb and Ic above shall become ef-
fective on the first day of the sixth .nontn following the date of ap-
proval oy :he Director, ,'iOAA Corps, unless the officer concerned requests
earlier separation, in which case the effective date shall be as de-
termined by the Director. (33 USC 853g)
3. Process
a. When involuntary separation under the provisions of 1 a. or 1 c.
above is indicated, except when a reduction in the strength of the Corps
is necessary by reasons of program contraction or number limitation, the
officer concerned shall be notified of :he right lo show cause as
to why the separation should not be carried into effect, prior to a final
decision on separation from service.
b. If the officer concerned does not elect to exercise the
right to show cause as set forth 1n a. above within 30 days of receipt of
the notification, or if the officer states in writing a desire not to
elect to exercise the right as set forth in a. above, separation
Shall be effected as prescribed in 2. above.
c. If the officer concerned elects to exercise the rights
under a. above, the Director, .'lOAA Corps, shall provide the officer with
the oDoortunitY to Submit any evidence the officer may wish to present
to the Officer Personnel 3oard, and, if the officer appears 1n person,
to call and question any witness who has knowledge of the case. A
complete record of such proceedings shall be made and forwarded to the
Director, :«OAA Corps, for review prior to final determination. In the
event the record is not in the form of verbatum transcript, the officer
involved shall be notified of the right to review the record as
forwarded by the Board to the Director, "lOAA Corps, and include an
additional statement concerning any disagreement with the record as
submi tted.
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d. When a hearing in accordance with a. above 1s requested by the
officer concerned, the following rights shall accrue: The officer may
be represented by a representative of the officer's choice; the officer may
request any witness who has knowledge of the case, and reasonable efforts
shall be made to obtain witnesses so requested; the officer may submit evidence
by affidavit or otherwise to the Board; and the officer may question
witnesses called by the Board.
e. An officer, who has been recotmiended for involuntary separation
under the provisions of l.b. above, may request within 30 days of receipt
of the notification that the Director, NOAA Corps, appoint a Records
Examination Boara to determine whether or not information contained in
the officer's personal file should be corrected or removed. Such a request
must be in writing and scecifically Identify the records or parts thereof
to be corrected or removed. At the discretion of the Director, NOAA Corps,
a board of one or more officers senior in rank to the officer Involved
and who have not in any way participated In the recommendation to separate,
may be appointed as a Records Examination Board to receive any evidence
the officer may wisn to submit and make appropriate recoirmendations to
the Director, NOAA Corps, concerning corrections, delations or additions
• to the officer's personal file.
f. A request by an officer for a Records Examination Board (under e.
above if granted) shall entitle the officer to present evidence either
in person or by affidavit to the Board. A summary of the record of such
proceedings along with the Board's reconmendatlon shall be shown to the
officer involved prior to submission to the Director, NOAA Corps. If
the officer involved disagrees with the summary of the record or the
recommendation of the Board, may submit In writing the reasons therefore
to the Director, NOAA Corps.
4. Severance Pay
Any officer separated, pursuant to subparagraphs lb or Ic above, shall be
paid a lump-sum payment computed on the basis of two months' basic pay
at the time of separation for each year of service, but not to exceed a
total of two years' basic pay. A fractional year of six months or more
shall be considered a full year in computing the number of yeai's o^f service
upon which to base the lump-sum payment, (33 USC 853h)
5. Other
Those provisions of NOM 56-A8 (paragraphs 3 and ^) , regarding separation
medical examinations and additional separation procedures are applicable
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